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ABSTRACT

MODEEN AND CONTEMPORARY APPALACHIAN LITERATURE :

BEYOND THE SOUTHEEN GROTESQUE. (August 2007)

Travis AIlen Rountree, B.A., James Madison University

M.A., Appalachian State University

Thesis Chaixperson: Sandra L. Ballard

This thesis explores definitions of the grotesque and examines different uses of the

grotesque by Southern and Appalachian writers.  The gro`tesque is an idea that is always in

flux within the context of the piece of art that uses it.  Its original meaning refers to

architecture; however, Geman and French interpretations of the word added psychological

meaning involving the provocation of fear and laughter. When analyzing Southern and

Appalachian literature uses of the grotesque, however, I focus on Freud's explanations that

include fears of the unfamiliar and familiar, meanings that involve recognition of what is

"uncanny."  I also use Mikhail Bakhtin's Jtczbe/oz.s cr#d Hz.s Wror/d where he notes that the

face is the most grotesque feature of the body.  He also examines how grotesque features

dominate all other features and become the focal point for observers.  Bakhtin's theory on the

grotesque involves humans becoming animal-like, which is another useful theory when

looking at examples of the grotesque in Southern and Appalachian fiction.

Through this thesis, I argue that use of the grotesque by Southern whters differs from

that of Appalachian writers.  This study addresses the Southern grotesque in the works of

lriajor whters like Edgar Allan Poe, William Faulkner, Flannery O'Connor, and Erskine

Caldwell, writers who used the grotesque to represent class status in ways that contemporary
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writers such as Harry Crews, Larry Brown, Dorothy Allison and Carson Mccullers imitate.

All of these whters address numerous issues of class, specifically notions of corruption or

class struggle.  These struggles span from corruption in the higher class, from Faulkner' s

genteel Miss Emily Grierson, who is a gruesome necrophiliac, to Caldwell' s impoverished

Lester family who are unable to adequately bury their own dead. Grotesque scenes in

Southern literature often demonstrate inequities in race and class that are evident in the

Southern class system.

While Appalachian writers also address class and race, I argue that through their use

of the grotesque they are able to give readers a truthful portrayal of an authentic Appalachia.

Appalachian whters more often focus on scenes that evoke images of how industry has come

in and changed their sense of place such as the disrespect for human life in Amow's

"Marigolds and Mules," as Nitro Joe is blown up while delivering dynamite.  James Still and

Hariette Simpson Amow were one of the first writers to give readers a realistic glimpse into

the lives of Appalachian people by using various grotesque characters and scenes that are

caused by their interactions with their surroundings.  They do not participate in the romantic

nineteenth-century depictions of Appalachia, images that portrayed mountain people as lazy,

shiftless, moonshiners; instead, they give readers graphic descriptions of mutilated body parts

and carnivalesque scenes of death caused by the impending industry in Appalachia.  These

realistic scenes help readers to witness what happened in these writers' Appalachia.

Contemporary whters like Lee Smith, Cormac Mccarthy and Silas House continue this

tradition as they too give a glimpse of the change in Appalachia, helping readers to become

aware of a more genuine and realistic Appalachia that continues to exist today.
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Chapter One:

Laughter in the Cave: An Introduction. to the Grotesque

Comic and dark topics surround the grotesque.  Artists use it to exaggerate certain

humorous characters, such as those created in the tradition of Southwest hulnor, or it can

evoke a disturbing feeling of fear as in rough cave drawings that contain both human and

animal features.  Ambiguity and elusiveness sunound this idea.  In 07® ffoe Gro/esgzte, one of

the groundbreaking books on the subject, University of Pennsylvania professor Geoffrey Galt

Harpham states that "the perception of the grotesque is never a fixed or stable thing, but

always a process, a progression" (14).  His statement shows the elusiveness of the definition

of the grotesque.  The idea of the grotesque itself is based on emotions, so it is hard to have a

strictly rational definition of it. Bemard Mc Elroy further asserts the ambiguity of the

grotesque when he states, "the grotesque is not a genre to which a work either does or does

not belong.  It does not originate in a particular school or artistic theory, but antedates all

schools and theories. . .Rather, it is a continuum which may be present in varying degrees in

otherwise disparate works" (2).  This chapter will illustrate some of the early occurrences of

the grotesque while giving other artistic as well as early literary examples showing how the

compatibility of the grotesque spans both at foms.  It will include information on the origins

of the word, the transition of the grotesque from art to literature, its transfer to America, and

changes in the meaning of the grotesque relevant to American literature.  This introduction

lays the groundwork for discussing the grotesque in Southern and Appalachian literatures.
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Etymology of Grotesque

The roots of the grotesque originate in Europe.  Concepts of the grotesque developed

following the discovery of Nero's Domw$ 4wrea or Golden Palace beneath Rome in 1480.

Images in the frescoes that appear on the walls of the palace originated from early Greek and

Egyptian influences (Harphan 50).  Rome had been built on top of ruins filled with artifacts

and elaborate carvings on the walls and ceilings.  These carvings involved scrollwork,

animals with human heads, and other complex paintings and sculptures.  Soon the words /c7

groffesccz and grofres'co cane into use in the Italian Renaissance referring to gro//cz (which

originated interestingly from the Latin cr}!pfcr: cavern or crypt).  The initial meaning of the

word suggested something "not only. . .playfully gay and carelessly fantastic, but also

something ominous and sinister in the face of a world totally different from the falniliar one"

(Kayser 21).  After this discovery, the word as well as the ideas from the frescoes spread

throughout Europe, but maintained the fimest stronghold in Gemany and the Netherlands.

According to German theorist Wolfgang Kayser,I as the idea of g7.a//esco developed,

its meaning changed.  When it first traveled to Germany, the grotesque stood as a plural noun

meaning a type of architectural style that was not of this world, but drear-like.  However, as

it traveled to France in the seventeenth century, it retained its denotative meaning relevant to

architecture, but gained a connotative meaning adding a spiritual significance, which enabled

the word to take on an additional function as constantly interpretative.  Thus, gro#esco

gained a new ambiguity.  As the word spread, the French again enlarged its meaning adding a

I Both Kayser and Harpham are the authoritative scholars who vividly explore the grotesque in modem art and

literature.  Halpham offers a larger overview of the concept than either Kayser or Bah]ctin, whom Harpham
sees as unable to "step outside" the familiar world to the mystical world where the grotesque exists (IIarphan
71).
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comic nature to it.  In 1694, a German-French dictionary defines the grotesque as "silly,

bizarre, extravagant" further reducing its disturbing, once dark imagery (Kayser 26).

Despite the French change to the word, Christoph Martin Wieland brought fear back

to the grotesque by 1778.  He wrote in his book U72fe7'reda/7ege7? mz.f de" P/czrrer yo# ***

/Co#verscrfz.o7cs wztfe ffee P¢7~fo7c o/ ***/ that he saw the grotesque as a perfect contradiction

to this world.  He states that it is based on the "supernatural" and entails numerous

absurdities that provoke psychological fear.  This fear influences our views of a world that
1

"breaks apart and remains inaccessible" (Kayser 31 ).  Through this definition readers can see

how the grotesque evolved from the earlier definitions of "ominous" and unfaniliar to "silly"

and "bizarre" to something that is not of this world and invokes psychological fear in the

observer.

The Painted Grotesque

One of the most profound painters to illustrate the grotesque is Pieter Bruegel the

Elder and his son Pieter the Younger.  Kayser remarks that the father and son do not "paint a

Christian hell, whose monsters serve as God's tools in waning, tempting, or punishing, but

an absurd nocturnal world of its own which permits of no rational or emotional explanation"

(36).  For example, in the Pieter the Elder's painting "The Triumph of Death" he paints

various skeletons that kill and cany away a king and peasants (Grossmann 20).  The

painting's dark overtones also can be included in Kayser's focus on the nocturnal and absurd

for his definition of the grotesque, whereas Haxpham focuses more on the balance of both the

familiar and unfamiliar worlds presented in the grotesque.  The Breugel "nocturnal"

paintings present disturbing representations of Christian proverbs.  Their dark scenery

features eerie faces hidden within the paintings, such as in Pieter the Elder' s "The `Dulle
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Griet' (Mad Meg)," where Satan's head protrudes from the ground as demons and other

monsters flow from his mouth attacking the peasants around them (Grossmann 36).  These

images classify as "grotesque" because often there is a human resemblance within the

ghoulish faces.  They present the readers with a dialectic to decide whether the creature is

more human-like or animal-like.  Harphan explains how the readers' minds attempt to

decipher the grotesque when he states,

`the gaps, left or over leaped by the haste of the imagination' Tooth of the observer

and of the artist] that form the grotesque character; and the mind, which hates gaps as

nature hates a vacuum, leaps to fill them in through interpretation to the point where

the grotesqueness vanishes and the'image appears.  (19)

Harphan's statement helps readers to understand how their minds attempt to balance the

realistic images in comparison to the grotesque ones presented in the painting. Not only did

the artist make decisions to construct the grotesque creature, but observers also struggle to

create meaning based on these images; thus, the creation of the grotesque forms out of a

reciprocal relationship between artist and observer.

The Literary Grotesque

By the mid-eighteenth century, elements of the grotesque had begun to transfer into

literature.  According to James P. Carson, the first appearance of the gothic novel is Horace

Walpole's Cczsf/e a/Ofro#fo in 1764 (qtd. in Richetti 257).  While scholars refer to this novel

as the first "gothic" novel, it also has numerous grotesque features, such as exaggerated feet

and hands, and also the appearances of numerous ghosts throughout the novel's plot.  It is

important, however, to distinguish between gothic and grotesque. As literary scholars

Williani Harmon and C. Hugh Holman explain, the gothic was established in the eighteenth
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century, and it entails magical, mysterious elements that combine with chivalry and horror

(237).  The grotesque was established later and also can be an element of the gothic novel.

For example, in Z7!e Cast/e o/OtraJcfo, the setting of the castle and the gallant nature of

Theodore's rescuing Isabella qualify as gothic; however, the appearance of the animated

corpse and the ghost qualify as grotesque because they are human but "not of this world."

In 1827, Victor Hugo attempted to grasp the definition of the grotesque.  He wrote,

"The grotesque. . .is everywhere, on one hand it creates what is deformed and horrible, on the

other what is comic and farcical" (qtd. in Kayser 57).  He contrasted it to the sublime, which

is a "loftier, beautiful world" whereas the grotesque is "distorted, inhumane, nocturnal and

abysmal" (58).  Hugo posed the question about whether or not a single object, such as a
'

gargoyle, can become grotesque without context and hypothesized that the grotesque can

exist only within the context of an exterior world that forms the meaning of the grotesque.  In

other words, he saw the grotesque as a contrast of two worlds. The first world is the "normal"

world; then the other "darker, distorted" world that is determined abnormal by the "normal"

world is where the grotesque exists. Hugo's assertions suggest again that the grotesque can

exist only within these two contrasting worlds-a "normal" world and the exaggerated,

deformed, disturbed world.

Theories of the Grotesque

In the nineteenth century, Freud also used literature to explain how his theory of the

"uncanny" applies to the grotesque as he analyzed Ernest Theodor Amadeus Hofinan' s short

story "The Sandman," published in 1817.  Studying this story can help readers understand the

evolution of the grotesque and its influence on American whters.  It involves a youth named
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Nathaniel who has a deathly fear of a "sandman" who enters his home at night.  His nurse

tells him that the sandman is

a wicked man who comes when children won't go to bed, and throws handfuls of

sand in their eyes so that they jump out of their heads all bleeding.  Then he puts the

eyes in a sack and carries them off to the half-moon to feed his children.  They sit up

there in their nest, and their beaks are hooked like owls' beaks, and they use them to

peck up naughty boy;' and girls' [eyes] with.   (Freud 936)

The Italian definition of grotesque applies to this first description of the sandman because of

the link that the Sandman' s children have with animals. The description of the children again

conflates the human with the inhuman.  Their "beaks" are inhuman and scary, ready to

devour the freshly picked eyes.

As the story continues, Nathaniel approaches his father' s study and finds his father

and a lawyer by the name of Coppelius. Earlier, Coppelius scares Nathaniel and his. brothers

and sisters.  As Nathaniel approaches Coppelius, Coppelius yells, "Eyes here! Eyes here!"

and grabs Nathaniel.  Coppelius is on the verge of intentionally dropping red hot coals into

Nathaniel's eyes when Nathaniel's father rescues him; during the commotion Nathaniel falls

into a deep "swoon" and a "long illness" (Freud 936).

As the story progresses, Nathaniel's father is killed.  Nathaniel soon goes off to

school and starts to obsess over an optician named Giuseppe Coppola, who reminds him of

Coppelius (the sandman).  Coppola gives Nathaniel a spy glass to use.  Soon, across the

street, Nathaniel spots a motionless girl named Olympia who he discovers is a machine.

When Nathaniel surprises Coppola and Olympia's maker, the maker throws Olympia's eyes

at Nathaniel, who falls into a fit of madness.



He eventually recovers and returns to his bride-to-be.  One day they go out for a walk

and decide to climb the Town Hall.  Through the spy glass, Nathaniel identifies Coppola as

Coppelius, then cormects Coppola to the Sandman.  While in a fit of madness Nathaniel

attempts to throw his fianc6e off the tower, but she is rescued by her brother.  Nathaniel takes

one last look at Coppelius and yells, "`Yes! Fine eyes-fine eyes! " and leaps off the tower to

his death below (Freud 935-937).

Hoffroan's short story reveals several aspects of the grotesque; however, Freud used

this story to analyze and further define his ideas of the uncanny.  Freud defines the uncanny

as "that class of the frightening which leads back to what is known of old and long familiar"

(930).  The uncanny plays a predominant role in defining the grotesque because the

grotesque depends on readers' recognition of something that is familiar and oddly

appropriate but warped through exaggeration into something out of the ordinary.  For

example, in the story the uncanny is evident with the children's idea of the Sandman's own

eye-eating, owl children.  In the story the Sandman comes out at night, the same time that

owls do; thus, we have the supernatural combined with the familiar.  To extend the motif of

the supernatural and unfamiliar, Hofroan combines the owl with the Sandman's children to

form something eerily unfamiliar.  The normal children can recognize the owl and the other

children, but the conflation of the two frightens them because it is not normal.

Freud uses the Geman word cj7!feez.7#/I.cfe to help define the uncanny.  U73feez.in/z.cfe is

the opposite of Hez.in/I.cA, which means something that is known, familiar, and calm.  Again,

here there is a dialectic of faniliar/unfamiliar.  As with the Breugels' paintings, readers can

see familiar human faces; however, they are placed on unfamiliar animals' bodies which

make readers uncomfortable as they decipher why the artists created these beings.
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Hoffroan's "The Sandman" is similar to these paintings because it too creates

uncertainty in the reader. Hoffrnan explains that Nathaniel sinks further and further into

madness, yet readers are still able to follow him.  His distorted image of love and fear of

losing his eyes creates a feeling of dread and fear in readers.  Readers are familiar with the

ideas of children being afrald of the boogey man, so they follow along with his fear from the

beginning of the story.  The animal-like descriptions of the Sandman's children qualify again

as grotesque because they are a conflation of man and beast.  They play upon the innemost

fears of sudden death.  As the story continues, readers are taken into another realm as

Nathaniel's fear becomes a type of phobia: an exaggerated childhood fear about which he

obsesses throughout his whole life.  Something familiar eases into something unfamiliar.

Readers follow as Nathaniel's mind warps into something disturbing as he suffers numerous

mental breakdowns because of this constant fear. Readers, like Nathaniel, slip into a world of

real and unreal.  The narrative offers glimpses of Nathaniel's mental illness.  By the end, as

readers try to detemine Nathaniel's sanity, they teeter on the edge much like Nathaniel.

They are able to see a final grotesque scene as Nathaniel dives off of the tower to his death

below, succumbing to his fears and leaving a truly grotesque, horrifying ending.

Perhaps some of the most important comments on the grotesque have come from

Mikahil Bakhtin in his book Rczbe/czz.s and Hz.s Wor/d.  In this book, Bakhtin interprets many

of Rabelais's works and uses them to fom his own definition of the grotesque.  Bakhtin's

definition of the grotesque concentrates on the human body and the manipulations that can

occur within that body.  He focuses on how authors exaggerate numerous parts of the body or

take them out of context.  Bakhtin centers mainly on the grotesqueness of the face.  He cites

examples of ways that ears, noses, eyes, and especially the mouth can relate to the grotesque.
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The mouth is the most important aspect of the grotesque body because all "the other features

are only a frame encasing this wide-open bodily abyss" @akhtin 317).  This imagery is

reminiscent of the painting "The Scream" by Norwegian painter Edvard Munch.  In the

painting, the main figure has two dots for his nose, a sparse definition of eyes, and his hands

are hiding his ears; however, his mouth gapes widely open in a disturbing pose.  The

surroundings in the painting include a far distant bridge, a swirling sea beneath and a wavy

red sky that meets it, so that the main focus is on the screanier.  While Bakhtin does not

mention that he had seen the 1 893 painting (completed only two years earlier than his birth),

it stands as an excellent example of what he is trying to convey of the grotesque feature of

the gaping mouth as a symbol of an exaggerated feature of the face.  This image could also

stand as an existential symbol of the general feeling of people during the late nineteenth

century who felt alone in a tumultuous world that was becoming more and more industrial.

Along with his discussion on the face, Bakhtin declares that "The grotesque body. . . is

a body in the act of becoming.  It is never finished, never completed; it is continually built,

created, and builds and creates another body.  Moreover, the body swallows the world and is

itself swallowed by the world" (317).  Through this remark Bakhtin describes the continual

evolution of the grotesque body.  Bakhtin states that the "bowels and the phallus" are the two

main "areas" that "play the leading role in the grotesque image, . .they can even detach

themselves from the body and lead an independent life, for they hide the rest of the body, as

something secondary" (317). This statement shows that the grotesque feature of the body can

exist outside of the body for the reader.  For instance, in Flannery O'Connor's short story

"Good Country People," Hulga's fake leg makes her grotesque.  Readers focus on the

disfigurement throughout the story, and in the end the leg is both physically and
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metaphorically detached from Hulga as the Bible salesman steals it.  Through this example,

readers can see that in Bakhtin's definition of the "bodily grotesque," there are many other

appendages that can come into play that are just as important as the bowels and the phallus.

However, the specific body part does indeed take on a life of its own within observers'

interpretation as it dominates readers' attentioh.  It overpowers the observation of the original

body and becomes the focal point of the observer, thus determining the entire body to

become grotesque because of its disfigurement.

An6ther example exists in Fred Chappell's Jj4m O#e o/row Forever in the short

story "The Beard."  This example is not frightening, but rather shows the absurd nature of the

grotesque in comection to the domination of a particular body part.  In the story young Jess

and his family are visited by his uncle Gurton, who has a huge beard.  Throughout the story,

Jess and his father become obsessed with seeing Uncle Gurton's whole beard, which he tucks

into his overalls.  As the story progresses, it takes on elements of magical realism and

becomes a tall tale as they sneak into his room while he is napping and quietly roll out Uncle

Gurton's beard only to find that it soon fllls the whole house room-by-room.  Through this

example readers can see how humor is an element of the French definition of the grotesque

denoting it as "silly, bizarre" and "extravagant" (Kayser 26).  The beard eventually takes up

the whole house; Jess's mother asks, "Well, do you think you've seen enough of it?" to

which his father replies, mocking Uncle Gurton., "Yes ma'am. . .I've seen an .elegant

sufficiency .... Any more would be a superfluity" (Chappell 61 ).  In the story the beard

literally takes up the whole house; however, it also dominates the readers' focus on the story.

While this comic story is reminiscent of exaggerations out of the traditions of Old Southwest

humor, it also easily applies to Bakhtin's theory above.  While Uncle Gurton still exists in the
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room asleep, his beard dominates the scene and seems more important than the rest of his

body.

Another feature that Bakhtin explains is how the grotesque body never truly dies.

Through the death of one body is the creation of a new identity; Bakhtin further illustrates

this point when he states:

In the grotesque body, on the contrary, death brings nothing to an end, for it does not

concern the ancestral body, which is renewed in the next generation.  The events of

the grotesque sphere are always developed on the boundary dividing one body form

the other and, as it were, at their points of intersection.  One body offers its death, the

other its birth, but they are merged in a two-bodied image.   (322)

In this statement, Bakhtin shows how the grotesque is able to create another identity to the

body.   The grotesque feature of the original body "offers its death" giving "birth" to the new

grotesque feature of the body; thus readers have two bodies that exist: the original and the

disfigured.  An example appears in William Faulkner's novel j4s Jfc}j/ Dyz.;7g.  While Addie

Bundren's small body rots away in the coffin that her family drags across the Mississippi

Delta, it is still a main character within the novel.  The dead body is almost exalted.  While

Faulkner has his characters describe the smell of the rotting corpse, he also creates life in it

with the other characters' collective descriptions of their mother.  Then Addie is also given a

voice, which further enhances her identity within the novel (even though she is dead).  In this

novel, readers can see the duality of these bodies. Faulkner presents Addie' s rotting corpse

within the coffin and then the metaphorical development of her character and identity

throughout the novel.
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While Bakhtin's main focus is on the body, he does bring up an excellent point about

the land that is especially applicable to Southern and Appalachian literature.  He writes that,

"the earth, consisting of mountains and precipices, was constructed like a grotesque body.

The impenetrable surface of the earth was constantly broken up by a tendency to rise or

descend into the depths, into the underworld" (346).  Seen here readers can interpret

characters' interactions with the earth as grotesque.  The actual earth can be seen as a body

itself, and its caves, mountains, and rivers as orifices that humans interact within.  Readers

can identify numerous examples in Appalachian literature.  For instance, Goody in Pickney

Benedict's Dogr o/God makes a journey through a cave, emerging with a changed view of

violence in his life.  In Cormac Mccarthy's Cfez./d a/God, Lester Ballard uses a cave to

display the numerous women that he has killed and molested.  This cave motif will be further

explored in my third chapter on Appalachian literature.

To further define the grotesque this study will focus on scenes that evoke disgust in

Southern and Appalachian literature.  Disgust is a helpful subset of the grotesque; it is

another way of narrowing down what exactly is grotesque and why.  Hungarian philosopher

Aur.el Kolnai' s a;7 Dis'grs'f is a useful text to use when analyzing grotesquely disgusting

scenes.  Kolnai specifically notes why things are disgusting.  He writ`es that "the prototypical

object of disgust is. . .the range of phenomena associated with putrefaction.  This includes

cormption of living bodies, decomposition, dissolution, the odor of corpses, in general the

transition of the living into the state of death" (53).  These transitions into death show how

any sort of deformity of the body qualifies as disgusting, including decomposing bodies.

This is evident in Faulkner's "A Rose for Emily" where Miss Emily is found to be sleeping

with her decomposing beau.
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The exaggeration of body parts is another topic that Kolnai whtes about.  Readers can

notice how his definition ties in with Freud's and Bakhtin's as Kolnai states that "an

unfamiliar exaggerated living growth (a tumor, an ulceration, an abscess)" is disgusting

because it "is already shading off into decomposition" (62).  With this definition, Kolnai

agrees with Freud who addresses the familiar and the unfamiliar. An abnomality in the body

is not nomal thus unfamiliar.  Kolnai notes that the disgusting aspect of the body is

exaggerated; this idea follows Bakhtin' s definition of exaggerated grotesque body parts.

Kolnai explains that any abnomal growth (i.e., a tumor) is disgusting because "/z/e i.s i.# /fee

14/ro7egp/ace" (62).  It is a presence of life that develops in an inappropriate or disgusting

Way.

Kolnai also explains how the exposure of blood is disgusting and how it intertwines

with Freud's definition of the grotesque by being tied to fear and anxiety.  Kolnal states,

"Generally valid is the disgust aroused by the inside of the body, including human blood,

when this becomes perceptible.  It is then however mingled with horror, anxiety,

perturbation" (61).  The loss of blood reaffims our identity as human and reminds us of our

mortality, therefore intensifying the emotions of disgust and fright.  In Harriette Simpson

Amow's 7l¢e Do//rmcrfer,  Cassie loses her legs when a train runs over them, and Amow

describes the scene vividly as the streams of blood run from Cassie's legs onto her mother' s

apron.  This scene is obviously disgusting because of the gushing blood, but it also serves to

increase the horror and tragedy of the scene and the little girl's impending death.

Grotesque in American Literature

In American literary history, one of the first authors to use the grotesque was Charles

Brockden Brown.  Authors such as Edgar AIlan Poe, Nathaniel Hawthorne, and William
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Faulkner show influences of Brown's work in their writing. Brown is well known for his

disti]hoiTng gothie "ovct Wieland or The Transf ormation Of Memoirs Of Carwin the Biloquist,

in which the main character brutally murders his whole family because he thinks that God

commands him to do it.   Brown's shorter work "Somnambulism" also focuses on the

psychological fear that controls a character and indicates his obsessive behavior.

Through examination of the story's plot, readers can understand how the grotesque

plays a large role in "Somnanbulism."  The story begins as Miss Davis is traveling with her

father, and the narrator serves as her bodyguard.  As they travel late at night, they are

confronted by a person who stalks them in the woods.  They at first think that it is Nick

Handyside, who is "an idiot" Grown 1237).  Brown whtes that Nick "merited the name of

monster, if a projecting breast, a mis-shapen head, features horrid and distorted, and a voice

that resembled nothing that was ever before heard, could entitle him to that appellation"

(1237).  Here readers see Bakhtin's exaggeration of the head and face with the addition of a

man's voice as his "laugh, which might have served as a model to the poet who has depicted

the ghastly risibilities of Death" (1238).  Again readers see the conflation of man and beast

here as Brown describes the man as totally disfigured.  After Brown explains that it could be

Nick in the woods making the noise, Miss Davis gets shot.  At the end of the tale, Brown has

readers decipher that it was the narrator who shot Miss Davis while he was sleepwalking.

Through the ending of the story, readers have the occurrence of the grotesque as the narrator

has tried to save Miss Davis from ham when he ironically is the one who kills her.  His

familiar, protective impulse temporarily obscures his unexpected, unfamiliar, murderous

actions.
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Another early American author who uses the grotesque effectively is Nathaniel

Hawthorne.  Hawthome's stories include numerous deformed bodies that illustrate the

grotesque.  One story that focuses on a significant physical deformity is "The Birth-mark."

Hawthorne writes that the main character, Aylmer, becomes more and more obsessed with

the birthmark that his wife, Georgiana, has on her face.  Aylmer, being a man of science and

perfection, wants to remove the birthmark.  It soon becomes more important to Aylmer than

his wife's body.  He exclaims, "No, dearest Georgiana, you came so nearly perfect from the

hand of Nature, that this slightest possible defect~which we hesitate whether to term a

defect or a beauty-shocks me, as being the visible mark of earthly imperfection" (2225).

Bahkin' s theory of the grotesque feature taking over the whole body comes into play.

Aylmer's obsessive way of seeing his wife' s birthmark distorts the insignificant (the

birthmark) into becoming the significant (the dominant grotesque).  Bakhtin's ideas are also

evident in the ending of the story, when Aylmer persuades his wife that he can remove the

birthmark and she dies.  This scene perfectly aligns with Bakhtin's theory that without the

grotesque the other body carmot exist.  In order for the grotesque to function there must be a

functioning body for it to deform; thus, when Aylmer removes her birthmark, he destroys

both the regular and the grotesque identities of Georgiana.

Melville' s A4lody-Dz.ck is an American classic that contains numerous examples of the

grotesque.  Queequeg is covered.in tattoos from head to toe.  They dominate his appearance

and Ishmael's (and readers') initial impression of him.  As the Indian gets in the bed with

Ishmael, through the vivid descriptions that Melville gives us, readers can see how Ishmael

immediately marginalizes Queequeg as an Other.  Ishmael is only able to recognize
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Queequeg for his tattoos.  Queequeg' s body immediately becomes grotesque, as the tattoos

are the only distinctive thing that lshmael initially reveals about Queequeg.

Another grotesque character in the novel is Captain Ahab, who has had his leg

"devoured, chewed up, crunched by the monstrousest parmacetty that ever chipped a boat"

(104).  However, with the character of Ahab, a physical deformity parallels a mental

deformity as he seeks revenge on the whale that took his leg.  In the final moments of the

book, Ahab, like Hoffroan's Nathaniel, is consumed by his own insanity and lunges at the

whale declaring, "Sink all hearses to one common pool! and since neither can be mine let me

then tow to pieces, while still chasing thee, though tied to thee, thou damned whale!" (652-

653).  During the novel, Melville has Ahab sink deeper and deeper into his grotesque nature

until it consumes him entirely.  Queequeg and Captain Ahab illustrate how physical

deformities dominate a character' s development throughout the novel.

During this period Edgar Allan Poe also wrote numerous short stories, poems and

novels that serve as worthy examples of the grotesque.  His characters range from the

obsessions of a disturbing vengeful dwarf to a man whose body literally falls to pieces.

(These characters will be discussed further in the next chapter, as Poe's work serves as an

excellent start to introduce how the Southern Grotesque began.)

While Hawlhrone, Melville, and Poe created darker and more horrifying characters,

Southwest humorists like George Washington Harris and Henry Clay Lewis used the

grotesque to impart humor in their short stories.  These two authors, as well as other

Southwest humorists, use local dialect and exaggerated characters to display the grotesque.

Their definitions of the grotesque often match those of the German-French Dictionary

mentioned earlier in this chapter that claimed that the grotesque was "silly, bizarre" and
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"extravagant" (Kayser 26).  Oftentimes the exaggerated features of a character's body or

dialect are used. to evoke humor for the reader.

Like earlier American writers who use the grotesque, the Southwest humorist relies

heavily on the defomation of the body to show the grotesque.  Edwin Amold notes in the

tr[itodrchontoOddLeavesfromtheLifeOfaLouisianaSwampDoctortha:halLowisrmi:tes

about a "body that is dehumanized, objectified, often reduced to parts to separate it further

from the once bealthy or living person whose being animated it" (xx).  This statement

directly connects to Bahktin's theory that the grotesque pieces of the body signify the most

important aspects of the character within the tale.  Amold offers numerous exanples from

Lewis of important body parts that mirror exanples in many of poe's stories.  In "The

Curious Widow" a face is removed from an albino murderer and the main character Tensas

becomes obsessed with it, much like Poe's narrator in "The Tell Tale Heart."  In Southwest

humor, these disturbing images are used more for comic effect than for horror.

In addition to continuing the Southwest humorist motif of situational and verbal

humor elements of the grotesque, Mark Twain's works introduced America to yet another

way of approaching the grotesque.  Short stories such as "The Jumping Frog of calavaras

County" and "The Man Who Corrupted Hadleyburg" contain numerous humorous situations.

However, towards the end of his life, as tragedy continued to happen in his family,

Twain placed a heavy emphasis on the moral seriousness of his works instead of the comic.

His last work, 71foe Mrs/erg.oafs S/rcz#ger, IVo.  44, takes a deeper, darker, more philosophic

tone than that in his earlier works.  The book illustrates the.common flaws in humans and

how they are innately destructive creatures.  He shows readers how a dream state exists for

each human, thus tapping into the supernatural element of the grotesque that Wieland
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explored in 1778.  This emphasis may have been the result of Salnuel Clemens's intense

grieving for the loss of his wife and t`ro daughters.  During this time, he admitted that he felt

so alone that `there was no God, no universe, only empty space" after his wife and

daughters' deaths (Bums).  Also by the end of the novel he came to the conclusion that all

life is a dream. This moral seriousness mirrors how the Bruegel family painted the proverbs

in "an absurd nocturnal world."  Eseldorf, where 77!e A4+a/er!.oajs Sfrcz#grr takes place, is

most certainly an "absurd" world, where a print shop exists in a castle.  This supernatural

world is an element of the grotesque because it too makes readers reflect on its juxtaposition

against the familiar world.  While at first it seems like a nomal print shop, the appearance of

Number 44 turns it into a place of enchantment.  The shop itself is mixed with the familiar

and the unfinliar.  The familiar in this case would be the print shop and the unfamiliar is

Number 44's own time traveling back and forth and the unfamiliar magic that he does

throughout the novel, such as creating clones for those who work in the print shop.

Another one of Number 44's unfaniriar traits is his constant skepticism of the human

race.  Through this skepticism Twain's bleak outlook on life shines through the novel.

Number 44's very name represents Twain's own apathy for the human race.  The name,

switched to Satan in earlier drafts of the novel, could stand as a symbol for the insignificance

of individual people aiasmussen 342).  Through the novel, Number 44 states that "mankind

is [a] worthless lot all around, dull and ignorant, trivial, conceited, shabby [and] poor" (Smith

186).  Number 44 finds no relevance in human life, a belief that Twain embraced at the end

of his own life seen when 44 states,
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IVof72z.ng exists; all is a drealn.  God-man-the world, -the sun, the moon, the wildemess

of starts: a dream, all a dream, they have no existence. Nothing exists save empty

space-and you!  (Twain's emphasis, Str¢#ger 186).

This is the epitome of what Samuel Clemeus felt at the end of his life.  He wants his readers

to understand that there is no purpose to life and that it is just a dream.  He thought that he,

like 44, had existed "companionless through all the eternities" (Twain, Sgivc!nger 186).  The

last chapter in the novel shows readers the pitfall of sorrow and terror that Twain has fallen

into at the latter part of his life and serves as an another excellent example of the

development of the grotesque from Bakhtin' s physical deformities to Harpham' s moral

seriousness, which authors like Faulkner and Caldwell embraced in early 1930s American

literature.

Before Faulkner and Caldwell, Sherwood Anderson formed his own definition of the

grotesque in 1919 with his publication of Wrz.Jcesberg,  Ofoz.a.  He whtes about truths that can

consume a person, as he states in his Boo* a/ffee Grofesg2je.. "It was the truths that made the

people grotesques. . . It was his notion that the moment one of the people took one of the

truths to himself, called it his truth, and tried to live his life by it, he became a grotesque and

the tnrfu he embraced became a falsehood" (Anderson 6-7).  Through this definition readers

can see how Anderson has extended the meaning of the American grotesque.  In early

American literature it was bodily exaggerations and deformities; then with the Southwest

humorist it was exaggerated situations and characters; with Twain, moral seriousness; and

Anderson extends the meaning of the grotesque into something that occurs within the

everyday or familiar.  Anderson proposes the opposite of Freud's 2t;7feez.j#/ec fa; instead, he

transforms the grotesque into becoming overwhelmingly familiar.  It is the obsession over
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one truth that makes a person a grotesque.  The grotesque no longer has to occur in a dream-

like, supernatural realm, but can occur in the everyday.  Robert Dunne states that "American

authors such as Anderson began to experiment with the concept of the grotesque as a

condition of modem life rather than a fantastic or supernatural phenomenon" (2).  So, instead

of creating his own Eseldorf, like Twain, Anderson has his characters live in a normal reality

where their obsessive characteristics guide their decisions and make the characters grotesque.

For instance, Jesse in "Godliness, Part Four" in Wz.73esbcfrg,  Ofez.a become.s so obsessed with

his grandson, David, and his religion that he gets knocked out at the end of the story by

David with a rock from his sling.  Anderson has Jesse as a grotesque because of Jesse's

obsession over religion and his own grandson.  It is Jesse's fixation on these two "truths" that

make him grotesque.  These make him grotesque because he allows one aspect of his life to

dominate over all the others.  This grotesque feature guides him on how to live his life,

leaving other rational thoughts out.  Most of these characters are unable to even communicate

with one another because of their obsession. For example, George Williard is never able to

tell Helen that he loves her,  Another example occurs in "Queer," again in Wz.#esba!rg,  Ofez.o.

Instead of talking to George, Elmer beats him up. Elmer thinks that George is spreading

rumors about him so the only way that he can communicate to George is through animalistic

physical violence.  Through these examples readers are able to see how Anderson has

transfomed the once unfiniliar, disturbing grotesque into a neurotic trait readers witness

daily in modem literature.

The Evolving American Grotesque

The meaning of the grotesque shifted drastically from the walls of Nero' s palace to

exaggerated characters in Southwest humor.  Through each of these shifts, the grotesque
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illustrates its anbiguous nature.  As Halpham notes, the grotesque is "embodied in an act of

transition, of metonymy becoming metaphor, of the margin swapping places with the center"

(47).  Through this constant shifting, readers notice how American writers took elements of

the grotesque and molded them into something of their own.  The grotesque focused on

physical features through the works of Hawthorne, Melville, and Brown.  Then Twain took

features of the Southwest humor and also applied moral seriousness as he attempted to

convey a message wound up in a sometimes humorous situation.  Anderson, however, took

the familiar and exaggerated it to create his own version of the grotesque.  Just as these

American whters formed their own definitions of the European grotesque, the American

South has done the same with the American grotesque.  The next chapter will show how

writers like Poe, Faulkner, and O'Connor embraced the grotesque and defined it in their own

ways and how the grotesque continues to change in contemporary Southern literature.
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Chapter Two:

The Dark Side of Dixie:

A History of the Southern Grotesque

The South is an ambiguous and culturally difficult region to define.  It exists as a

geographical region within the United States south of the Mason-Dixon line, but there are

numerous ways to define its culture.  As Southern Studies scholar Louis Rubin Jr. explains,

``[T]here are many Souths. . .there is a variety of experience in the South" (Rubin and Holman

6).  With this statement Rubin fragments the idea of rJ!e South into separate pieces.  The

South has essentially three different regions, as Edward Francisco, Robert Vaughan, and

Linda Francisco present it in the recent Southern literature anthology, 77!e So#f¢ I.jq

Perspecfz.1;e, j47e 4#ffeo/og}/ a/Sot/f¢er# £zteraf#re: 1) upper South, 2) lower South, and 3)

Appalachian South.  These editors explain that dividing the literature into these sections

"offers the broadest possible view of diversity, emphasizing the need to acknowledge the

existence of many Souths rather than a single South" (xxvii).  However, each section of that

fragmented South clings to four of the sane ideas: a pre-existing class system, a stigma of

guilt relating to slavery, a "devotion to place" as described by Rubin and Holman, and the

use of humor (7).  These four separate qualifications distinguish the South from other parts of

the United States.  Bakhtin's notion of the grotesque body can be applied to the South as a

unique region that "is never finished, never completed; it is continually being built, created

and builds and creates another body" (317).  This chapter will focus on this new, independent

"body" called the South.  It will specifically address ideas of the grotesque and how these
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ideas are used to express elements of class in the lower South (areas east of the Appalachian

mountains in South Carolina, Georgia, Florida and Mississippi)' and the upper South

(Maryland and the piedmont regions of virginia) while the following chapter will examine a

different use of the grotesque in the Appalachian South.

Southern writers focus on certain social classes that continue to exist from the

antebellum South.  Just as the South can stand as a grotesque "Other" to the rest of the

country, the classes within the South can certainly be exaggerated to represent numerous

aspects of the grotesque.  The hierarchy includes the aristocracy, poor white sharecroppers,

and the African American population.  While Louis Rubin argues that the antebellum South

was "predominately a middle-class affair," these three other classes were and still are most

prominent in the development of Southern fiction (Rubin 8).  As a side note, Mary Lee

Settle' s novel K#ow IVoffez.ng explains the strong divides of the Southern classes based on

race and socioeconomic conditions.  Many antebellum upper-class whters mirrored the

romantic writings of Sir Walter Scott in their fiction; however, numerous writers used

grotesque images of the upper-class to show its corrupt nature.  On the other end of the

socioeconomic spectrum were the poor Southern whites who sharecropped to survive.  As

this chapter will show later, contemporary Southern whters feel a need to acknowledge the

lower class.  While interactions within and between these classes are much more fluid today

than in antebellum times, the classes still continue to exist.  The upper class is evident in

country clubs and debutante balls that still thrive in many Southern cities and suburbs today.

Mary Chesnutt' s upper class is still represented by contemporary whters such as Gail

Godwin, while George Washington Harris' s comical poverty-stricken characters are. echoed

in the fiction of whters like Harry Crews or Larry Brown.
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h the South, the relationship between African Americans and whites has always

been strained, to say the least.  Because of slavery in the South, a stigma of anxiety and guilt

remains within its social structure.  Historian Norman Brown explains that a continual

anxiety has always existed in the South: "Before the Civil War, for example, there was a

great anxiety in the South over the threat of black rebellion. . .After the War, when the threat

of black rebellion was lessened because slavery had been abolished, there was still the

anxiety over the black rapist violating the white woman" (qtd. in Rubin 145).  This

overwhelming anxiety about retaliatory violence was one of the factors oppressing African

Americans as the Other in the South.  After slavery was abolished, other cruel ways were

found to oppress and terrorize blacks, such as lynchings that continued from the time of

slavery up into contemporary times.  Many Southern whters continue to be very conscious of

racial tensions in their fiction. While some critics will say that the racial anxiety is not as

prevalent as it was during the Southern Renaissance of the 1930s-1950s, it is still very much

a part of Southern literature.  In all Southern fiction there is sure to be some sort of anxiety

about race or class.  While this study is not devoted to expressing how the obvious examples

of the grotesque are connected to slavery, it will show how the grotesque is used to express

theanxietyandtensionthatexistswithintheraceandclassstructuresofthe.South.

Southern writers are aware of these anxieties especially within their class structures.

Southern whter and critic Lewis Lawson explains that Southern writers are aware of their

situation: "We are self-aware, we're conscious of being a part of a unique situation" (qtd. in

Rubin 151).  Indeed, most Southern writers are aware of their identity as Southerners and

include it in their fiction.  This self-awareness can also be used to convey the grotesque in the

South.  From Faulkner's corrupt wildemess to Harry.Crews' s rural hog slaughtering, some
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Southern whters convey their own depictions of social class using the grotesque.  They are

able to show the tensions that exist within the social classes, such as in Dorothy Allison's

Boatwhght family who teeters on the edge of poverty.  These authors also show how their

characters cope with the class circumstances and tensions that they witness.  Alan Spiegel in

his landmark essay, "A Theory of the Grotesque in Southern Fiction," remarks that "the

grotesque represents the absolute and incontrovertible close of the old order; the butt-end of

the Establishment; the most extreme departure from the solid norms of the old South without

quite becoming opposed to them" (431 ).  In other words, the Southern grotesque retains the

social order. However, the grotesque warps readers' responses to it.  For example, in

Faulkner's "A Rose for Emily," Emily is a part of the high social class, but her perverse

actions represent her "departure" from nomal human behavior.

A third factor that unites all of Southern fiction is the "devotion to a place."  While

this devotion can be seen in literature of other regions, it is especially specific to the South

because of the South' s rural nature.  Lewis Lawson elaborates that parts of the South are

"even today more agrarian-minded than the reminder of the country.  The setting of its novels

is still the country or the small town, whereas most `American' novels have an urban setting"

(77!e Grofesg#e I.# Rece#f So#ffoem Fz.cf!.o# 175).  Such settings can be seen in places such as

Faulkner' S fictional Yoknawpawtapha County, Dorothy Allison' s dirt-ridden South Carolina

community, or William Styron's Tidewater region.  These whters are all aware of their

communities, but also of the region where the community exists.  They have seen how

classes interact within the cormunity and the conflicts that ensue.

One bridge that expands over the southern class "gap" is humor, which can involve

both low and high class.  The eccentricities and curiosities of the upper class can be noted in
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Faulkner' s perverse Miss Emily and in Larry Brown's overemotional character Merlot.

Numerous examples of lower class humor range from the exaggerated humor of Erskine

Caldwell to the blunt, abrasive humor of Dorothy Allison and Harry Crews.  In fiction

depicting lower class characters, humor distances the reader from the harshconditions in

which the characters sometimes live and motivates readers to laugh instead of cry during

certain desolate circumstances while humor involving the upper class is used to point out the

emotional instability that characters have despite their financial stability.

Flarmery O'Co'nnor best explains why these high and low class characters fit so well

within the Southern grotesque.  After being asked why Southern writers seem to write about

"freaks," she states that "it is because we are able to still recognize one" (817).  With this

comment, she suggests that many "freaks" or social distortions of humanity exist

everywhere, but that some Southerners are able to perceive these "freaks" and whte about

them.  Whether it is O'Connor's morbid Bible salesman who enjoys stealing artificial

appendages or Faulkner's perverse Popeye, all of these characters portray aspects of the

Southern class system.  Poe is perhaps one of the first Southern writers to depict this "freak"-.
element in his work, particularly in satirizing the upper-class.  He shows how the grotesque

traveled from Europe to America, as his tales of the grotesque mirror those of Englishman

ETA Hoffroan.  While Poe's poetry is important and influential, this chapter will study his

short stories as they illustrate further the development of the grotesque in fictional characters.

Many years later, William Faulkner ideas on the grotesque reflected Poe's ideas.  Faulkner's

"A Rose for Emily" is a good exanple of how he imitates Poe's suspenseful form in the short

story and comments on Mississippi high society.  The comipted, despicable character of

Popeye in Scr#cf"any also shows how Faulkner uses the grotesque to represent a social
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outcast who participates in the lower strata of the Southern social class.  Erskine Caldwell

uses similar grotesque elements in his fiction, specifically pointing out how humans are

animalistic in nature, particularly in the poverty-stricken areas of the South.  His descriptions

mirror those mapped out by Sherwood Anderson; however, Caldwell exaggerates the

grotesque traits by making characters physically deformed.  Flannery O'Connor's fiction

falnously depicts elements of the physical grotesque as a way of calling attention to spiritual

suffering.  After studying this historical groundwork, this chapter will examine contemporary

Southern whters and how the grotesque was used to represent the changing social

atmosphere after the "Southern Renaissance," specifically in the works of Hiry Crews,

Lany Brown, Carson Mccullers, and Dorothy Allison, who have developed their own uses

of the grotesque.

I.          Deformed Bodies and Broken caste systems as Metaphors for social

Upheaval, or: The Start of the Southern Grotesque

Horrific Hop-Frog and the Laughable Lackobreath:

Poe's Creation of the Southern Grotesque

Edgar Allan Poe's short stories provide the best early examples of the Southern

grotesque.  In his Preface to the ra/ef a/ffee Grofesg2te cr7!d4rabesgz4e published in 1840, he

responded to the remarks of his contemporaries who said that he was using "Germanism" and

"gloom" in his tales (129).  Poe rebuked these accusations expressing that `1error is not of

Germany, but of the soul" (129).  Readers can see this `terror" most in his short stories as he

reveals the grotesque in his aninalistic characters, such as in his short story "Hop-Frog."
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The story revolves around a crippled dwarf named Hop-Frog who walks with a "leap

and wiggle," but with a "prodigious muscular power" in his arms which gave him the

appearance of "a squirrel, or a small monkey, than a frog" with "repulsive teeth" (900, 903).

From these descriptions readers notice that Hop-Frog is a grotesque animal-like creature.

Poe whtes that Hop-Frog's "value [as ajester] was trebled in the eyes of the king, by the fact

of his being also a dwarf and a cripple" (899).  The king treats Hop-Frog with cruelty.  He

forces Hop-Frog to drink wine although it "excited the poor cripple almost to madness; and

madness is no comfortable feeling" (901).  Katrina Bachinger sees Hop-Frog's inability to

hold liquor as similar to Poe's own problem with alcoholism as she states that ``many critics

have already done that in agreeing that Hop-Frog becomes demonic after the king has forced

him to drink a goblet of wine because he is displaying Poe's own sensitivity to alcohol"

(387).2  While this biographical interpretation is interesting, it is more productive to address

Hop-Frog's drinking as a way of the upper class further manipulating his actions as the king

forces the goblet upon him.  The story as a whole can stand as a satire whtten by Poe about

the corriipt upper-class and the victimized, vengeful lower class.  In his analysis of Geman

scholar G. Schneegans, Bakhtin notes that the certain exaggerations of physical features can

lead to a satirical analysis of social classes. In "Hop-Frog" Poe makes readers certainly aware

of Hop-Frog's physical limitations.  By applying Bakhtin readers can see that the

"exaggeration of the inappropriate to incredible and monstrous dimensions is. . .the basic

nature of the grotesque.  Therefore, the grotesque is always satire," as illustrated by

representations of the two exaggerated social classes involved within the story (306).

2 Katrina Bachinger' s "Together (or Not Together) against Tyranny: Poe, Byron, and Napoleon Upside Down in
`Hop-Frog" addresses class analysis in this Poe short story.   However, the analysis does #ct address specific

Southern class issues, but rather a comparison of poe's work with Byron and Napoleon.
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As the king, his cabinet, and Hop-Frog drink, Trippetta quop-Frog's friend) attempts

to get them to stop making Hop-Frog indulge.  At this point the king "pushed her violently

from him, and threw the contents of the brimming goblet in her face" (902).  The king abuses

Hop-Frog and Trippetta who served as his jesters.  J.W. Williamson explains how enduring

abuse is a characteristic of the jester: "the physical abuse of fools went far beyond slapping;

they were whipped or stoned or deported or even killed.  Fools were scapegoats, visually

stigmatized by either outright deformity or outlandish dies.s-visual chaos as a fitting

accompaniment to mental chaos" (22).3   Willianson's descriptions show readers how the

physical and mental abuse of Hop-Frog most definitely qualifies him as a jester.

As a jester, Hop-Frog is able to transcend class boundaries.  William Willeford notes

that jesters are able to make fun of class and religious issues.  While the jester makes fun of

the king, he also deflects the king's power through humor, as Willeford states, `thus the

interaction between them is the shifting of planes that only touch in the no-man's-land of

jokes" (155).  Unlike the rest of the king's subjects, the jester is able to .get away with

mimicking the king; however, the jester must know when to stop.  Hop-Frog also

intentionally serves as a "boundary crosser" as he seeks revenge for his abused friend, but as

the story shows, Hop-Frog does #oJ stop atjust mimicking the king.  The king plans to throw

a masquerade ball, but he and the rest of his cabinet do not know which disguise they should

wear.  Hop-Frog makes the suggestion that they go as orangutans that have escaped from the

zoo.  Hop-Frog explains that the audience will "take you [the king and his cabinet members]

for real beasts" which in Hop-Frog's mind and the readers' minds they already are because of

the way that they abuse Hop-Frog and Trippetta (904).  It is here where Hop-Frog starts to

3 For further research on cout jesters and mock kings see Enid Welsford's 77!e Too/, jJi.a Soci.a/ a#d£J.ferary

History (196T) andwTINlamw"ctord:s The Fool and His Scepter, A Study in Clciwns and Jesters and Their
Audience (\969).
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gain his power as the fool.  Before the ball, the king and his cabinet are "saturated with tar"

and wear flax to make them look like monkeys.  They are also chained together to make it

look as if they just escaped from the zoo.

When they enter the ball, Hop-Frog begins his transfomation into an animal.  As the

ball commences, everyone is aghast at the sight of the "beasts."  Hop-Frog takes control of

the situation and chains the group to the chandelier and raises them to the ceiling, lighting the

mass of men on fire as they ascend.  Hop-Frog transforms from the powerless fool to the

empowered king.  As these events occur, a sound ensues described as a "low, harsh, grczrz.ng

sound" that "had before attracted the attention of the king and his councilors, when the

former threw the wine in the face of Trippetta" (Poe's emphasis 907).   Poe then reveals

where the sound is coming from: "It calne from the fang-like teeth of the dwarf, who ground

them and gnashed them as he foalned at the mouth, and glared, with an expression of

maniacal rage, into the upturned countenances of the king and his seven companions" (907).

This threatening display allows readers to see that Hop-Frog has become a total animal-

similar to a dog that bares his teeth before he attacks.  This physical feature reminds readers

of Bakhtin's comments on the mouth, the most important aspect of the grotesque body

because all "the other features are only a frame encasing this wide-open bodily abyss"

(Bakhtin 317).  Hop-Frog's foaming mouth makes him appear as a mad dog seeking revenge

for his disrespected ffiend.  It grotesquely exaggerates the animalistic qualities of the jester,

removing his human qualities completely.

Ironically, Hop-Frog, in pursuit of justice, has transcended from lower class jester to

become just like the cruel king; thus, the ending of the ball reveals both the king's and Hop-

Frog's total transformation into animals.  At the end of the tale, Hop-Frog declares his
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vengeance on the king as he reveals the identity of the apes-they are "a king who does not

scruple to strike a defenseless girl, and his seven councilors who abet him in the outrage"

(908).  At the end of the story, Hop-Frog escapes leaving "the eight corpses [who] swung in

their chains, a fetid, blackened, hideous, and indistinguishable mass" (908).  The end of the

story is literally grotesque and  fits Aurel Kolani's definition of the disgusting as this scene of

the burning corpses contains "substantial decomposition" of bodies that are "in the process of

putrescence" (53).  The burning bodies are repulsive, molded together in a "fetid" "mass."

During this disgusting act, readers witness the total destruction of the bodies of the king and

his men.  They are no longer fat bodies, as Poe points out numerous times, but merely an

"indistinguishable mass."  Their human qualities are totally stripped.  This ending, however,

seems somewhat justified as Poe has readers sympathize with the abused Hop-Frog.  His

representation of the men as "orang-outangs" seems acceptable because they acted very

much like animals in the treatment of Hop-Frog and Trippetta.  However, Scott Peeples of

the College of Charleston states that i'oe does not "glorify his protagonist" because the king

still sees him as a "dwarf" and "cripple" at the end of the tale; his rash act of revenge asks

"readers to dwell on Hop-Frog's insanity rather than on his sense of an underdog's

vindication" (152). Either interpretation shows that as members of each class pursue power

they become more and more animalistic until they are either dead or insane.4

Poe's "Loss of Breath" illustrates satire and humor in the Southern grotesque.  This

satire introduces a man, named Mr. Lackobreath, who yells at his wife and suddenly loses his

4 A more biographical interpretation of this story is that the two classes could have mirrored Poe's own struggle

within his own social classes growing up.  Hop-Frog could represent the lower class of Southern society, a low
class that Poe had known from living with his financially struggling, theatrical parents who died poverty-
stricken.  The king could represent Poe's adopted father, John Allen, who disowned Poe as he started to write
instead of becoming a businessman.  Thus, the grotesque in this story becomes Poe's revolt against the upper
class society of the South, as Hop-Frog dominates over the ruling class.
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breath.  Throughout the story Poe inserts the pompous, gregarious chatter that Lackobreath

would have if he could talk, illustrating the ironic naming of his character. For example,

when he looks throughout the house for his breath he says: "Most philosophers, upon many

points of philosophy, are still very unphilosophical. William Godwin, however, says in his

`Mandeville,' that `invisible things are the only realities" (153).  These musings illustrate

Lackobreath's education, thus, situating him as another representative of Poe' s thoughts on

the upper class South.  Besides the obvious juxtaposition of a man with no breath who

continually bombards readers with his excessive thoughts, Poe includes numerous humorous

scenes to make the man's situation even funnier.  While Mr. Lackobreath is on a train, he is

squeezed in between three fat men who start to sleep and "snore which would have put to

blush the roarings of the bull of phalaris" (150).  However, this snoring and the close quarters

do not affect the narrator as he states, "Happily the state of my respiratory faculties rendered

suffocation an accident entirely out of the question" (155).

Poe continues his sarcastic humor as Mr. Lackobreath is mistaken for dead. He is put

in a public vault with many other bodies.  While in the vault, he describes an obese man in

vivid and funny det.ail: ``He has never ascended the summit of a hill.  He has never viewed

from any steeple the glories of a metropolis.  Heat has been his mortal enemy.  In the dog

days his days have been the days of a dog ..... He was short of breath" (159).  M. Lackobreath

continues to rail about the man as he states, "he was the inventor of self-moving fans, wind-

sails, and ventilators.  He patronized Du Pont the bellows-maker, and died miserably in

attempting to smoke a cigar" (159).  Lackobreath' s exaggerated comments show the

grotesque by focusing on the man's body as being excessively obese.  Lackobreath's

descriptions apply to Bahktin's theory that the rest of the fat man's body is merely
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"something secondary" and ignored (317).  Lackobreath uses these comments to amplify the

dead man's descriptions and make them appear humorous to the reader.  While these

comments are funny and quirky, readers can also notice how the narrator has still continued

to be dissatisfied with the people he is around, even when`they are dead.  The comments also

show how Lackobreath regards others with an air of superiority; he thinks that he is much

better than the rest of humankind.  His remarks illustrate how he is indeed not out of breath

in his descriptions of the dead man (and for those who are inferior to himselD.  Through

these humorous scenes, Poe uses the grotesque to express humor through Lackobreath' s

exaggerated descriptions of the cadavers.

Another grotesque scene in this humorous short story is the total annihilation of

Lackobreath's body.  After his limbs and head are twisted on the train ride, both his arms are

broken underneath the death coach.  The driver of the coach throws Lackobreath's luggage,

trunks that "unfortunately [fell] on my head, fractured my skull in a manner at once

interesting and extraordinary" (155).  This absurd scene reveals a mutilation of the body that

could remind the contemporary reader of the Monty Python moment when the knight claims

that he suffers from "merely a flesh wound" as his head is severed from his body.  However,

the camage continues in Poe's story as a surgeon cuts off Lackobreath's ears and "removed

several of [his] viscera for private dissection" (156).  This removal of Lackobreath' s

"viscera" and exposing of his insides certainly meets Kolnai's definition of "disgust" when

he notes that "disorderly exposure of vital phenomena, the fouling up of life" is a qualifier

for the disgusting.   Because of this exaggerated disgust, the scene qualifies as one that is

entirely grotesque.                                                                                                                    eeE;,
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When the reader thinks nothing else could happen to this body, Lackobreath is

mistaken for a felon and is hanged, which humorously "proved as a corrective to the twist

afforded [him] by the fat gentleman in the coach" ( 15 8).  With these outrageous descriptions,

Poe reveals how the continual, exaggerated mutilation of the body is quite hilarious.  As in

"Hop-Frog," Poe uses the mutilation of the body to signify the literal and figurative breaking

apart of the upper class.  If Lackobreath stands as a metaphor for the upper class, then he is

both rendered voiceless and body-less by the end of the story, illustrating Poe' s fanciful

destruction of the upper class.

Poe establishes a model for the Southern grotesque.  In "Hop-Frog" Poe relates an

ironic exchange of power and control as Hop-Frog .becomes just as destructive and

animalistic as the upper-class members that he brutally destroys.  However, Hop-Frog is still

able to transcend his class barrier as a lower class citizen by the end of the tale.  However,

Poe's commentary on this situation is that both classes are just as corrupt, dangerous and

animalistic.  "Loss of Breath" shows how Poe continues satiric humor and the manipulation

of the body to the Southern grotesque.  It also demonstrates the manipulation of the body.

These stories illustrate the corruption that is found in upper-class citizens, as Lackobreath

stands as a symbol for the foolish concerns of upper class society.  While Poe's fiction

includes numerous settings such as medieval, gothic castles and haunted European cellars,

later whters like Faulkner, Caldwell and O'Connor specifically set most of their writings in

the identifiable American South.

Shadows in the Home and Wilderness: The Grotesque in Faulkner's Fiction

William Faulkner is another landmark Southern writer who defined the modem

Southern grotesque.  His frequently anthologized short story "A Rose for Emily" derives
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directly from the vein of Poe and shows the corruption of the upper class.  The story is told

from the community' s point of view of a formerly wealthy spinster, Miss Emily Grierson.

Cleanth Brooks elaborates on the double role of the naITator of the tale as Brooks states that

"This anonymous speaker never insists on his individual judgments (The community is a true

community and he is clearly its voice)" ( Wrz.//i.crm Fa3I/haer,  rowczrd yohacrpo/cm;pfecz cz#d

Bet;o/qd 158).  Brooks, however, notes that the narrator is one person as he sees him as "a

man in his fifties or sixties at the time of Miss Emily's death.  Though he is immersed in the

customs and beliefs and values of the Jefferson community, he has, nevertheless, a good

observer's detachment" (159).  Readers note this detachment as the narrator describes Miss

Emily' s domineering father and her suitor Homer Barron.  When Emily's father dies, she is

unable to give up his body for burial until "she broke down, and we [members of the

community] buried her father quickly" (52).  At this point, readers get a glimpse of Emily's

grotesque obsession with death and her father as the strongest male figure in her life.  She

refuses to deal with the familiar cycle of life; thus, she deals with her sorrow in an unfamiliar

way by keeping the body in her home for. three days.  Her control over his dead body is the

only power that she is able to have over her father.  This action could be interpreted as Emily

seeking revenge on her father who had total control over her body by `chasing away all of her

suitors.  Her father's patriarchal control of her and the falnily history of mental illness left

psychological damage that scarred Emily.  The narrator, at the beginning of the story, states

that Emily's great-aunt, "old lady Wyatt. . .had gone completely crazy at last," (51).  The

narrator states, "she would have to cling to that which had robbed her, as people will,"

suggesting that Emily had to cling to her father although his control had "robbed" her of her

freedom (52).  After her father's harsh oppression, Emily is unable to cope with making her
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own decisions; thus, she keeps his body around.  This controlling also reveals the grasp that

the Southern patriarchy had over its women.

Faulkner reveals a chilling example of the grotesque in the ending of the story.  Emily

also feels the need to keep her suitor, Homer Barron, in her home after she poisons him with

arsenic.  Through the story, the community hesitates to confront Miss Emily about "the

smell" surrounding her house, until finally men of the community spread lime around her

home.  This smell matches Kolnai's definition of the disgusting as he notes that the "odor of

co.apses" is associated with "putrefaction" that invokes a feeling of disgust (53).  Faulkner

has readers solve the final mystery by themselves. After Emily dies, members of the

community exploring the house find Homer Barron' s rotting coxpse in Miss Emily's bed.

The last paragraph illustrates Faulkner's twist of a final grotesque scene as the community

members (and readers) are surprised by what they find next to the corpse: "Then we noticed

that in the second pillow was the indention of a head.  One of us lifted something from it, and

leaning foivard, that faint and invisible dust dry and acrid in the nostrils, we saw a long

strand of [Miss Emily's] iron-gray hair" (59).  This final act qualifies as disgusting and

grotesque for two reasons.  The rotting corpse invokes the Kolnaian criteria concerning the

decomposition of the body, something that takes the "form of decomposition to putridity, of

disorganization, of dispersion, of being taken over by inferior, grosser, vital forces" (Kolnai

75).  The second disgusting feature in this grotesque tale is that Emily has not only an

emotional attachment to the corpse, but also a physical one-she sleeps with it.  She becomes

too close to embracing death and does not feel that she will "become soiled by the object [of

disgust], or stuck to it"; in fact, she does form a "lasting communion" with Baron's rotting

corpse when they are both joined together in the same deathbed (76).
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Faulkner editor and scholar Noel Polk notes that Emily's keeping the body and her

act of necrophilia are her way of finally controlling the two men who have dominated her

life.  Polk explains that Barron represents a "father-surpgate" as he carries a `"whip in a

yellow glove' when they ride through the streets during their `courtship," thus her keeping

his body is a way of retaining control over him as her father did to her (Polk 82).  This act

also represents Miss Emily's final assertion as a person of the upper class.  As Cleanth

Brooks further explains, "Miss Emily is crazy, but she is no coward.  She is the true

aristocrat: let others strive to keep up with the Joneses, if they will. She will not.  She is the

`Jones' with whom others will do well to keep up" (Wz.//z.am Far"/deer Fz.rsf E#coct#fers 13).

Through this story, Faulkner exposes readers to the grotesque in three different ways.

First, as Miss Emily buys the arsenic, readers recognize that she is going to poison Barron.

The second is the rotting body that lies in Emily's bed.  The third is her act of necrophilia.

Faulkner takes love and twists it to make it grotesque.  He does not mention a normal love

that develops between Emily and Baron. Instead, he whtes about Emily's love for the past

structure that she had in her life, evident in her once stable social condition.  This

exaggerated love is shown in her sleeping with the rotting Barron.  Readers can interpret this

act as representing the falling and moral disintegration of the upper class of the South.

Miss Emily falls from her status in the high class to a lower status in the community

as her neighbors discover her dark secret, helping the middle class to rise above her perverse

actions.  The rising middle class is also evident through the middle class community member

who narrates the story; a narrator who uses "we" is given the power to narrate the story when

Miss Emily is merely the topic of their conversation.  Through these acts, the grotesque

represents the decline of social structure: Emily, a member of the aristocracy, is revealed as
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perverse and twisted through her murdering of Barron and sleeping with his body.  The

middle class is the one that raises itself above Emily as they discover and question her

position toward the end of the story.  By describing Emily as both physically and mentally

grotesque, Faulkner is lowering the high class that Emily is a part of and lifting up the middle

class as they are the ones who judge her.  There is a certain lament for the romantic age that

Miss Emily represents in the end of the novel; however, it is overwhelmingly overlooked

because of her crude actions discovered by the domineering middle class citizens. 5

Faulkner also uses the grotesque in several different ways to express funny situations,

and most of these situations occur within the lower to middle classes.  4s J fcr); Dyz.ng

satisfies various elements of the mock epic such as Darl's grandiose speeches or even

Faulkner' s Homeric similes of the Mississippi Delta where the Bundren family travels while

they attempt to bury Addie, the family matriarch.  However, the predominant feature that

makes this novel a mock epic is the continual occurrence of mishaps.  In the novel everything

goes wrong that can go wrong.  Obstacles on the way to burying Addie span from Jewel and

Darl fighting over who loved their mother more to a flooded river that destroys their wagon

and injures Cash.  These scenes involving disasters remind readers of poe's Lackobreath and

the violence that happens to his body. However, unlike Poe's comedic violence on the upper

class, in 4s J fcr)/ ftyz.ng Faulkner presents middle class violence as mostly humorous and

ironic.  The fanily's constant troubles cause the reader to laugh to avoid feeling sorry for the

desperate group. This laughter is a reflection of readers' distance from the family.  Faulkner

portrays them as humorous to keep us from considering the seriousness of their plight.  The

S C\eaITth Brods states in William Faulkner, Toward Yoknapatawpha and Beyond that Miss Bwily does not

represent the Old South.  This notion is absolutely justifiable; in fact, Miss Emily does not represent the
tradition of the Old South, but rather her grotesque action represents a glimpse into the corrupt high class
society that was often romanticized by earlier writers.
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exaggerated troubles that the Bundren family encounters build the grotesque humor within

the novel.

Unlike the comedic, grotesque antics that occur in .4s J Lay fry;i.#g, Faulkner' s novel,

Scz#cfwc!ry, presents readers with a much darker, horrifying glimpse at grotesque situations.

He explained to students at the University of Virginia how the story came to him and how his

publisher received it:

I thought I would make a little money writing a book.  And I thought of the most

horrific idea I could think of and wrote it.  I sent it to the publisher, and he wrote me

back and said, Good Lord, if we print this, we'll both be in jail.  That was about 192-,

about 1930, I think, when you couldn't say things in print like you can now.   (qtd in

Gvryrm90-91)

Faulkner knew that the book was controversial.  The character that made the book so

controversial, Popeye, is also one of Faulkner's most grotesque characters.  As Faulkner

introduces readers to Popeye, he gives a startling description of Popeye's severe isolation and

violence. These woods serve as a hideout for the Popeye whose earlier identity was as a

Memphis gangster. 0lga Vickery explains Popeye 's desire to remain alone: "Popeye

continues to live in complete and utter isolation.  The hereditary syphilis and insanity stress.

his inability to make any kind of meaningful contact, either physical or social, with other

people.  From his birth he is alone and his survival depends on accentuating that aloneness"

(133).  Because of this desire to remain alone in the wildemess Popeye serves as an example

of those classes who exist outside the social structure of the South.  He represents not the

poor whites nor the rising middle class, but those who are the Other.  Through this example
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Faulkner illustrates how Southern class outcasts can be just as disturbing as perverse upper

class members like Miss Emily.

The comparison to Emily continues with another description of popeye: "his face just

went away, like the face of a wax doll set too near a hot fire and forgotten" and his eyes were

"like rubber knobs, like they'd give to the touch and then recover with a whorled smudge of

the thumb on them" (5, 6).  This language describing Popeye's face resembles Emily's: "Her

eyes lost in the fatty ridges of her face, looked like two small pieces of coal pressed into a

lump of dough" (49).  Through the descriptions of her eyes, Faulkner presents readers with

images of something cold and hard.  In "A Rose for Emily," Miss Emily, like Popeye,

resembles something that is rotten or deteriorating as she ``looked bloated, like a body long

submerged in motionless water," again representing the stagnation of the upper class (49).

However, Popeye's image differs because Faulkner describes Popeye as melting from a

consuming heat instead of decomposing.  This consuming heat could be Popeye's own

potential toward the sporadic acts of violence he commits.  Ted Atkinson in F¢2t/froer cz#d ffee

Great Depression, Aesthetics, Ideology and Cultural Politics dr;so bings ap Popeye' s

isolation and his tendency towards violence: "Popeye remains for the most part a sinister and

shadowy figure lurking at the margins of action and continually posing the menacing threat

that violence will erupt upon his arrival" (123).  These "eruptions" of violence are much

different than Emily's stoic acts of defiance; however, the initial descriptions that Faulkner

gives of these two characters show that they are organic creatures who are deteriorating, both

inward and outward.

The scene that makes Popeye the most grotesque figure in Faulkner's fiction is his

comcob rape of Temple.  Faulkner omits the most graphic part of the scene; however, careful
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readers can interpret the atrocious action that takes place.  By having readers create their own

interpretation of the scene, Faulkner increases the grotesque nature of the rape.  He

introduces the scene as Popeye "wagged" his pistol, an overt phallic symbol, in front of

Temple.  Then he forces readers to see the scene from Temple's point of view as "sound and

silence had become inverted" (102).  As Popeye moves on the mattress, he uses an ear of

com as a replacement phallus.  This particular event reveals the physical deformity element

of the grotesque because Popeye is apparently physically impotent.  He must use the ear of

com to achieve the rape.  Ted Atkinson remarks how the rape is the ultimate symbol of

making Popeye an Other, a class outside of the established Southern classes: "Popeye's

response to sexual frustration contributes to his isolation, clearly marking him as aberrant and

Other in his propensity to commit violent acts" (129).  By raping Temple, Popeye has again

distanced himself from the rest of civilized society, marking himself as a grotesque Other

that thrives off of violence.

Throughout the novel, Temple relies upon her father (the judge) to save her from any

situation, but it is only through the rape that she realizes her father cannot save her; in fact,

just the opposite happens.  Yes, justice does come to Popeye and he is tried and executed.

Temple, however, is reduced to the fate of Miss Emily.  Edwin T. Amold and Dawn Trouard

in Reed!.;7g Fcr2{/freer.. S¢#ctwcny state that "although some critics have seen Temple as

narcissistic and vain in [the last] scene, she has, in fact, changed radically from the first of the

`  book. Then she was full of speed and vitality; now she is shrunken and unhappy, a puppet or

pet under her father's control" (247).  Thus the grotesque `rape serves as the action that leads

to Temple's oppression by her father in the end of the book.  Amold and Trouard state that

she "appears to be imprisoned rather than protected by her father with his stick and the `rigid
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bar' of his moustache" (247).  Thus the grotesque scene serves as Faulkner's expression of

how Temple is not only violated by the actions of Popeye, but also now she faces a certain

doom of imprisonment by her father, who serves as another representation of the dominant

Southern patriarchy. Through the plot of the book, she has been both totally violated and

dominated by the male Southern patriarchy.

George Garrett in Fclci/haer cl#d Hetmo7` points out that, despite its serious, grotesque

imagery, Popeye' s execution scene in Scr#cfwczr)/ is one of Faulkner' s most comic, stating that

it provides "an ending for Popeye, a moment which is grotesque, grotesquely furmy and

completely satisfactory in terns of the demands of the narrative and the conventional

expectations of the imaginary reader" (217).  The scene shows much of the irony of

Faulkner's humor as the perverse Popeye is more concerned about his hair than his own

impending death.  Popeye makes a transition from the dangerous mobster who lives outside

of the Southern class system to the grotesquely comic figure.  His death is comical only

because he is concerned with his image, an image that haunts the rest of the novel, yet serves

as comedy at the end.  These two scenes show how Faulkner makes his mark on the comic

Southern grotesque, not in the exaggerated humor that Caldwell uses, but rather in subtle

ironic happenings within the text.

Georgia's Pitiable Freaks: Caldwell's use of the Southern Grotesque in Tobacco Road

Opposed to Poe and Faulkner's comments on the. privileged Southern aristocracy,

Erskine Caldwell presents his own comments on the working`class South.  He writes about

the impoverished South using numerous characters that fit Sherwood Anderson's definition

of the grotesque which focuses on exaggerating a feature of a character to the point that it is

the only thing that readers notice.  Caldwell's grotesque figures in robcrcco Roczd match up
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with Alan Spiegel's definition of the passive grotesque figure who is "a scapegoat, whose

reaction to the Establishment is never one of rejection, but one either of anguish or

ineffectual criticism" (433).  Ellie May, Bessie, and Jeeter Lester serve as powerful examples

because their grotesque features illustrate how these characters exist as "Others," outside the   #

Establishment. in a world of disfigurement and poverty.

Caldwell's robcrcco Jtocrd portrays the working class South.  However, it portrays a

family that is much more below the poverty line than the Walden family in God's fz.#/e 4c7`e.

Caldwell critic Robert H. Brinkmeyer, Jr. explains how the family used to be a part of the

Establishment until they fell victim to poverty: "the Lester family was once a part of the

system, but has been destroyed by it.  The fanily which we see is surely grotesque and

dehumanized, not because of their inherent nature but because they were twisted into these

shapes by poverty and oppression" (49).  This "oppression" can certainly be seen in the

location of Tobacco Road where the novel takes place.  Southern writer Lewis Nordan

explains the significance of what the place called Tobacco Road means to him (and to the

South as a whole) in his 1995 introduction to the novel:  "when we spoke of the poorest, or

the most hopeless, or even the morally reprehensible among us we said, `They might as well

be living on Tobacco Road" (rR v).  The novel contains characters that are as physically

defomed as they are emotionally deformed.  The grotesque physical deformities demonstrate

the extreme poverty faced by the Lester family and the rest of the community.

Caldwell whtes that Jeeter's daughter Ellie May had a "hairlip" which means that her

"upper lip had an opening a quarter of an inch wide that divided one side of her mouth into

unequal parts; the slit came to an abrupt end almost under her left nostril" (21 ).  This split lip

exposed her upper gum which was "low, and because her gums were always fiery red, the
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opening in her lip made her look as if her mouth were bleeding profusely" (21 ).  Jeeter puts

off getting her lip fixed because he wastes his money on other things.  Ellie May' s "hairlip"

relates to Bakhtin's theory of how the mouth is the most important aspect of the grotesque

figure.  He states, "The other features are only a frame encasing this wide open bodily abyss"

(317).  Through Ellie May's "hairlip," readers can see how this "abyss" is even further

stretched, marking her as a grotesque to her own fanily and standing as a grotesque

representation of poor whites.  This deformity, like all the others in the book, is ignored when

Ellie May leaves at the end of the novel and goes to live with Lov (whose very name

ironically represents Ellie May' s discovery of her own sense of belonging).  She is able to

find a place where she will be accepted without the stigma of her deformity.

Another physically de'formed woman in this novel is Bessie, the town evangelist.

Caldwell describes her deformity as he whtes that her "nose had failed to develop properly.

There was no bone in it, and there was no top to it.  The nostrils were exposed, and Dude had

once said when he looked at her nose it was like looking down the end of a double-barrel

shotgun" (45).  Through this description, readers can again see the relevance to Bakhtin' s

theory of the importance of the face to the grotesque.  While Bessie serves an important role

in the community as the town evangelist, she is continually ashamed of her face.  She has the

financial ability to fix her face, but instead spends the money on a car for Dude, Jeeter' s son,

whom she falls in love with during the novel.  Bessie's spending her money on the car is

particularly significant because she buys the car to both satisfy Dude and also to attempt to

elevate her self socially.  However, her elevation is unsuccessful as she, like Ellie May, still

bears the physical difference that represents her low social class.
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Another image that Caldwell presents in the novel is of the destruction of the body,

which represents the extreme poverty level of the Lester family.6  Like Poe's characters,

Caldwell's characters have bodies that are physically destroyed; however, unlike Poe's

Lackobreath, the damage is not at all humorous.  In one instance Jeeter's mother is run over

by Bessie and Dude after a fight.  While the scene can be interpreted as humorous because of

the absurdity of the "accident" and the nonchalant way that the characters deal with her

death, it also represents the insignificant nature of her life. The accident leaves her in

"unbearable pain" and her "head felt as if it had been cracked open," yet no one is willing to

pay attention to her (165).  Mrs. Lester eventually dies on the scene, but is not moumed;

instead, she is thrown in a grave without even a prayer.  Caldwell's narrator explains the

apathetic hatred that Jeeter and Ada had for his mother, "she had been considered nothing

more than a door-jamb or a length of weather-boarding" (183).  Karen Keely notes that the

family considers the grandmother "so `worthless' that she is never named in the novel" (26).

The grandmother's nameless depiction is symbolic of the Lester fanily's role in society.

They serve as mainly comic figures and do not receive any acknowledgement from outside

their frily circle.

One instance of how outsiders view the family as humorous occurs during the

destruction of Jeeter's father's body.  When his father dies, he is laid in a com crib.  Soon,

the body is moved to a coffin, and just as the casket is about to go into the ground, the family

and friends take one last look.  When this happens, a "com-crib rat" jumps out (73).  It turns

out that the rat has "eaten nearly all of the left side of [Jeeter's] father's face and neck" (73).

After this moment Jeeter becomes utterly afraid that a rat will get to his body after he dies

6 For a personal look at what Caldwell has to say about poverty in the South see Edwin T. Amold's

Conversations With Erskine Caldwell. Iackeon.. LIP o£Mississ±ppl, \988.
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and makes Lov promise "faithfully to see that the rats did not get to him before he was

buried" (73).  This scene shows the mutilation of the body; however, instead of being used

for humor as Poe does in ``Loss of Breath," Caldwell uses this as an opportunity to create fear

for Jeeter.  The abrupt, grotesque disfiguration of the body occurs because of the Lester

family's inability to find a proper way to store the body.  It also invokes a feeling of disgust

because, as Kolnai explalns, rats especially denote "an almost universal feeling of specific

disgust" because they "exhibit parasitic tendencies and a dull, insidious character" and "call

forth a relation to filth and to disease" (57).

However., instead of invoking pity and disgust by the townspeople, Caldwell writes

that the "women giggled, and the men grirmed at each other," evoking a sense of sadness and

pity from the sympathetic reader because of the ridicule of the townspeople.  This

juxtaposition of emotions creates a tension for readers; while the townspeople find humor in

the misfortune of the poor Lester finily, the compassionate reader finds this event

saddening.  While humor in these two novels emerges many times in Jeeter's exaggerated

dialect and actions, this scene does not qualify as humorous.  It shows that the Lesters could

not afford a proper burial and did the best they could.  It may be that Jeeter is not truly afraid

of rats at all, butjust wants respect at his own burial.  He recognizes how his own father was

unable to pull himself out of the poverty level and Jeeter recognizes that this same

disfigurement could happen to him because he too exists on the sane level in the social

ladder.  Ada also fears her appearance in death as she "wanted a silk dress" to be buried in

(71).  However, neither of their fears are actualized as both characters' bodies are destroyed

in a fire that bums down the entire house.  Again, Caldwell presents readers with the

insignificance of poor whites as Bessie refuses to even say a prayer at Jeeter and Ada's
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funeral.  Through. robcrcco Rocrd, Caldwell uses the grotesque to illustrate to readers the

extreme poverty that was found in the rural parts of Georgia, families with members who

have harelips and missing noses and who are unable to even effectively bury and moum for

their our dead.

The Redemptive Grotesque:

0'Connor's Definition and Usage of the Southern Grotesque

One of the South' s most profound masters of the grotesque is Flannery O'Connor.

Her landmark essay called "Some Aspects of the Grotesque in Southern Fiction" shows

readers her own definition of the grotesque.  As a writer in the late `50s and `60s, O'Cormor

knew that she was writing in the shadow of such great authors as Faulkner.  She states that

"the presence alone of Faulkner in our midst makes a great difference in what the writer can

and cannot permit himself to do.  Nobody wants his mule and wagon stalled on the same

track the Dixie Limited is roaring down" (O'Connor 818). This same metaphor can be used

for representations of the grotesque.  As with Poe, Faulkner, and Caldwell before her,

O'Connor creates her own definition of the Southern Grotesque as it applies to the social

structure that she observed in Georgia.  By examining some of the points in her essay readers

can understand how contemporary Southern writers have been so heavily influenced by

O'Connor as she was influenced by Faulkner and those before her.

In the essay O'Connor includes numerous specifications for categorizing the Southern

grotesque.  In the beginning of the essay she whtes about how whters in the South Carry a

certain stigma as their fiction ``has to [imitate] Southern life" (813).  This comment shows

how O'Connor, much like both Southern and Appalachian writers today, carried the burden

of being labelled into one category or the other instead of just being considered a writer.
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This feature is important when describing the grotesque because the South seems to have

special features of the grotesque within it.  She states that "anything that comes out of the

South is going to be called grotesque by the Northern reader unless it is grotesque, in which

case it is going to be called realistic" (815).  She thus illustrates the clear regional distinction

between disturbing subject matters in the South as opposed to those in the North.  These

regional distinctions can include the social structure that the South fomed and continues to

containremnantsofincontemporaryliterature.TheNorth(andthe'restofthecountry)sees

the South as having a distinctive subject matter pertaining to these social structures, from

Caldwell's emotionally troubled, worker class Jeeter to O'Connor' s perverse, vagabond

Bible salesman, Manley Pointer; however, only writers hailing from the South .are able to

describe accurately these people.  They are able to easily write about these "freaks" because

they have grown up with them and recognize them in their society.

She writes that the grotesque must be something "that the writer has made alive

[through] some ?xperience which we are not accustomed to observe everyday, or which the

ordinary man may never experience in his ordinary life" (815).  For example, the common

rural Southerner could have seen poor white sharecroppers, but not witnessed them in the

way that Caldwell presents` them to readers.  From this definition, readers can notice that

O'Connor is doing the exact sane thing that Freud is doing with the familiar and unfamiliar.

She is taking something out of everyday life, such as a family trip down a dirt road, and

making it unfamiliar by having the family brutally murdered because of the acts of the

grandmother.  Thus her statement that the story's "fictional qualities lean away from typical

social patterns toward mystery and the unexpected" is applicable because while readers

witness the familiar story, it soon turns into something mysterious and unfamiliar with the
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onset of tragedy and confusion (815).  For O'Connor the grotesque is in connecting these

gaps between the familiar and unfaniliar. As she states,

He's [the reader] looking for one image that will connect or combine or embctdy two

points; one is a point in the concrete and the other is a point not visible to the naked

eye, but believed in by him firmly, just as real to him, really, as the one that

everybody sees.   (816)

O'Connor sees how the grotesque is embodied by an image, for example, the image of the

wiooden-legged Hulga in "Good Country People." Her wooden leg represents her emotional

disability while it also stands as a metaphor for her dissatisfaction with her life.  It represents,

to O'Connor at least, Hulga's chance for an awakening from her life of self-loathing and her

self-realization that she has her mother's sehse of innocence towards working class people.

Furthermore, O' Connor states. that while humor plays an important role in the

grotesque, it is not its major concern.  She writes

In 19th century American whting, there was a good deal of grotesque literature which

came from the frontier and was supposed to be funny; but our present grotesque

characters, comic though they may be, are at least not primarily so. They seem to

carry an invisible burden; their fanaticism is a reproach, not merely an eccentricity.

(817)

Through this passage readers can see how O'Connor calls for an understanding of the

grotesque beyond nervous laughter.  The grotesque serves as a means of expressing

something deeper than just the humorous.  O'Connor uses the word "reproach" here as the

character's shameful grotesque feature signifies shame or disgrace in their social class.  We

saw the use of this in Caldwell's works as both Bessie and Ellie May were ashamed of their
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faces, which stand as a sign of their social status.  Bessie's missing nose and Ellie May's

hairlip stand as signs of disgrace of their own physical bodies in their lower class.  Ellie May

especially stands as a representative of a lower class that cannot afford to fix these grotesque

disfigurements.  O'Connor suggests that the character's ability to be funny is just another

way of expressing the truth about a character.  However, sometimes humor or irony occurs as

an effect of displaying the grotesque, for exanlple, the jokes that are made about Ellie May

and Bessie's disfigurements.  These nineteenth century "frontier" characters that O'Connor

talks about are clearly the Southwest humorists who made the reader laugh through their use

of exaggeration in tall tales.  However, Twain takes the tall tale a step further and attempts to

convey a serious message, such as the idea of slavery, to a young boy in Twain's 4di;e#/e/res

a/Hwcfr/eberr); Fz.j7#.  Within the twentieth century, however, whters redefined the grotesque

to mean something that contained an "invisible burden," such as Caldwell' s Lester family

who, while humorous at times, reveals the aspects of Georgia's Depression era poverty.

While these characters are funny, readers may find them pitiful in their continual search for

contentment and satisfaction Q)oth human and economical).

By identifying how the grotesque is used to evoke both humor and seriousness, it is

then important to look at the role of characterization in` O'Connor's definition of the

grotesque.  O'Connor states that characterization is an important aspect of the grotesque in

addition to a physical deformity or aberration.  She whtes about how her characters must

reveal something that is not physically visible (thus making the grotesque something

intangible and relating back to its French meaning of spiritual).  The writer who believes that

our world "is and will remain essentially mysterious" will be "interested in what we don't

understand rather than in what we do" (816).   This statement shows how the Southern
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grotesque writer must be interested in something that is beyond reason.  An example can be

seen in Faulkner's "A Rose for E.mily" where instead of properly grieving for a loved one by

crying and relying on others, the protagonist sleeps with the rotting corpse.  By using

O'Connor' s rationale, readers can attempt to understand the mystery behind why these

characters did these gruesome acts.

One of the main characteristics that O' Connor attributes to the Southern grotesque is

a spiritual overtone that spans all class distinctions.  She states, "I think it is safe to say that

while the South is hardly Christ-centered, it is most certainly Christ-Haunted" (818).  While

this idea not only spawned Susan Ketchin's book, rfee C7zrz.a/ Hcra!#/ed fa#cJscczpe.. Fcrz.rfe cr7®d

Doafbf z.73 Soetffeer# Fz.c/I.o#, it also stands to show the particular significance that spirituality

has in the South.  While not all Southern writers are as religiously "centered" as O'Connor,

they do indeed deal with happenings of Southemers' spiritual or moral conditions. Faulkner

uses this spiritual idea when he writes of the corruption of Miss Emily's and Popeye's moral

condition.  While neither work contains any sort of religiosity, they both reveal the decay of

the character's morals.  While on this idea, O'Connor continues by stating that "Ghosts can

be very fierce and instructive.  They cast strange shadows, particularly in our literature"

(818).  She notes the dualistic nature of the word "ghost" of that being the Holy Ghost and

also the ghost of the past as seen in the case of Miss Emily as she struggles to deal with death

in the story.

O'Connor explains how each grotesque work carries a moment or act of redemption

in which the author gives the protagonist a chance for salvation.  She states, "There is

something in us, as story-tellers and as listeners to stories, that demand the redemptive act,

that demands that what falls at least be offered the chance to be restored" (820).  O'Connor
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asserts that each reader wants to see the character redeem himself or herself; however, there

are numerous characters, such as Faulkner's Popeye and Mccarthy's Lester Ballard whom

readers find hardly sympathetic even though they are given redemptive moments.

One of her most anthologized short stories that shows the Southern grotesque as it

applies to the Southern class structure is "Good Country People."   In the story, O'Connor

presents readers with several aspects of the grotesque.  The first and most obvious aspect is

what she is doing with names within the story.  Like Poe's Lackobreath, O'Connor includes

nanes such as Mrs. Hopewell for the condescending, hopeful mother-figure, Mrs. Freeman

for Mrs. Hopewell' s tenant farmer, Joy/ Hulga Hopewell for the j aded daughter who thinks

she knows everything, and  Manley Pointer for the man who sexually seduces Joy/IIulga.

O'Connor presents the H6pewells as the prominent farm owners (or the bourgeois class) and

Mrs. Freeman as the lower class tenant farmer.  With these characters, O' Connor reveals the

ugly truth behind Georgia's social structure and stereotypes based on class.  O'Connor

creates Mrs. Hopewell as a passive, condescending Southern lady who states repeatedly

"Everybody is different" and "It takes all kinds to make the w-orld" (265).  In "The

Mechanical World of ` Good Country People" Constance Pierce writes about how these

responses come as routine for Mrs. Hopewell.  Pierce notes, "Mrs. Hopewell, in spite of her

practical streak, is largely a victim of an automatic emotionalism and sentimentality which

Hulga can hardly bear" (32).  Ms. Hopewell's obsession with "good country people"

illustrates how she condescendingly regards those of the class lower than her own.

O'Connor also plays with her naming of the perverse Bible salesman as .she deems him

Manley Pointer, the only one who is manly enough to seduce the abrasive Hulga.  He is
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O' Connor' s figure for the corrupt outsider.  His crooked, amoral actions cause a drastic

reaction in his interaction with Hulga.

In "Good Country People" the woman who feels both attracted to and supehor to

Manley Pointer is the one-legged, thirty-two-year old woman with a Ph.D in philosophy,

Joy/IIulga.  O'Connor presents Hulga as a grotesque figure in several ways.  Mrs. Hopewell

originally named her daughter Joy, but after leaving home, going to college and turning

twenty-one, Joy changed her name to Hulga, a name that Mrs. Hopewell said to be "the

ugliest name in any language" (266).  Both Hulga's name change and her abrasive

personality result from her insecurity about her missing leg.  O'Comor tells us that the leg

"had been shot off in a hunting accident when Joy was ten" (266).  Hulga stumbl`es around

the house on her prosthetic leg.  O'Connor writes that "she could walk without making the

awful noise but she made it-Ms. Hopewell was certain-because it was ugly-sounding"

(267).  From this description, readers can sense that because of her physical deformity Hulga

feels that she must surround herself with ugliness, both with her name and with every

movement of her body.

To add further frustration, Hulga must remain living with her mother because of her

"weak heart": the doctors further told her that she "might see forty-five" (268). 7  However,

while at home, Hulga isolates herself with her education and coarse behavior.  O'Connor

whtes that Hulga gained her Ph.D. in philosophy and now feels frustrated because she is

stuck at home with her mother on their fain.  While her education suggests that she should

be at even a higher class than her mother, readers soon see that Hulga still retains her country

heritage.  Pierce again notes that Hulga "spouts out this philosophy almost as automatically

7 For a biographical reading of "Good Country People" see "Consenting to Love: Autobiographical Roots of
`Good Country People" by Mark Bosco in SoeifAer;q Rev!.en/ Vol 41 No. 2 (Spring 2005): 283-295.
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and thoughtlessly as her mother tosses around axioms" (34).  Furthermore, Mrs. Hopewell

states that she couldn't refer to her daughter as a philosopher because "that was something

that had ended with the Greeks and Romans" (268).  Hulga's disfigurement both bodily and

emotionally makes her grotesque throughout the story.

In the ending of the story, O'Connor has Hulga go through an "act of redemption," as

described in "Some Aspects of the Grotesque in Southern Fiction."  Hulga agrees to meet

Manley Pointer outside the family' s gate and dreams that "she seduced him," when ironically

it goes the other way around.  As Manley Pointer slowly seduces her, she responds to his

kisses with the arrogance of her own mother: "Even before he released her, her mind, clear

and detached and ironic anyway, was regarding him from a great distance, with amusement

but with pity" (278).  Hulga, like the niother she so loathes, is making the same

condescending remarks about this "good country" man.  She categorizes him as inferior.  As

Manley Pointer leads Hulga into a hay loft, the scene may remind readers of the com cob

scene in Scz#c/etczr};.  As Hulga sinks more and more into Manley Pointer's trap, she reveals a .

side of her character that we do not see in the beginning; she finally shows her insecurities

about her missing leg as he whispers to her to show where her wooden leg joins on:

As a child she had sometimes been subject to feelings of shame but education had

removed the last traces of that as a good surgeon scrapes for cancer; she would no

more have felt it over what he was asking than she would have believed in the Bible.

But she was sensitive about the artificial leg as a peacock about his tail.  No one ever

touched it but her.  She took care of it as someone else would his soul, in private and

almost with her eyes turned away.   (281)
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In this passage we can see how Hulga conflates the spiritual with the physical, seeing her leg

as something "private," like her soul, that she cannot reveal to anyone else.  Her deformity

destroyed her very spirituality so that she must rely on her intellectual education and

abrasiveness to relate to others.

When Manley seduces her, she has what O'Connor would label as a moment of

redemption. "She decided that for the first time in her life she was face to face with real

innocence.  This boy, with an instinct that came from beyond wisdom, had touched the truth

about her" (281).  O'Connor reveals this truth to be that Hulga is just like her mother as she

sees the boy as a "good country" man who is harmless and innocent.  After Hulga shows

Pointer how to take off the leg, he does so himself, leaving her utterly vulnerable: "she felt

entirely dependent on him.  Her brain seemed to have stopped thinking altogether and to be

about some other function that it was not very good at" (282).  Hulga's reaction to Manley is

emotional and not logical; her mind tricks her into believing that she can trust him.  This

mistaken perception that Manley i.s simple and uncomplicated, and accepting of Hulga and

her faults, leaves her vulnerable and defenceless.  Hulga's education and rationality are no

longer useful.  She goes from her projected self back to the trusting girl who her mother

named Joy.  She revokes all of the feelings that make her grotesque (including her own

exaggerated educational logic) and embraces emotion and faith in an individual's moral

goodness.  Ironically, O'Connor then has Manley Pointer bring out his suitcase that includes

a hollow Bible with a flask in it, a pack of cards with obscene pictures on them, and a box of

condoms.  Hulga, at her most vulnerable, then spouts out what her mother would have said:

"aren't you just good country people?" to which Manley Pointer replies, "Yeah. . .but it ain't

held me back none.  I'm as good as you any day in the week," and then climbs down the
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ladder leaving Hulga stuck in the hayloft without her leg (282).  Manley Pointer's

manipulative nature certainly qualifies him as disgusting because, as Aurel Kolnai states,

Manley is "putrefied in a permanent motion towards what is evil" (85).  He may appear as

"good country people" at the beginning of the story, but the entire story builds up to his act

of perversion. Like a decaying body, his sense of morality and decency rots away leaving

only the corrupt Bible salesman that steals Hulga' s leg.

As O'Connor states in her essay, Hulga is "forced out to meet evil and grace

and. . .act[s] on a trust beyond [herself]" (816).  Hulga is "forced out" specifically to meet

corruption and manipulation through her interaction with Manley Pointer.  She recognizes his

true identity as a corrupt outsider and, much like Faulkner's Temple, she is changed;

however, instead of becoming absorbed into the patriarchy like Temple, Hulga suffers a

different emotional collapse as she realizes that she has made an irrational decision in

trusting Manley.  Her mistake forces readers to recognize her true identity as an emotional

member of the upper class farm-owning South, instead of an educated philosopher.

O'Connor scholar Laura L. Behling describes Hulga's "disabled body" as "the modem

mirror in which humanity is recognized" and readers notice how her disabled body help them

to recognize the corrupt nature of those physically undistorted, but emotionally perverted

around her, such as Manley Pointer (89).  Through Manley's seduction of Hulga readers

notice that she, too, can become just as clouded through emotions as her mother and that she

can no longer rely on both the metaphorical and physical prosthetic appendage that has been

supporting her for so many years.
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11. Disconcerting Self-Awareness:

The Realistic Grotesque in Contemporary Southern Fiction

As earlier Southern authors concentrated mainly on the upper class and the reactions

of the iniddle and lower classes to the upper class, the following contemporary southern

whters focus mostly on the lower class.  Erik Bledsoe in his article, "The Rise of Southern

Redneck and White Trash Writers" provides an excellent preface to these writers as he

discusses Dorothy Allison, Larry Brown, and Tim MCLaurin:

All three authors write about lower-class characters whose background they share.

They were born in and write about the Rough South, a term coined by documentary

filmmcker Gary Hawkins and more commonly referred to as the world of the redneck

or white trash.  In the public imagination, and arguably in reality, it is a world of

excess-xcessive alcohol, excessive sex, excessive violence.  It is also a world that

until recently has lacked its own recognized storytellers.  This new generation of

southern writers is giving voice to a different group of southerners, and in doing so it

is forcing its readers to re-examine long-held stereotypes and beliefs while

challenging the literary roles traditionally assigned poor whites.  (68)

Bledsoe's comments show readers how this new shift of perspective to the lower class

emerged in the.contemporary South.  This world of "excessiveness" lends itself to numerous

examples of the grotesque.  These examples span from Crews' excessively violent Mackey

family to Allison's alcoholic, abusive Daddy Glenn.  These authors frequently include

writing about the grotesque as a way of coping with the problems that they encountered in

their low social class.  They use storytelling as an escape from the terrible region where they

encounter extreme poverty and social derision by those in the classes above them.  This
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section will continue to examine how each witer reacts to his or her social class in the South

and their characters' responses to the interactions with other classes.  Crews, Brown, and

Allison embrace the stereotype of the "redneck" by giving different examples of lower class

citizens struggling to survive in a world that is against them.

Scars, Boils and Broken Bodies: The Gritty Grotesque in the Works of Harry Crews

Harry Crews, one of the founders of this writing taut with class tension, is certainly

an excellent place to start.  His memoir, j4 Cfaz./dfoood,  7lfee Bz.ogrcrpky a/cr P/ace (1978),

illustrates many of Crews's own experiences with his hard life growing up in Florida.  The

memoir reveals the "tobacco road" of Crews' s contemporary South.  Critic Frank W. Shelton

explains the authenticity of Crews's writing when he states that Crews "is absolutely unique

among Southern writers in that he writes about life from the perspective of the poor white.

He writes from wz.rfez.« the class, not by observing it from without, the traditional perspective

of white Southern writers" (Shelton's emphasis, qtd, in Bledsoe 68).  In other words, Crews

is able to present lower class life clearly and genuinely because he has lived that life and

knows about it.  Through 4 Cfez./czfeood Crews illustrates numerous grotesque scenes

involving bodily injuries and defomities that happen because of the severe poverty that he

encounters in Florida.

One of the strongest scenes in the story is on'e in which the young Crews is on his

second day working at a butcher shop in Bakersville.  A customer off the street with a face

full of "raw, wild desperation" decides that he must take his own`life to escape his poverty-

stricken life and plunges a knife deep into his own chest in front of young Crews, the owner

of the store, and other customers (Crews 142).  The customers flee from pure fright, and the

owner of the store runs for the police, leaving young Crews alone with the man.  Crews, in a
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non-judgemental way, attempts to connect to the man with the knife in his chest as he asks

him, "You from Bacon County?" (143). The two immediately make a connection and the

man tells him, "You don't have to worry about this.  I don't want you to worry about

this. . .You know why it ain't no reason for you nor nobody else to wony about this?...The

knife feels good" (144).  Crews whtes about his understanding of the man's situation:

He said something else, but I didn't hear him.  I knew it was hopeless.  I could not

have said it then, but I knew in my bones that he was caught in a life where the only

thing left to do was what he was doing.  He had told himself a story he believed, or

somebody else had told it to him, a story in which the next thing that happened-the

only thing that cow/d happen-was the knife.  It was the next thing, the right thing,

the only thing, and the knife felt good.  If my life to that moment had taught me

nothing else, it made me understand exactly what he meant. Talking wasn't going to

do any good.  (144)

This passage shows the sheer desperation that people in his own community had to endure.

Ironically, the man literally butchers himself in a butcher shop, an act which equates his own

body with the pieces of meat that are sold around him. Through this metaphor, Crews shows

that the struggling man,like the beef around him, is a commodity.  He is only used and then

ignored by the rest of society.  His self-inflicted wound demonstrates how he perceives his

only escape from a society that oppresses him.  `Crews illustrates the grotesque through the

man's bloody manipulation of his own body.  He uses storytelling to convince himself that a

brutal suicide is the only answer to an already brutal world.

However, Crews uses storytelling to convince himself to live and not die.  For Crews

storytelling was his only escape from becoming like the man with the knife.  He and his
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black friend, Bookatee, used the Sears Catalogue to create stories that took them out of their

impoverished life and into a land of mystery and imagination.  Crews also states that the

catalogue was "a lie.  I knew that under those fancy clothes there had to scars, there had to be

swellings and boils of one kind or another because there was no other way to live in the

world" (65).  Even as a young child Crews notices these realistic human deformities in the

world around him.  These bodily abscesses certainly qualify as disgusting, according to

Kolnai, because they show a part of the body that is "already shading off into. decomposition"

and "putrefaction" (62).  Through this narrative Crews creates the realism that O' Connor

mentions in her essay, only his reality is equally bleak, but overtly more graphic than

O'Connor' s depictions.  Crews presents readers with a world enshrouded in pain and

struggle, a world that does not hide people's "swellings" and "boils," but exposes the body in

a grotesque, realistic manner, thus, signifying  the realistic grotesque.

A final example of the grotesque in this text occurs when Crews is severely burned

while his family is killing hogs in the winter.  He was playing pop-the-whip with other

children and "was popped loose and sent flying into the steaming boiler of water beside a

scalded, floating hog" (118).  Crews puts readers through this agonizing process as he can

remember everything except for the screaming, even though his family said that he

"screamed all the way to town" (118).  Before they left, however, Crews vividly describes to

readers his experience as his skin sloughs off:  "I reached over and touched my right hand

with my left, and the whole thing came off like a wet glove .... I could see my fingemails

lying in the little puddle my flesh made on the ground in front of me" (119). This particular

description is especially disgusting because as Kolnai states it shows a "covering, with decay,

pu.trescence," it reveals a party of the body that does not want to be seen.  It shows a speedy
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decomposition of crews's skin in a way that is disturbing to readers (61).  Crews is taken

immediately to the hospital where soon afterwards they put him under a "buggy frame" with

a sheet over him to protect the two thirds of his body that were burnt (120).  Readers can

interpret his accidental scalding to serve as a baptism for Crews into his world of "swellings"

and "boils."  The horrific act introduces Crews at a young age to the world of turmoil and

hurt that he will have to endure and overcome. However, unlike the man in the butcher shop,

Crews is able to withdraw himself from his social restrictions and recover by writing as he

"nearly finished a detective novel" during his rehabilitation (122).  In this example Crews

uses the grotesque to illustrate how he can overcome horrible moments.  Instead of giving up

like the man in the butcher shop, Crews embraces writing as an outlet to transcend his class

situation.  He uses writing as therapy to help him heal both physically and mentally.  It takes

his mind away from the pain that he suffers from both the bums and the heartbreak of his

everyday life.  Through these two examples in 4 Cfez./dfeood, Crews is able to portray the

harsh conditions that he grew up with in the poverty-stricken South.

One of Crews's most powerful and haunting novels is i4 Fec}s/ o/S#aAes (1976).  The

novel presents aspects of the grotesque in characters such as the overtly masculine Joe Lon

and in such scenes as the one-legged sheriff's rape of an African American girl.  Through

these characters, Crews presents humanity with all of its "boils" and "swellings" that he

outlines in 4 Cfoz./d7!ood.  Joe Lon Mackey, the protagonist of the novel, was the "Boss

Snake" of the Mystic Georgia Rattlers High School football team.  Everyone in the

community likes Joe Lon because of his football career; however, his brutal beatings of both

his wife and sister hardly make Joe Lon a likeable character.  Joe Lon is self-aware of his

desire for violence.  The naITator states, "He was stronger and faster and meaner than other
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boys his age and for that he had been rewarded. . .He liked violence. He liked blood and

bruises, even when they were his own" (Crews Fog 49).  Through this description readers

can see how Crews uses Joe Lon to represent a hyper-male, a man who exaggerates the

identity of a male personality.  Robert J. Higgs, in his book, £czz{j'e/ a#d 7lfoor#,  717ze 4f73/ere I.73

4rmerz.cc!# £zterclfe/re, remarks on Joe Lon's overtly masculine behavior as he states, "The

characters, while realistic to a degree, are for the most part representative, and what Joe Lon

represents is raw, untamed energy, however platitudinous that may sound.  He is All-

American but also All-Id" (116).  Joe Lon is overly violent and excessively sexualized, but as

Crews states,

He [Joe Lon] did not know what love was.  And he did not know what good it was.

But he knew he carried it around with him, a scabrous spot of rot, of contagion, for

which there was no cure.  Rage would not cure it.  Indulgence made it worse,

inflamed it,. made it grow like a cancer.  And it had ruined his life.  (118)

Joe Lon's understanding of love is important to identifying his character as a grot9sque

because it is the lack of his parents' love that makes him grotesque.  Again, the grotesque is

tied with class.  Like Caldwell's Lester family, Joe Lon's definition of love is perverted by

the social constraints that are placed on him by society.  His lack of love stems from the fact

that the Mackey family exists at the bottom of the Florida .social ladder.  They, like the Crews

family in j4 Cfez./d7!ood, must make do with what they have.  Joe Lon's mother's suicide was

because of his father's continual physical and emotional abuse, which was motivated from

their lack of money.  Joe Lon's abusive relationship with his own wife mirrors his parents'

shattered relationship.  Joe Lon has never seen love; therefore, he cannot express it.  He can
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only show a perverted way of love that entails having sex with his high school sweetheart in

his trailer while his wife and children are right outside.

The only way that Joe Lon reveals his emotions is either through violence or

"howling," which ``made him look just like he'd been crying, made his eyes red and his nose

red and his `face flushed" (13).  This howling is equated with the mistreated dogs that Joe

Lon's father raises to fight; in fact, at his father's dog fight after the round up Joe Lon falls

into an unconscious "howl" and must be taken back to his father's house.  The scene, while

comic because his father yells, "Don't go crazy, Joe Lon! Don't go crazy!," also serves as

Joe Lon's breaking point.  Afterward he comes to terms with his life: "And it was not any

one thing that scared him.  It was everything.  It was his life.  His life terrified him.  He

didn't see how he was going to get through the rest of it" (161).  He realizes that he will

never rise above the social class where he is now.  While others go to college and succeed,

Joe Lon's only success will be the ramshackle rattlesnake roundup that eventually even he

can't control.  However, instead of killing hinself like the man in 4 Cfez./d7!ood, Joe Lon

again displaces his angst on those around him by killing Victor, the Pentecostal preacher, and

his own high school sweetheart in an ending worthy of a Quentin Tarantino film.  The riot

that gathe.rs at the roundup then takes Joe Lon and tosses him into the snake pit where he dies

from the snakes that engulf him; thus, he is destroyed by the world that he created.

This ending is particularly interesting because throughout the whole novel Joe Lon

feels suffocated.  He feels suffocated by his past, his broken falnily, and most of all his

stagnant living conditions.  This grotesque ending is particularly significant because it

physically demonstrates how Joe Lon's environment ultimately destroys him as he is picked

up by the unruly crowd and thrown into the snakes that he has worked to collect.  His demise
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is a result of his own harsh, grotesque actions toward the crowd.  This ending illustrates the

exaggeration of violence that Crews uses to show how Joe Lon suffers from the same class

restrictions that the man in the butcher shop suffered under.  His exaggerated reactions to this

pressure create a feeling of instability for both Joe Lon and the reader.  This instability

renders both reader and character to a world that, as Kayser states, "breaks apart and remains

inaccessible" (31).  His life "breaks apart" because Joe Lon is clearly crushed under the

pressure, thus making his life "inaccessible" for him to live that way anymore.  His world,

much like the man in the butcher shop's world, cannot exist any longer, but only leads to an

inevitable tragic ending.  The only act that he finds as an appropriate solution to his problems

is what he has encountered his whole lifeutxcessive violence.

Crews also presents another grotesque scene between the disfigured Sheriff Buddy

Matlow and Lottie Mae.  Much like O'Connor's Hulga, Buddy Matlow has a prosthetic leg

because he lost his leg in Vietnam.  He, like Joe Lon, is unable to regain his football career so

settles in the town and becomes sheriff  Buddy takes out his frustrations by raping Lottie

Mae while he has her in jail for prostitution.  Before the rape, Buddy presents a snake to

Lottie Mae to scare her, stating, `the snake or me one is coming in there with you" (37).

After Buddy violently rapes her, all Lottie Mac can remember is the snake "its diamond

pattern and lidless eyes, and a terror [that] was growing in her that was beyond screaning or

even crying" (38).  This grotesque duality of Buddy and the snake equates him with an

animal, a characteristic of the early grotesque that appeared on Nero's walls.

During the rattlesnake roundup, Buddy picks up Lottie Mae as she is walking down

the road.  She knows that he is coming for her and has armed herself with a razor blade.  She

continues to have her fear of snakes and further conflates it with race as she states, "White
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people were dangerous and snakes were dangerous and now the two were working together,

each doing what the other told it to" (122).  From this statement readers can see how Lottie's

own class has to do with her role in castrating Buddy.  Her statement shows how she exists

on a lower class level than white people in the novel as she must become a prostitute for

money.  Her fear of white people is justified as most of the ones she knows are corrupt or

overly violent (such as Joe Lon and Buddy).   She exists in a lower social class than both Joe

Lon and Buddy.  However, Buddy sees this as an opportunity for him to dominate over the

one class that is lower than he.  As he exposes his penis to her, she cuts it off, saying "I

always known I could.  I always known I would. . .Be through now" (129).  By castrating

Buddy, Lottie Mac regains her power as woman.  She does not fall back under the control of

the patriarchy like Faulkner's Temple but is one of the last figures Crews presents in the

novel as Joe Lon sinks to his death.  Joe Lon sees Lottie Mac standing "on the side of the

hill...watching"(177).

Through this scene, Crews illustrates the inversion of both class and race.  He shows

that instead of collapsing under pressure like Joe Lon, Lottie Mae has reacted.  Instead of

losing power she gains it in the violent castration of Buddy.  Her reaction shows how the role

of women inverts at the end of the novel.  Joe Lon's abused mother's death is superseded as

Lottie Mae survives, gaining her freedom. from the patriarchy.  She stands on the hill above

the men watching as Joe Lon (representative of the working class) sinks into a pit full of

snakes indicative of the life of excessiveness that he lived.

Despite these vividly disturbing scenes, there are numerous parts of £4 Feczff a/S#clifes

that are fumy. Crews uses the working-class to bring about many of the stereotypical

"redneck" jokes relying on ignorance.  When Joe Lon meets Berenice, his old sweetheart, he
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remembers that she had been sent to Paris to study French: "French! The very notion of

somebody studying French threw Joe Lon into a rage" (60).  Obviously, Joe Lon has never

left Mystic, Georgia, because of his social class, yet he still is able to have an ignorant hate of

the French.

Crews includes another humorous example as Joe Lon meets Berenice's boyfriend,

who is on the debate team.  Williard, Joe Lon's friend, tries to explain what a debate team

does, stating, "They play it with a little rubber ring. . .these two guys vyear slippers and. . .they

throw the rubber rings to each other and try to catch the rubber rings in their mouth" (73-74).

This example shows how Joe Lon and his friend cannot recognize any other sport that does

not contain excessive violence.  These two examples show how Crews is attempting to make

these characters' ignorance exaggerated by both the hate of the French and also the ignorance

of any sport that isn't football.  They rely on the exaggeration of the working class that

Crews is able to recognize and record in these two works.

Shattered Spirits and Dead Dogs: Larry Brown's Use of the Grotesque

One of Crews's proteges was late Mississippi witer Larry Brown who also dealt with

the grotesque and how it can be used to represent social contempt in the South.  In his novel

Dz.ray Wo7`fr he presents grotesque features as so dominant in two soldiers' lives that the

grotesque features lead to murder. He also presents the grotesque in a humorous way that

startles the reader while making them aware of social tensions present in the Southern class

system.

One of Brown's most profound novels is Dz.ray Wror*, published by Algonquin in

1989.  The book is dedicated to his father: "For Daddy, who knew what war does to men."

Like Crews, Brown uses his own biography to approach whting this novel.  The cruelties of
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war were first instilled in Brown throuch seeing his father's reaction to World War 11, which

had ended six years before Brown's birth.  He states that his father had been in the infantry

for four years and had fought at the Battle of the Bulge.  Like many soldiers in World War H,

his father traveled throughout Europe, but was wounded only once.  Brown states that the

War

left emotional scars on him that were never to heal.  He would never mention war

when he was sober, but when he was drinking, which was frequent in the years of my

growing up, he would begin to talk about it and about the horrors he had seen, and he

would eventually break down.   ("Late" 2).

Through these comments we can see how the war affected his father's spirit and actually

created a mpture in their family life.  The grotesque spiritual scare that the war left on his

father fractured any sense of having a true relationship with his family.  Through

experiencing his father's traumatized spirit and his short ten in the Marines (during which

he did not experience combat) Brown forged the ideas for Dz.rty Wor4.

The characters in the novel are based on two men that Brown befiiended at the NCO

club when he was stationed in Philadelphia.  One man did not have "any legs at all, but he

had a pair of artificial legs, with pants on and tennis shoes on the bottom" (Bonetti 3). He

was the basis for the pitiful character of Braiden, who is a quadriplegic in the novel.  The

other man's wound was similar to Walter's in the novel:

He had been shot all the way through the base of his skull.  To look at hing he didn't

have any kind of disfiguring wound .... But he had blackouts, seizures.  They could

control it somewhat with medicine, but not to the point where he could remain on

active duty.   (Bonetti 3)
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However, in the story, Walter has been hit in the face by shrapnel from a rocket grenade.  In

both instances, readers can see the physical Goth visual and not visual) disfigurement from

the war.  The soldiers led normal lives up until they were drafted.  Then they left their lower

class Mississippi towns and went to the war, which wounded them both physically and

psychologically.

Even though both men are wounded in horrific ways it seems that Braiden's wound

consumes him forcing him to warp his sense of religion and rationalize his own death.  His

obsession with his handicap illustrates how readers can most certainly apply Bakhtin's theory

of how grotesque features "play the leading role in the grotesque image. . .they can even

detach themselves from the. body and lead an independent life, for they hide the rest of the

body, as something secondary" (317). Braiden's own perception of his wound is all he can

think about; he no longer cares about continuing his life, but obsesses over his deformity

leaving everything else "secondary."  He can no longer think of moving on like Walter, but

can only reflect on the deficiencies in his own life because of his deformity.

Braiden's perception of his life through the lens of his own bodily defect distorts his

perception of religion.  His obsession over his wound leads him into the world of Crews's

desperate man in the butcher shop.  He sees no other alternative but death: "I ain't doing

nothing but waiting to die.  I don't want to get into it no deeper.  I done spent enough time

thinking about it" (Brown 179).  This statement shows that Braiden can see no hope in his

future.  He feels forced to take his own life.

He uses religion to support the rationalization of his death.  Towards the end of the

novel, Braiden has a vision that he is whole once again. He has a little child come crawl up

his leg and sit in his lap.  While the child is there, Braiden talks to Jesus who asks him, ``So
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you've decided?" basically leaving it up to Braiden's free will to convince Walter to kill him

(219).  Through this conversation readers can see that Braiden's obsession with his handicap

helps him to rationalize his own death using religion.  He has reconstructed Jesus to fit the

only option that Braiden feels that he has: death.

Walter has a talk with Diva, Walter's girlfriend, who is a nurse. After they talk,

Walter decides to kill Braiden. The novel ends when Walter stands over Braiden who quietly

says "Jesus loves you," again showing how he has altered religion to support what he wants

(236).  Then Walter shows that he can see through Braiden's created religion as he states, "I

shut my eyes because I knew better than that shit.  I knew that somewhere Jesus wept" (236).

The war has so warped both of these men that one is able to convince himself through

religion that suicide is right.  It has distorted Walter's sense of humanity because he is still

able to carry out with the killing, even though he has become best friends with Braiden.

Brown' s use of the grotesque in these characters illustrates the sheer anguish that both men

feel after the war.  They are both unable to witness any more acts of excessive violence.

Instead of channeling it in a productive manner and moving on like the young Crews did in 4

Cfez./cJfoood, they continue the circle of violence.

While Dz.ray Wro7'4 does not contain many humorous scenes, Brown's other novels are

riddled with furmy grotesque moments.  He presents the reader with a serious situation and

then, like Crews and O'Connor, spins it to make it humorous.  One particularly morbid

example occurs in his novel FCI/J!er cr#d Sop?, when a deputy and a sheriff have a prisoner

uncover the man he murdered.  As the decomposing body lies in the recently dug up ground,

the sheriff calls back to the station.  After he has placed the call, he notices his deputy

digging next to the dead body, and asks him, "What the hell are you up to?" to which the
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deputy replies, "It'd be a shame to leave these good t`mips down here.  Ain't goma be

nobody here to eat em now" (Brown Fas 55).  While Brown sets the crime scene up as

morbidly disgusting, he finishes the scene with hilarity as the sheriff asks his deputy, ``Ha+e

you lost your rabbit-assed mind?" and the deputy replies, `Naw. I just like a good mess of

tunips once in a while" (55).  This scene, again involving two middle-to-lower class men,

illustrates an aspect of graveyard humor that could also be found among Shakespeare's

working class gravediggers in ffa"/ef.   Brown sets up the scene first to disturb the reader

with its gruesomeness, but then layers comedy on top of the scene making the reader almost

ignore the fact that the two are in the presence of a dead body.  The deputy's stating that

"ain't nobody here to eat em now" almost impels the reader to ignore the dead body and pay

more attention to the conversation between the two men.  During the conversation, Brown

uses local dialect to set up the Southern humor with words like "mess" and "rabbit-assed

mind."  The inclusion of these words traces back to the Southwest humorist, who also used

local dialect.  While laughing at the men and their conversation, readers ignore the fact that

the dead body still exists until it is mentioned again later.

One of the most surprising and gruesome scenes occurs in Brown's 7lj!e jtabbzt

Fczcfory.  One of the strangest relationships that occurs within the novel is among an Ole

Miss professor, Merlot; a female police officer, Penelope; and the professor's dog, Candy.

Candy is at the brink of death during the novel; however, Merlot is not ready to put her to

sleep.  His attachment to the dog represents his connection with his past; a connection that he

is not ready to lose.

When Merlot finally invites Penelope to his house, he brings Candy to meet her.

Penelope is already afraid of dogs because of her bad experience with her grandmother's
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dog: "My mamaw had one when I was little.  The meanest thing.  I was scared to death of

that dog the whole time I was growing up.  I used to have nightmares about it. . .It got old and

got to where it couldn't walk and just drug itself around and my manaw wouldn't have

nobody shoot it"  (TRF 267).  As Merlot allows the dog to enter, Brown grotesquely

describes it as "a nearly hairless boxer with scabs and open sores scattered over its hide. . .its

back legs were twisted sideways, flat and lifeless. . .it was drooling and it had no teeth, only

black gums, and it was grinning" (TRF 303).  As the dog approaches her, "it opened its

mouth and puked on her feet" (303).  These grotesque details qualify as disgusting because,

as Kolnai states, the vomit fits the "character of excreta as waste products, to the

circumstances that decomposed organic material indicates existence, or past existence, of

life.  For in the decomposition-products of life not only the withering of life but also the

presence of life itself has a disgusting effect" (54).  These descriptions of the dog most

certainly show how Merlot's continuing to keep the dying dog alive qualifies as disgusting

and morbid.  His hesitation about showing the ailing dog to Penelope also represents his own

insecurities about dating a woman from a lower class (as he is a professor and she is a

policewoman).  His inability to relate to her about the one thing that is important in his life

illustrates an existing tension between the two classes.  He is not comfortable in a

relationship that is spontaneous and unstable and exists between members of two separate

classes.  Merlot is used to having everything planned out, but Penelope enjoys living her life

impulsively. Her spontaneity is shown in her reaction to Merlot's dying dog as she panics

and reacts by shooting the dog four times. Brown describes the actual shooting humorously

by stating she "freaked out and shot it four times BOOM./ BOOM.J BOOM./ BOOM./" (303).

He includes these noises to reinforce this situation and help place readers within the text as
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Penelope abruptly destroys the dog.  Brown uses the finiliar and unfaniliar to illustrate how

Penelope does something surprising and unfamiliar in destroying the repulsive dog.

However, her action is funny because of the way that Brown builds up to it and then has the

confrontation end with Penelope' s shots.

After Candy's death, Merlot confesses that he was ashamed of what he had let the

dog become.  In contrast to Penelope, who moves on with her life, Brown leaves Merlot a

bleak fruitless future.  In his last lines, Merlot mentions that it is "cold out there," meaning he

will again retreat to his home and avoid attempting to reconnect with Penelope (TRF 309).

He cannot live in a world of instability, but instead will retreat back into the upper class

where he is comfortable.

Freaks of Love: Carson Mccullers's Use of the Grotesque in rrfee BaJJa!d a/ffec S¢d C¢/c

Carson Mccullers also writes about the middle class in the South.  Her novella 772e

Bc}//czd a/f¢e Scrd Cc[/e' contains numerous depictions of the grotesque.  She introduces the

town of Cheehaw, Georgia, as any normal Southern town, but describes it as "dreary; not

much is there except the cotton mill, the two-room houses where the workers live, a few

peach trees, a church with two colored windows, and a miserable main street only a hundred

yards long" (Bo//crd 3).  Mccullers introduces the town as drab and lifeless because o.f the

disappearance of the Sad Cafe.  When the Cafe existed, the town thrived on the occurrences

within it.  The Cafe was owned by Miss Amelia, whose' role in the poor southern town is that

of a storekeeper, doctor and moonshiner. Miss Amelia's ownership and running of the cafe

illustrated her strong middle-class presence and role as the anchor and center of the

community.  Mccullers' grotesque descriptions of Miss Amelia illustrate how the middle

class is dominated by men (or women with male features).  Sarah Gleeson-Whiteg a
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Mccullers scholar, comments on Mccullers' use of the grotesque as she states that

"Mccullers shares Bakhtin' s preoccupation with the body, in [Mccullers's] ubiquitous

descriptions of disease and death, deformity and disability, strange physical desires, and even

stranger gender configurations" (111 ).  Readers see these "stranger gender configurations" in

Miss Amelia's masculine qualities: ``she was a dark, tall woman with bones and muscles like

a man.  Her hair was cut short and brushed back from the forehead, and there was about her

sunburned face a tense, haggard quality" (4). Amelia is described throughout the story as an

androgynous character who stands six feet tall and works a punching bag full of sand when

she becomes frustrated.  After dinner she likes to feel her biceps, giving her a feeling of

satisfaction and fullness.  Through her business Mccullers transfoms Miss Amelia almost

totally into a man. She describes Miss Amelia as so masculine that she cannot even treat

women with menstrual problems as "her face would slowly darken with shame, and she

would stand there craning her neck against the collar of her shirt, or rubbing her swamp boots

together, for all the world like a great, shanied, dumb-tongued child" (17).  Totally rejecting

any sort of feminine role, Miss Amelia appears most man-like at the story' s beginning.

Soon after Mccullers introduces readers to Miss Amelia, a hunchback arrives and

claims to be one of Amelia's kin.  She identifies him Cousin Lymon, and the two quickly fall

into love with one another in part because of their immediate similarities as social outcasts

from the rest of the community.  The grotesque appears through Cousin Lymon's physical

features.  Mccullers writers that he "was scarcely more than four feet tall and he wore a

ragged, dusty coat that reached only to his knees.  His crooked little legs seemed too thin to

carry the weight of his great warped chest and the hump that sat on his shoulders" (7).

Kolnai states that in order for an object to be disgusting it must have a "defomation of
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shape" rendering "/zJe i.# ffoe wror2gp/c7ce" (Kolnai's italics 62).  Readers see this new life in

the hump that is on Cousin Lymon's shoulders which renders him both grotesque and

disgusting.

Mccullers' descriptions continue as she notes that Cousin Lymon chews sweet snuff

full of sugar and cocoa because he claims that `The very teeth in [his] head have always

tasted sour" (19).  These physical descriptions are reminiscent of poe's Hop-Frog as he, too,

is a hunchback with a strong chest and "repulsive teeth" (903).  Unlike Hop-Frog, Cousin

Lymon is rendered ageless as the townspeople say that "he was about twelve years old, still a

childutthers were certain that he was well past forty" (63).  After the two have fallen in

love, even though they are "cousins," Amelia gives him a watch chain ornamented with her

own kidney stones, exposing another grotesque aspect to their relationship.  Miss Amelia is

by far the richest person in Cheehaw and could afford a decent gift, but instead Mccullers

has her give him the disturbing object.

The story takes a turn when Miss Amelia's ex-husband, Marvin Macy, comes back to

the town after his time in jail in Atlanta.  Marvin also serves as an example of the grotesque

as he is the evil twin to his brother, Henry Macy, foming a sort of doppelganger figure

reminiscent of one of Poe's characters.  Marvin was "six feet one inch tall, hard-muscled, and

with slow gray eyes and curly hair" (27).  While Marvin is described as the more handsome

brother, he is also the more disturbing because as a boy he carried around the "dried and

salted ear of a man he had killed in a razor fight" and he "chopped off the tails of squirrels in

the pinewoods just to please his fancy" (27). Through the mutilation of both man and animal,

readers can see how the grotesque plays a role in Marvin's identity.
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However, Marvin and Amelia's final fight scene serves as an example of the most

grotesque part of the story.  Mccullers sets up the fight much like Crews's graphic hog

killing scene in 4 C¢z./d7!ood comparing the low-to-middle class residents with pieces of

pork.  As Marvin comes back into town and starts to irritate Amelia, the weather turns

suddenly hot, making the whole town smell like "slowly spoiling meat, and an atmosphere of

dreary waste" (51).  Near the Forks Falls highway, a town close to Cheehaw, a whole family

had died because they ate rotten meat.  Through these images readers see the parallel of the

rotting flesh of the body and the return of the evil Marvin.  As the tension builds, the

relationship between Cousin Lymon and Amelia deteriorates.  Lymon suddenly becomes

enanored with Marvin and follows hin everywhere; his dedication is evident in the final

fight scene.  Here, Lymon becomes more like Poe's Hop-Frog because he attempts to

entertain Marvin by first wiggling his ears and then doing a `trotlike dance" (49).  This

exaggeration marks how Cousin Lymon serves as ajester to Marvin much like Hop-Frog.  It

is interesting that the vagabond who stumbled into the community now retains higher power

than Miss Amelia because of his jester-like antics.

However, Miss Amelia and Marvin soon fight.  The animalistic elements of Miss

Amelia and Marvin's fight show the extent to which the middle class culture has resorted

again to violence to solve their problems.  Like Crews's Joe Lon and Brown's Braiden, Miss

Amelia and Marvin can find no other outlet to solve their problems.  Before they fight, they

both would "walk slowly and meaningfully around each other"; this circling of one another is

representative of two dominant male animals who are fighting for territory; one male must be

submissive so that they both can live (56).  As the fight begins, readers again notice how

Miss Amelia is dressed like a man as she wears "old overalls [that] were rolled up to the
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knees" and "was barefooted and she had an iron strength band around her right whst" (65).

Mccullers creates this alnazon woman to demonstrate how twisted and grotesque that

women (and men) can become as they attempt to gain power and transcend social class in

their community.  While subversive, these images also are quite humorous because they are

exaggerated.

As the two suddenly collide, Mccullers again uses animal imagery as she describes

them "like wildcats. . .suddenly on each other" (65).  These descriptions are funny because

they are reminiscent of the old Southwest humorist who would also describe a fight as an

interaction between "wildcats."  As the two wrestle each other to the ground, Amelia finally

gets Marvin in a chokehold when suddenly Cousin Lymon leaps from his post "as though he

had grown hawk wings" and "clutched at her neck with his clawed little fingers," illustrating

another animal-like image (67).  Because of Cousin Lymon's drastic actions, Amelia loses

the fight and eventually withers away in the community.  She has lost her potency over the

community as the tough dealing, hard-shelled woman; instead, she closes, up her cafe and still

and no longer runs her doctor's service. She assumes the identity of a shriveled old maid

while Cousin Lymon and Marvin leave town.  Miss Amelia is left alone.  While Panthea Reid

Broughton simply notes that in the story "men and woman alike are incapable of love," this

story contains much more breadth (qtd. in Carl 6).  While the exaggerations are to the

extreme and often furmy, they are used to demonstrate how Miss Amelia is unable to keep

her role in the middle class forever.  While her role as store keep and moonshiner are

masculine and powerful in the beginning of the tale, she cannot retain her identity when put

up against true male figures.  Mccullers whtes that after the fight Miss Amelia's "voice was

broken, soft, and sad as the wheezy whine of the church pump-organ" (69).  Because of the
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fight, Mss Amelia lost her power to run the town.  Her loss leads not.only to a sterilization

of her identity as leader of the middle class in the town, but also as the destruction of the

town.  Without her as the store keep the town falls into a place where "the soul rots with

boredom" and the only entertairment is listening to the chain gang (70).

Don't Get Above your Raisin': Dorothy Anison's Realistically Disturbing Grotesque

While Mccullers presents exaggerated pictures of hunchbacks and amazon women,

Dorothy Allison presents numerous class stmggles in her fiction using realistic depictions.  In

her memoir Two or 772ree 77rfngs J K#ow/or S"re, she wites about the class that she grew up

in: "Peasants, that's what we are and always have been.  Call us the lower orders, the great

unwashed, the working class, the poor, proletariat, trash, lowlife and scum" (Two or 77!ree

77Iz.#gr 1).  She, like Crews, recognizes that she was brought up in a family whose financial

struggles caused them to suffer many family problems as well.  She doesn't want to evoke

sympathy in readers, but rather an understanding of her social class, especially when writing

about the women who suffered within her own finily and community.  She writes, ``We are

the ones in all those photos taken at mining disasters, floods, fires.  We are the ones in the

background with our mouths open, in print dresses or drawstring pants and collarless smocks,

ugly and old and exhausted.  Solid, stolid, wide-hipped baby machines.  We are all wide-

hipped and predestined" (33).  These descriptions present Allison's view of working class

women.  Many of the women suffer tremendously from adulterous, alcoholic husbands who

are barely surviving themselves.  Allison shows how the women have to be the ones to keep

the family in order, despite the amount of physical and emotional abuse they suffer.  As an

escape from this cruel reality, Allison creates stories: "I can make a story out of it, out of us.

Make it pretty or sad, laughable or haunting.  Dress it up with legend and aura and romance"
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(1).  She, again like Crews, relies on storyt.elling to take herself and her listeners out of their

drastic situations and carry them into another reality where they can avoid their own troubles

for a while.

In Bcrsfczrd Ow/ a/Cc!ro/z.#¢ (1992) Allison uses her storytelling to reveal a fictional

account of her own tragic life.   It has been her strongest work to date and includes numerous

aspects of the realistic grotesque similar to Crews and Brown.  The autobiographic novel tells

the story of Ruth Anne "Bone" Boatwhght as she grows into a woman at age 13.  Bone and

her family live close to the poverty line.  She is regarded as the "bastard" child of her mother

who, throughout the novel, works hard to remove this word on Bone's birth certificate.  The

certificate itself stands as a symbol ofjudgm'ent of Bone's mother who continually tries to

keep her own family from being referred to as "trash."  Like Allison's real family, the novel

revolves around the women of the Boatwhght family and how they cope with the meanness

of their husbands, brothers and fathers.

One of the most chilling men in the novel is Bone's stepfather, Daddy Glen.  Allison

writes about Daddy Glen's continual sexual assaults on Bone as a young child all the way up

into her early teens.  These horrible acts make readers see Daddy Glen as a disgusting

individual. Using Kolnai's theories on disgust, Daddy Glen demonstrates "moral

putrefaction" because of his continual assault on Bone and her siblings which "glows with a

moldy phosphorescent sheen" rendering him a disgusting character (84).  Bone, like Allison,

whtes to escape him and her own poverty-stricken life.  Like Crews in ,4 Cfez./cJ¢ood, Allison

notes that Bone' s "stories were full of boys and girls gruesomely raped and murdered, babies

cooked in pots of boiling beans, vampires, and soldiers and long razor-sharp knives.  Witches

cut off the heads of children and grown-ups" (119).  These grotesque descriptions tap into a
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child' s tendency to conflate the familiar and unfamiliar.  She combines common acts like

sex, eating, and death, and twists them into emotionally disturbing scenes and images. These

stories are especially gruesome because Bone tells them to the children she babysits.  She

takes common images and twists them into something cruel and horrifying, so horrifying that

it makes her own poverty seem not as bad. Through this technique, the grotesque is used as a

coping mechanism so that Bone, like Allison, is able to escape her own social restrictions and

displace her emotional anguish into fictional characters.  She is able to transcend the world

where her step-fath?r sexually abuses her and her aunt is dying and go to a fantasy world full

of witches and vanpires.  Bone's stories illustrate how Allison follows O' Connor's assertion

that the grotesque deals with matters of the spirit.  However, Allison does not approach the

grotesque with Christian salvation in mind, but rather a psychological salvation. This

psychological salvation helps Bone to escape her own harsh reality for a while and delve into

another full of her own created characters.  Through language she intertwines her own

problems with fictional aspects, which allows her to deal with her own problems.

Another grotesque scene where this spiritual healing occurs is when Bone and her

sister cope with their stepfather's abuse by exaggerating his features.  They describe Daddy

Glen's hands as "big, impersonal, and fast. . .Reese and I made jokes about them when he

wasn't around-gorilla hands, monkey paws, paddlefish, beaver tails" (70).  This

exaggeration of his hands is Bone's way of dealing with Daddy Glen's sexual abuse.  She

conflates her father's physical attributes with animals.  Like Mccullers' s fight between Miss

Amelia and Marvin, Allison uses grotesque animalistic descriptions to convey violence and

humor to readers.  These details also bring back images of Bakhtin's theory that one part of

the body is focused on while the rest of the body is ignored.  Allison forces readers to notice
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Daddy Glen's hands because they are the most important part of him.  They serve as a

representation of his acts of cruelty; thus, they are depicted as grotesque.  Again, this serves

as a way for Bone to deal with her problems.  Instead of experiencing a mental breakdown,

she is able to use language to cope with the tragic circumstances.  By having Bone make

these descriptions, Allison uses the grotesque to serve as an identity trait that serves a

purpose: it shows how despicable and animal-like Daddy Glenn truly is through the eyes of

his step daughters.

Allison uses grotesque humor in the book through storytelling.  Like Bone, the

characters in the book tell stories to demonstrate another character' s identity.  Bone's Granny

uses her own husband to explain her issue with Bone's taking up religion.  Granny explains,

"Man had only two faults I couldn't abide. Wouldn't work to save his life and couldn't stay

away from gospel singers.  Used to stand out back of revival tents offering `em the best

homemade whiskey in Greenville County.  Then he'd bring me that slush they cleaned out of

the taps. Bastard!" (144). Allison uses Granny to be the epitome of the "redneck" poor white

woman.  She exaggerates Granny's features and dialect to make Granny seem even more

comical.  Granny represents the downtrodden Southern woman who has worked all her life.

Another example of a character who is exaggerated for humor is Bone' s aunt Alma.

Raylene and Bone's mother, Armey, are talking about how the sheriff came to take Alma' s

furniture and Alma goes into a fit.

Remember that time Alma wouldn't let the sheriff take her furniture. . .that

time she started screaming for the neighbors how they were trying to rob her?
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God yes, Mama lauched. And that sheriff liked to peed in his pants when he

saw her throwing clothes out the window and yelling, `Take it all, why don't you?

Take the kids too, take it all.' Oh my sweet jesus, yes.

Wade always said she threw down her housedress at him, and then just stood

there in her underwear, and he wasn't gorma go near her after that.   (188)

This example illustrates how Raylene and Anney can take a desperate situation like the

repossession of furniture and make it into something hilarious.  They exaggerate the situation

by stating that the sheriff ``like to peed in his pants" because of the commotion that Alma was

causing.  Even though it is a time of dismay, the dialogue and the way AIlison presents it is

humorous because both women (and Wade) distort the situation into humor so it evokes

laughter instead of sadness.  AIlison's depictions of the grotesque evoke emotions for her

characters, but she makes it so that readers do not feel sorry for them.  Whether it is through

creating exaggerated stories containing body parts or humor, Allison uses the grotesque as a

coping mechanism for her characters.

Conclusion

While the Southern grotesque may bring up images of rotting plantation homes

surounded by eerily hanging Spanish moss, this chapter shows that it is much more.  The

Southern grotesque, like the shifting definition of the grotesque, is constantly changing.  Poe

uses it to express the inversion of the social class system.  Faulkner also incorporates Poe's

fear into his definition of the grotesque; however, he adds an ironic humor to it. A grotesque

act like the raping of Temple illustrates how she cannot escape her upper-class status.

Faulkner also uses it to represent comical situations like the bumbling Bundren family and

their constant troubles trying to bury Addie.  Caldwell also uses grotesque humor to illustrate
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a more slap-stick, "redneck" comedy.  However, like Faulkner, he also uses it to evoke pity

and sympathy from readers in their understanding of the poor whites in the South.  Crews,

Brown and Allison use the grotesque as an element of realism in their fiction. Through this

realism they attempt to show how people deal with their own social status such as Crews and

Allison's storytelling.  Unlike these three roughneck whters, Carson Mccullers uses the

grotesque as an attempt to bridge gaps.  Mccullers shows the unsuccessful attempt to bridge

the class gap with love as Miss Amelia tries to connect with Cousin Lymon, but loses him

and her domineering middle class social status.  Each of these writers shows how the

grotesque is used to express the realistic abnormalities that exist in parts of the Southern class

system.  The next chapter will show how Appalachian writers use the grotesque in a radically

different way.



Chapter Three:

Truth and Terror in the Mountains:

The Grotesque in Appalachian literature

The connections between the grotesque and Appalachian literature is one that is still

ripe for research.  Contemporary scholars who explore the relationship between the search

terns "Appalachian literature" and the "grotesque" will find that an electronic search through

the MLA database will render only o#e result, an essay in i4ppcr/cicfez.a" fJerz.fczge that focuses

on JT LeRoy's two novels.  This result is particularly interesting because of the topic of the

book and the scandal involved in the identity of the writer.  Jeremiah, the protagonist in

LeRoy's rJ!e fJecrrr I.s Decez.I/2t/ i4bove j4// 7%ngs (2002), becomes a transvestite prostitute

who works at a West Virginia truck stop.  The plot of the novel entails Jeremich's wrestling

with his own androgynous identity as both male and female and his quest for validity in both

roles despite the obstacles that he encounters.

The gender-bending story is especially intriguing because recently, in October of

2006, Stephen Beachy of Ivew yorA h4:c}grzz.#e found out`that JT LeRoy was a pen name for

Laura Albert.  He wrote an extensive article on his discovery, "Who is JT LeRoy? The True

Identity of a Great Literary Hustler."  Associated Press writer Kim Curtis explains that, as

LeRoy, Albert claimed to be from West Virginia and "drew from his own experiences    `

hustling, living on the streets and selling sex for his literature work."  However, Albert soon

reveals that she is not from West Virginia, but from New York City (Curtis).  This hoax

clearly establishes connections between the grotesque and Appalachia.  By claiming to be

83
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from West Virginia, the only state entirely located in Appalachia, Laura Albelt creates a

fabricated Appalachian identity with the exaggerated portrayal of a mountain person-a

character so lurid and distorted that he beckons readers to pay attention.  Much like Albert,

nineteenth century local color writers who first wrote about Appalachia also created overtly

lurid or humorous figures.  They made Appalachia appear as an exotic land full of lazy

mountain characters who "feuded," drank moonshine, and rocked on their ramshackle

porches all day.  Presently, these stereotypes still exist, from the newspaper comic "Snuffy

Smith" to the recently released Dw*es o/jJc!zzcprd movies and the fearsome inbred West

Virginian monsters in the gruesome horror film, Wrong rcjrjt.  Much like the earlier fiction

mentioned, these films summon observers to take note and be amused by exaggerated, absurd

mountain characters.  The directors and writers know that these stereotypes will sell in

popular culture, although they are, in fact, detrimental to understanding Appalachia.

Understanding where Appalachia fits in the context of the rest of the South is a good

starting point to debunk these stereotypes.  Though many are content to pay more attention to

state lines than geographic topography and see Appalachia as the mountains of the South,

novelist Lee Smith sees a cultural difference.  She reflects on the stereotypes of Appalachia

and how these stereotypes play a role in shaping the way the rest of the country views the

region within the context of the South:

Faulkner's South was not mine. . .Appalachia is to the South what the South is to the

rest of the country.  That is: lesser than, backward, marginal.  Other. Look at the

stereotypes: `Hee Haw,'  `Deliverance,' `Dogpatch,' and `The Dukes of HaLzzard.'  A

bunch of hillbillies sitting on a rickety old porch drinking moonshine and living on

welfare, right? Wrong.   ("White Columns and Marble Generals")
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Smith shows readers that there are indeed different characteristics of Appalachia that make it

distinct from the rest of the South.  Renowned Appalachian scholar Cratis Willians, while

describing how he pronounces such words, as "car," without the "airy `r' of the South,"

remarks that he "would not say [these words with the "airy `r"] for anything because I am

not a Southerner" (Crc!/is Wz.%ams.. £!.w.ng ffee Dz.v!.cJed £!/e). Williams's statement suggests

that most Appalachians would not claim to be Southerners in the traditional sense because of

the distinct cultural differences between the two areas.  North Carolina's former Poet

Laureate Fred Chappell also elaborates on the differences between Appalachia and the rest of

the South:

There are certain subjects you're not going to handle very much as an Appalachian

whter-race problems, for example and the problems of large plantations.  What

you're going to be concerned with, perhaps more than southern writers, is the impact

of technology and industrialization on the ecology-the nuclear industry in Oak

Ridge, the Champion Paper Mill in Canton-that kind of thing.   (Chappell

Interviewing Appalachia 24CJ)

Chappell's comments reflect how most Appalachian writers do not dwell on the subject of

race or the traditional plantation society of the lowland South.  They do not dwell on class

issues, but rather on issues that affect them in their immediate communities.

Another main cultural difference may extend from the fact that much of Appalachia

did not remain a part of the Confederacy during the Civil War.  Jim Wayne Miller elaborates

on this region's differences from the rest of the South when he describes his experiences at

Vanderbilt University, where he wanted to study under the Fugitives and Agrarians who

taught there.  He notes that the movement was "mainly a lowland South phenomenon that
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was associated with the Old Confederacy" (Crczfz.a Wz.//I.cr7„s.. £z.v!.Jag ffae Dz.vz.ded fz/e).  Miller

clarifies stating, "I was from the South, but I was not of the South.  I was not the same kind

of Southerner.  My people' s experiences had not beeh that" (C7.c!fz.a W!.JJ!.cr"s.. £z.vz.ng ffee

Dz.vz.ded Jz/e).  Like Williams, Miller realizes that he is not of the "lowland" eastern South,

but rather a South that did not contain precisely the same social classes or problems that

occurred in the lowland South,8

Miller suggests that Appalachia most certainly has cultural boundaries separating it

from the rest of the South.  To explain these cultural boundaries it is useful to first detemine

the physical parameters of Appalachia.  This study will follow the sane region outlined in

John Williams's ,4fpcr/¢cAz.a.. 4 ffz.sfory (2002).  Williams states that his book follows the

1965 boundaries of Appalachia that were drawn out by the Appalachian Regional

Commission consisting of "a core region of 165 counties" which "spreads over six states-

Georgia, North Carolina Tennessee, Kentucky, and the two Virginias" (Williams 13).  The

mountainous and foothills counties of these states include the "core regions" of Appalachia

or the places where most of the political and social actions have happened and continue to

occur.

However, like Southern literature, it is hard to tell when Appalachian literature

distinctly started.  Numerous stereotypical stories were whtten about Appalachia during the

late 1800s and early 1900s by people like Mary Noailles Murfree and John Fox, Jr.  Like

novels about the old South based on the romanticized Sir Walter Scott fiction, the authors of

these "local color" works exaggerated elements of the characters and the land.  As historian

Henry Shapiro notes, they were "local color writers [who] set stories of upper-class romance

8 The chapter on "Appalachian literature" in .4 j7a#dbook fo i4ppa/ach[.a also notes that Southern literature is
"more Gothic and more concerned with North-South conflicts" whereas Appalachia deals with "universal truths

[that are] revealed through the lives of specific individuals in localized settings" (Miller et al.  199).
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and lower-class passion" in the Southern Appalachian Mountains (Shapiro 44).  These

writers constructed their stories out of brief visits to the Appalachian region-while local

color stories often included at least some factual infomation, they usually made Appalachia

seem like an exotic, isolated land.  Appalachian historian John Inscoe also whtes about how

twentieth century writers created stereotypes of Appalachia.  He explains that Faulkner in his

depiction of Thomas Sutpen in j4bscr/om./ 4bfcr/om./ (1936) even participates in these

misconceptions of Appalachia.  Faulkner writes that Sutpen hails from West Virginia and

moves to the Piedmont region of virginia.  While there, a black house servant instructs

Sutpen to enter a house at the back door because of his poor white working class status.

Inscoe notes that through the character of Sutpen, Faulkner writes about two specific

stereotypes that have plagued Appalachia: "first, that its people had no slaves and thus no

familiarity with either the institution of slavery or with black people; and second, that given

the region's poverty and lack of opportunity. . .it had insufficient economic or social variation

to allow for the distinguishable class hierarchy that characterized the rest of the South" (2).

Inscoe continues to explore these class issues in A4loa/72fcrz.# A4as/erg,  S7c}very cr#d #!e Secfz.o;cc!/

Crz.sz.a I.7q Wesfer79 IVorffe Cclro/I.#c}; however, his example illustrates how misconceptions of

Appalachia continue to exist in recent literature by even some of the most canonized and

respected Southern whters in America.

While numerous aspects of the grotesque appear in these depictions, this study will

concentrate on the more honest realistic depictions of Appalachia from the 1930s and later,

which superseded the local color fiction that created these stereotypes.  During the 1930s,

James Still and Harriette Simpson Arnow began to write realistic fiction which reveals the

hardships of Appalachian people without exploiting them. Both Amow and Still knew how to
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write about poverty because they had witnessed it and lived through it.  They khew the

instability of having to move around to find work and the palm of losing loved ones.  These

two whters used the grotesque to reveal glimmers of grim realities to challenge the romantic

and often exaggerated depictions that earlier whters wrote about Appalachia.

After Still and Amow, contemporary writers continued to lead readers toward a more

realistic understanding of Appalachia.  More contemporary writers read Still and Amow and

continued the trend of using the grotesque to reveal these actual happenings in Appalachia.

While he is often regarded as a Southwestern writer, East Tennessean Cormac Mccarthy has

four novels and a play set in Appalachia.  This study will look at his chilling novel, Cfez./d o/

God (1973), and examine how he uses the grotesque to illustrate the perversity of mankind.

In Mccarthy's work the grotesque evokes disgust and horror in readers; Lee Smith draws on

the grotesque to demonstrate camivalesque humor in Orc!/ ffisfory.  Silas House, the

youngest writer in this study, uses the grotesque to illustrate how his characters realistically

deal with death.  Unlike the use of the grotesque in the South, which focuses on the

financially-stmctured Southern class system, Appalachian whters use it to dismiss

stereotypes that outsiders have placed upon them, exaggerated stereotypes such as those that

Albert presented in her literary hoax.  They use the grotesque to depict a genuine view of

Appalachia, a view that is oftentimes disturbingly realistic, but decidedly more truthful than

outside depictions.
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Grotesque Tales of Disfigurement and Endurance

in the Fiction of James Still and Harriette Simpson Arnow

Both James Still and Harriette Simpson Amow use bodily disfigurement to reveal the

grotesque to readers.  Through horrific descriptions they show a cruel but real side of

Appalachia: their fiction acknowledges that many people had to survive injuries and physical

hardships in the mountains.  While disfigurements serve as one way of showing the realistic

grotesque, another way is through the carnivalesque images that Still and Amow present in

their fiction.  In Jtz.vcr a/EcrrfJ!, Uncle Jolly serves as a break to the desolate images of death

and poverty.  He stands as a symbol of the hillbilly fool who breaks up the monotony of the

hard. lived life of the Brack finily.  Uncle Jolly's physical presence can be emblematic of the

presence of a banquet which, according to Bakhtin, transforms "everything" to "play and

merriment" (Bakhtin 288).  The Bracks' world is also tuned topsy-turvy (another

qualification of the Baktin's definition of the camivalesque) when Cordia, Jolly's mother,

assumes a male role.  While these two illustrate the use of humor, irony, and gender bending

in the camivalesque, readers can look to Amow to see a darker, more graphic side of the

grotesque.  In "A Mess of pork," for instance, Amow's narrator witnesses others while they

are eaten alive by wild boars, and graphically describes crunching noises as the boars munch

on the other men's bones.  She presents many of these graphic scenes in her short stories and

in her novels such as ffw7c/er 'f Hor# and 77!e Do//7"crher. Still and Amow's use of the

grotesque depicts a more realistic Appalachia and not one contrived from the stereotypical

views of outsiders.

Critics and contemporary Appalachian writers and readers all regard James Still's

Rz.vcr a/Ear/fe as a quintessential Appalachian novel because of its drastic but realistic
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scenes.  Published a year after 77!e Grcrpes a/ Wra#! (1939), Rz.vcr a/Eclrffe (1940) recounts

the Baldridge family's struggles during the Great Depression.  In his introduction to the

novel, Janes Still scholar Dean Cadle states that "Still is whting of the stmggles that have

plagued the mountain people since the country was settled" (viii).  As the novel begins, Still

immediately shows readers the tight kinship ties in the Baldridge family when the family

patriarch, Brack, has his two cousins and great uncle come to live with the fanily of five.

When Brack's wife Alpha confronts him about how they are running out of food he states,

"My folks eat when we eat. . .and as long as we eat" (Still 8).  As the situation escalates,

Alpha fmally states that "We've got to tie ourselves up in such a knot nobody else can get

in. . .We've got to do hit today" (9).  It is through her comments and actions that readers get

a first glimpse of how her role can certainly be qualified as grotesque because she intends to

decline Brack' s family, instead of providing for them as the social custom demands her to do.

Readers can use Bakhtin to note how she rejects her projected role as a nurturing family

member; instead, she bums down the house in an act of desperation to save her immediate

finily, denouncing rather than providing for her husband' s kinfolks.

As the big house goes up in flares, Alpha and the children move everything into the

smokehouse.  This action qualifies as grotesque because the smokehouse is not being used in

its natural way, following Balchtin's theory on carnival objects that are `tumed inside out,

utilized in the wrong way, contrary to their common use" (411). After the fire, Still describes

Alpha as she "stood among the scattered furnishings, her face calm and triumphant" (11 ).

This act is certainly an extreme and desperate act to rid her household of unwanted relatives,

but it is the only way that the family will be able to survive.  Alpha's actions force the
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extended family members to move on and allow the "knot" to exist among the five nuclear

finly members.

But their newfound stability is short-lived.  After they are settled in the smokehouse,

Brack loses his job at the mine.  The family struggles with Brack's constant search for a

mining job and for land.  Each time Brack finds ajob, the mine goes under, which forces his

family constantly to move.  It seems that the mine dominates every aspect of the family's

life-it even leads to young Fletch's loss of his fingers.

The graphic scene of Fletch losing his fingers is one of the most grotesque and

powerful scenes in the novel.  Fletch is the youngest son at age five (besides Baby Green

who dies), followed by the urmanied narrator who is seven and their older sister Euly at

thirteen.  Fletch is playing with a readily available dynamite cap when it suddenly explodes.

He rushes back into the house "holding his right hand forward, a gore of blood dripping.

Two fingers hung by skin threads" (Still 219).  These descriptions most certainly are

disgusting because of the vivid details of the "skin threads" and exposed blood that evokes a

moment of "horror" and "anxiety" (Kolnai).  The moment is also particularly horrifying

because it is children who are forced to recognize that their own bodies are indeed

destructible.  This gruesome scene shows how coal mining impacts the lives of even the

young Baldridge children.  This accident never would have happened if dynamite caps had

not been available to Fletch.  Like Harry Crews' s hog butchering accident, this moment

represents an awakening for both Fletch and the narrator.  The manipulation of the body

serves as a moment of revelation for readers as it reveals how both boys are affected by their

father's job.  Fletch bears the physical marks of coal mining while the narrator bears the

memory of his brother' s wound.
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The narrator's remarks render the scene especially grotesque.  As Fletch is told that

his fingers must be removed, the narrator tells him that "Ifn you won't cry. . .tomorrow 1'11

show you the pattern of a man's insides. I got a picture-piece that shows" (220).  The

narrator's suggestion presents the exchange of bodily parts.  In order for Fletch to get his

mind off of his own bleeding hand, the narrator appeals to his curiosity about the body.  The

narrator' s suggestion celebrates the body in its natural form while Fletch's wound is

unnatural.  He offers the promise of this distraction to get Fletch's mind off of his painful

injury.  In this time of extreme pain and turmoil the narrator's statement also evokes the

definition of a real "man" by including the definition of a "man's insides."  The "picture-

piece" illustrates what a man is made of literally, while the narrator's comments suggest the

emotions of a man.  He is trying to get Fletch to be brave by distracting him from the pain;

Fletch participates in the narrator's created image of a courageous man when he states, "I

hain't scared" (221).  The men who surround him praise Fletch, as the neighbor Darb states,

"I tell you this chap's got nerve. . .I never saw the beat" (221 ).  Darb then offers the boys the

distraction of riding his mules: "There's two gentle mules in my lot longing for riders.  I'd be

proud to have you and your brother come ride them sometime.  Come when the notion

strikes" (221).  Fletch's painful experience will cause him to have to mature and adapt to his

new disfigurement.  Bakhtin states that a grotesque event can create a new "birth" of sorts.

Bakhtin's theory can support Fletch's new "birth" as this grotesque action causes "death" in

the loss of a limb and "birth" towards Fletch's new identity.

The grotesque appears in another scene, when Darb continues to talk to Fletch about

his wound.  Darb Sorrels, a large awkward man, tells Fletch about himself to make his point:

"Used to hunch my back, bend my knees a speck, trying to look like a human being.  But
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them was fool notions.  I be as I am.  I got to be tuck that way.  Well, now, I notice you're

allus hiding that three-fingered hand in your pocket.  I say, wear that hand like it was a war

medal.  Wear it proud" (233).  Darb's comments attempt to teach Fletch that the injured hand

is not something to be ashaned of, but something to take pride in.  The disfigurement

operates in a way similar to what miners call a coal tattoo (these coal tattoos will be further

elaborated on in the Silas House section).  It represents the aftermath of a cruel disaster that

happened, but also signifies that Fletch was able to overcome the disaster and continue

living.  In essence the grotesque feature becomes a symbol of pride instead of shame.

Despite the poverty of the Baldridge family, Uncle Jolly serves to bring comic relief

to the story with his often grotesque humor.  In most of the scenes in which Uncle Jolly

appears, he brings joy and laughter to the rest of the family and a retreat from their hard lives.

He serves the role as the hillbilly clown figure that often brings merriment to the enduring

family.  Uncle Jolly stands as the "grandiose, universal character" that Bakhtin explains the

camivalesque "banquet" requires (288).  Uncle Jolly plays numerous "rusties" or practical

jokes on the children; however, it always seems that his rustics carry some lesson.  Through

his sporadic visits with the Baldridges he teaches the boys various things.  The first time

readers see him, he pulls a rusty on the boys telling their to chew some gum which is

actually tree rosin.  Readers can easily apply Bakhtin's theory of the importance of the

grotesque mouth to this scene as the boys' mouths are temporarily glued shut.  The focus on

the boys' mouths renders them grotesque as they attempt to pry their mouths open. Instead of

serving as the opened chasm that Bakhtin whtes about when he states that the "gaping

mouth" is the most important grotesque feature of the mouth, the boys' mouths serve as

closed orifices that cannot be opened (317).  The closed mouths are opposite of what Bakhtin
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refers to as the most powerful symbol of the grotesque, but they still dominate the scene

because of their abnomality.  The trick is humorous because of the boys' grotesque feature

of having their mouths glued shut.

Uncle Jolly's rustics not only apply to the boys, but also to the older daughter Euly to

help her escape the harsh conditions that sunound the family.  After his first visit, Uncle

Jolly hopped on his horse who "jumped and whimied, starting off at a gallop" (43).  Still

writes that "Uncle Jolly squirmed, raising himself off the mare' s back" (43).  After he takes

off, Euly giggles to the narrator that she "put a handful of snatchburs behind the saddle" (43).

From this rusty, readers can see how Uncle Jolly's own sense of humor has spread to the

children.  Readers are able to notice that both of these "rusties" isolate certain body parts

which stand out while the joke is played, thus making the rusty an aspect of the comic

grotesque.

Unlike Uncle Jolly's comedic grotesque actions, Cordia Baldridge's serious

manipulative actions toward Aug Coggins (her husband's murderer) denote her as a figure

who acts unnaturally even grotesquely, outside of her social norms.  While Alpha's desperate

house burning is one example of a woman taking control, her mother-in-law Cordia's acts

serve as excellent examples of her transcending her role as a woman and participating in a

man's world, which includes rusties and interactions with more serious consequences.  She

exemplifies Bakhtin' s theory that the grotesque involves men who are `transvested as women

and vice versa"; instead of merely putting on men's clothes, Cordia assumes the role of a

man, and the responsibility for enacting revenge or poeticiustice on her husband's killer

(411).  Cordia's pranks can be further analyzed using Bakhtin' s reflection on the image of

"Gallic tradition" women who are "at once mocking" and "destructive" (241 ).  Cordia' s
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actions, however, carry much more significance than Uncle Jolly' s parlor tricks.  In order to

understand their significance it is necessary to explain why she would play these tricks on

Coggius.

Cordia tells the narrator that Aug Coggins killed her husband, Boone, when he

thought that Boone had sold him a sick horse that died.  At Boone's funeral she had all of her

sons promise not to enact revenge with Coggins, but there are numerous things that happen at

the Coggins farm.  Cordia's son Jolly gets blared for many of these suspicious events.  One

such example, as he explains, is that "Aus claims I cut his fences to giblets four nights ago.

Cows got out and et half his crop.  One beast died of flounders.  Twlo times now he's blamed

me of fence cutting" (151).  These "accidents" occur numerous times on the Coggins fan,

with responsibility mostly claimed by the elusive Jolly.  However, at the end of the novel, he

states that Cordia, while on her deathbed, co.nfessed; she "cut Aus's fences, burnt his barns,

and strowed salt over his land" (243).  Within these acts, Cordia enacts a power exchange

between herself as a woman in the community and Aus Coggins as a farmer in the

community.  With her male-like actions, she is able to restructure the gender lines in her

community by continually aggravating Aus Coggins in acts that are often blamed on Uncle

Jolly.  In a conversation with her sous at Boone's funeral, she states that for Aus Coggins,

"`Fear will hant his nights. Hit'll be a thorn in his flesh.  Let him live in fear.  He'll never

prosper nor do well.  Let him live in sufferance" (125).  She makes sure that Coggins will

"live in fear" and "never prosper" by crossing female boundaries and doing these male

actions.

Harriette Simpson Amow also uses the grotesque to startle readers who expect

women to fill traditional gender roles.  Most of Amow's female characters live through
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desperate situations like the Baldridge family.  Her stark realism mirrors that of Mark Twain

and Frank Norris.  Her characters plow through their rough lives, surviving in the rural parts

of Kentucky, adapting as the gravel roads gradually are paved.  The women see life and death

every day.  In her short stories and her novels, she uses realistic but surprising descriptibus

that appeal to the five senses to reveal the grotesque.  Applying Freud's theory of fear and the

grotesque and Bakhtin's theory of the grotesque and carnivalesque, Amow's stories reveal

that the grotesque moment serves as the crux of many of her narratives.

In her short story "A Mess of Pork" a prisoner travels to help a recently widowed

woman seek revenge for her husband's death.  The widow manipulates the two law

enforcement officers who shot her husband into a hollow where vicious, man-eating wild

boars live.  As the boars attack the men, the narrator describes the first noises that he hears as

he and the widow perch on the bluff s edge.  Amow's descriptions take her readers into the

terrified mindset of the narrator as he tries to cover his ears to muffle the men's screams:

I put my hands over my ears, and pulled my head hard against the rock.  Once when I

was a boy I saw the brewery stables bum.  I remember a big horse screamed and ran

back into the fire.  Then it screamed again.  The scream was like that, and like a

woman's.  (48)

This gruesome event reminds readers of the psychological fear Freud describes: the narrator

is associating one gruesome event that he witnessed to what he is now witnessing; however,

in this scene Amow does not give readers specific details about what is happening which

creates uncertainty.  Freud's remarks on Hoffroan's "The Sandman" can lead readers to

rememberthe.uncertaintythatthegrotesqueentailsandhow"AMessofPork"exploresit.

Freud states that "The Sandman" "creates a kind of uncertainty in us in the beginning by not
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letting us know. . .whether he is taking us into the real world or into a purely fantastic one of

his own creation" (Freud 937).  Likewise, this story ends with uncertainty as Amow does not

give us visual references but merely that the hogs' teeth make "crunching sounds" which the

narrator associates with "the black boar' s teeth when he ate the walnuts"; however he states,

"I knew there were no walnuts down there" (49).  Amow does not create a specific, detailed

picture of the men being eaten; instead, she leaves it up to readers' imaginations to create the

gory scene of the carnivorous pigs.  The scene relies on our basic fear of being eaten alive.

Furthermore, Readers use the narator's auditory descriptions and create their own horrific

images of the feral boars devouring the men.

Amow uses a similar noise-related realistic grotesque image in her novel f72j7!fer 'S

fJor#.  In the book, Amow presents a scene of the character named Lureenie who has been

left by her husband to raise her three children in rural Kentucky.  Because Lureenie is a

proud woman who works to set herself apart from others, the neighbors seem to ignore the

fact that Lureenie has been left alone until the main character Nunn Ballew comes to check

on her and her family.  As he looks around the house, he deems it desolate, as if no one had

been living there: "the fire was only a handful of smoking embers; there was nothing

cooking, no sign of food, or woman's work, or child's play" (j7w"/er 's Hor# 269).  Amow

builds the suspense in this scene as she vividly describes the sounds that Nunn hears-"Off

in the brush under the white oak he heard plainly a cow or a hog cmnching, chewing an apple

or a sweet potato, or like a pig, a hungry pig, too quick for a cow, but not loud enough

somehow for a hog" (270).  The description that Amow presents next combines man and

beast as Lureenie's children are forced to forage in the woods for acorns to eat when they

have nothing else:
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He went into the snowy brush under the oak tree, then struck a match and looked

around; a child's eyes stared up at him, big eyes, the biggest eyes he thought he'd

ever seen; he saw wisps of tangled hair and streaks of black earth on the thin upturned

face, but mostly he just saw the eyes, for clamped across the lower part of the face,

just under the nose and hard on the mouth, was a long thin brownish hand; there was

black dirt on the hand and under the fmgemails and a stain of blood on one knuckle,

as if the hand had been digging in the dirt and in its haste had struck against a stone.

(270)

Amow presents several images in this scene.  First, she describes the image of the child's

eyes staring up at Nunn-almost wildLin a desire for food. Then she shows the image of the

child's dirty face as he is eating acorns.  The images of the "black dirt on the hand and under

the fmgemails" do more than illustrate poverty: they suggest the children are like pigs who

root for sustenance.  This scene does not contain stereotypes of the poor people of

Appalachia; instead, it reflects a grotesque though authentic description of a woman and her

children during hard times.

In "Marigolds and Mules" Amow presents readers with another authentic

Appalachian scene involving the dangers of being an oil man.  In the short story a man

named Nitro Joe is delivering highly explosive nitroglycerin when his wagon blows up.  The

story involves the community's men dealing with the recently departed Nitro Joe and their

decision on how to deal with his death.  Amow introduces the scene in a camivalesque

manner as the men bum pieces of the mules that are left.  The scene is almost like a party,

though the "decorations" are decidedly grotesque: "in a yellow beech tree a piece of intestine

made a slimy red garland" (37).  Amow's vivid descriptions satisfy Kolnai's definition of the
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disgusting because they expose body parts that are in the stages of "putrescence" where

``substantial decomposition" has already happened to the exploded body (53).

This description also illustrates the important role that the carnivalesque has in the

creation of the grotesque.  The scene could be taken as a mock funeral celebration.  Bakhkin

elaborates on this point when he states that "carnival is not a spectacle seen by the people;

they live in it, and everyone participates because its very idea embraces all the people.  While

canival lasts, there is no other life outside it" (7).   As readers see in the story, the characters

are indeed within their own world of the impromptu funeral complete with garland, prayer,

and dismembered body parts.

Readers enter the realm of the grotesque as the men find pieces of Nitro Joe's body.

The narrator picks up a bull whip with "a hand and a piece of forearm" on the handle: "the

fingers of the hand were tight about the whip" (38).  The men take the only remaining piece

of Nitro Joe and wrap the dirty hand in "the cleanes.t handkerchief" (38).  Here Amow

presents the realistic description of Joe's hand: "The whole hand was black.  The little hairs

were still red gold" (38).  With Amow's attention to detail, the reader is able to see the worn,

severed hand in its entirety and realize the work that Joe has done. The dismembered hand

stands as a representation of his work and the men treat it with respect.  It, like Bakhtin's

mouth, "dominates all else" in the prose and forces the focus to be the hand that the men

ceremonially wrap out of respect (317).

As the men start a fire to bum the rest of the mules, a man in the story points out that

"most of Nitro Joe's in them coals" literally combining the human with the animal.  After a

debate on how to pray for Nitro Joe, one of the men finally starts to ask for Nitro Joe's

salvation:
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Mother of God. . .Nitro Joe was an oil man.  He went quick.  He wasn't bad.  Not fer

an oil man.  So, Mother of God, pity him.  All blowed to death and burned to death

with these yer mules.  He sweared a lot.  He drunk, too.  He was a devil with the

ladies.  But, Mother of God, he was born in a drilling rig.  He couldn't help it.  So,

Mother of God, unmix him if ye can from these mules, Amen.  (39)

Through this prayer Amow illustrates that she obviously shows the dangers of being an oil

man, also pointed out in her novel Betwee# /fee FJowers.  The prayer expresses the

destruction of the body and presents the grotesque as Nitro Joe is joined with the mhles in

death.  Through this scene, Amow first shows the destruction of the body with.the severed

hand.  With the attention focused on this one body part, readers can follow Bakhtin' s remark

that grotesque body parts can "detach themselves from the body and lead an independent life,

for they hide the rest of the body, as something secondary" (317). Indeed, it is all that

remains intact from Nitro Joe.  However, the fact that it is Joe's hand is especially

significant.  Amow, not recognized as a poet, uses synecdoche to have Joe's hand represent

the whole of Joe's work-worn body.  The hand also signifies Joe's role in his job as he was

merely a hand to do the work.  He, like many other workers at the time, was simply a "mule"

of the company who used him. Because of the immense danger and high risk involved, this

company will not hire men with families to handle explosives.  This grotesque hand

represents Amow's social commentary on the industrial company executives who are not

concerned with the lives of each individual worker; instead, they are more concerned with

moving the product.

Bytheendofthestory,thereaderfeelsjustasfrustratedastrieyoungnarratorwho

states, "There won't be any God damned stars [in Hell] . . .Pretty stars to shine on bloody
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mules and dirty, bloody men" (317).  Through this story, Amow presents the image of man

being used as an animal in the cogs of modemity.  Yes, his wife picks flowers for him, and

he is treated like a man by those who moum his death, but the company that caused his death

regards him merely as one cog in their business.  He is a commodity used for industry.  The

use of people like commodities is a fact that Amow highlights in her fiction set in

Appalachia, where high-risk jobs lead to injuries and loved ones are sacrificed for the benefit

of their jobs.  The character of Joe represents the realistic view that she is trying to convey to

her readers about the distorted, cruel nature of business in Appalachia.

Much later in her whting career, Amow continues to bring up this "cog" idea.  In 7lJ2e

Do//rmclker Amow describes the various ways that the factory workers fall victim to the

machines that they operate.  These descriptions suggests the grotesque destruction of the

body: "Gertie had never known there were so many ways for a working man to die: burned

crushed, skinned alive, smothered, gassed, electrocuted, chopped to bits, blown to pieces"

(Do//"crAer 318).  Amow illustrates her point of men as machines when she explains that as

pieces of the machine get stuck in itself, the piece comes out making numerous noises and

commotion unlike a dead man who falls silently from the machine to the floor: "A fast

tuning wheel or milling machine wasn't like a man; it wouldn't just fall down on the floor

peacable-like when it passed out the way a man would" (Do//maker 318).  These images of

progress disfiguring or totally destroying the body serve as clear examples of the grotesque

that Amow uses for social commentary to reflect the apathy that industry has towards the

numerous people who are maimed or killed.

Additionally, in 27!e Do/froa!ker, Amow gives readers a number of disturbing and

grotesque scenes that illustrate the manipulation of the body in a realistic fashion.  Amow
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starts the novel with a disflgurement of the body.  Gertie's three-year-old son Amos is

choking (because he suffers from diphtheria), and she must perform an immediate

tracheotomy.  Readers, like the amy offlcer that Gertie approaches, are left aghast at the

graphic scene that they witness.  After trying several times to free Amos's airway, Gertie

must assist him, and Amow describes the act in graphic detail: "The knife moved again, and

in the silence there came a little hissing.  A red film bubble strecked with pus grew on the red

dripping wound, rose higher, burst; the child struggled, gave a hoarse, inhuman whistle cry"

(18).  The reader can see that even early in the novel Amow's authentic descriptions place

the reader right in the midst of the realistic action that occurs within the story.  These

depictions mark the realistic grotesque that Amow uses to debunk the stereotypical poverty

image that others placed on Appalachia.  Instead of a poor, ineffective mountain matriarch,

Gertie is active and does what she has to do to free her son's airway.  The child is able to live

because of her grotesque, yet courageous, act of bravery.

Another scene in the novel in which the tragic and grotesque appear is the climatic

tuning point when Gertie's youngest daughter Cassie is hit by the train.  Amow's

descriptions include details that juxtapose unnatural vs. natural and human vs. inhuman

images.  When Gertie first approaches Cassie after the accident, Cassie is "white-faced,

strange-looking" (406).  As Gertie tries to comfort her daughter, Cassie yells in a "choked,

2/##¢J2/rcz/ voice, `It hurts, Mommie-h, Mommie! ' The words ended in a gasping, 7.#fo2t7%cz7?

scream" (my emphasis, 407).  Both "urmatural" .and "inhuman" show a realistic reaction to

an accident that results in a child's having her legs cut off.  It also reveals Cassie's

animalistic response to her wound.  Her inhuman scream communicates what Bakhtin

describes as "one of the most ancient grotesque forms": `the transformation of the human
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element into an animal" (316).  While Cassie's wound is indeed extreme and grotesque,

Amow describes the scene in a realistic manner.

Amow vividly depicts the scene as Gertie picks up her bleeding daughter: "the twin

streams of blood from the severed legs were like red fountains gushing down her apron, the

blood-filled boot dangled, the toe tuned backward knocking against her thigh" (407).  This

image is especially important as Amow has readers shift their attention from Gertie's blood-

` soaked apron down to the grotesque body part, Cassie's mangled legs.  Readers are made to

focus, like the crowd, on the wounded Cassie and her missing limbs.  While these images are

certainly disgusting as the "exposed interior of the body" is evident through the blood and

gore, these graphic details show how Amow makes sure that readers are with Gertie as she

tries to comfort her dying daughter (Kolnai 61 ).  Cassie' s disfigurement draws the reader's

attention as Cassie, like her brother Amos, slips from being human to a pain-stricken animal

that falls into shock. While incredibly heart wrenching and disturbing, these scenes depict

how Amow is able to combine human and inhuman elements of a character and make them

into realistic situations that could occur in Appalachia.

Another way that Amow shows the authentic side of Appalachia is by writing

realistically about pregnancy and childbirth.  Amow scholar Sandra Ballard notes that

"Amow acknowledges with unusunl candor that pregnancy and women' s physical experience

of childbirth are essential parts of family life" (ix).  Graphic birth scenes give readers a

glimpse of the difficulty of childbirth in Appalachia in the 1940s.  Ballard continues by

stating "[Amow' s] compelling narrations of Milly's and especially of Lureerie's pregnancies

and childbirth experiences offer a woman's perspective that does not ignore the depth of

pain, the danger, the intensity, and complications of these experiences" (ix).  By describing
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the experiences of childbirth and raising children while caring for the farm where they live

Amow empowers women in H";cfer 's j7or#.  However, for brevity this study will focus on

the physical aspects of pregnancy.

The idea of pregnancy satisfies Bakhtin's ideal grotesque body as it evolves from that

"which protrudes from the body" (317).  The actual birth itself also fits with Bakhtin's

images of the organic grotesque by birth involving something that is "continually built,

created, and builds and creates another body" (317).  At the time when Amow wrote, very

few authors approached this topic; however, Amow whtes about the situations of these

women.  In her depictions, she often shows how the physical and emotional responses of

these women can also be linked with the animals that they tend.  Like these animals, one

exaggerated feature of their bodies dominates the rest of their bodies.  Bakhtin's theory

supports that their pregnancies "hide the rest of [their bodies], as something secondary";

however, these depictions render the favorable connotation of giving life instead of a

physical defect as earlier noted in Amow's whting (Bakhtin 317).  These bodies usually do

not produce death, but rather create another body; however, such as in the case of Lureenie in

J72f#fer 's JJor#, sometimes women did die during childbirth and even if they did survive

oftentimes the finilies faced a high rate of infant mortality.

Milly in Amow's Hat#fer 's HOJ`# is perhaps one of the best examples to illustrate how

Amow vividly writes about pregnancy and childbirth and how it relates to aninals.  In her

descriptions of Milly, Amow draws a physical comparison between Milly, Nunn's wife, and

her work horse.  Milly, pregnant with her seventh child, still is the family's proverbial work

horse as she does the chores for the family while she is able.  Amow states that "Nights

found [Milly] dead for sleep and momings she was tired with an ache in her shoulders and a
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stifihess in her hands; she pitied Maude. . . [who] was carrying a colt" (137). These

descriptions evoke the realistic bodily exhaustion that comes with Milly's pregnancy and her

unending farm work.  Amow compares Milly's own fatigue from her work around the fan

to the pregnant mare's fatigue from working the land.  Milly and Maude both satisfy

Bakhtin's picture of the grotesque image as they both have part of their body that protrudes

from the rest of the body.  This protrusion is one that dominates Milly's life.  Bakhtin states

Milly's pregnancy is a feature that treats the "rest of the body, as something secondary"

(317).  This feature determines how their life is led until both babies are born.

As a mother who has given birth seven times, Milly is certainly familiar with all the

ways that pregnancy dominates a woman's body, though she attempts to continue her daily

routines and ignores her body's demands.  When Milly is out hunting a missing cow, she

runs into the midwife Sue Annie.  Sue Annie, upset over Milly's being alone in the snow

during the final days of her pregnancy, yells at her saying, "If it comes while you're a tryen

to git home, bite th [umbilical] cord like a yoe [ewe] an take it on-yoes drops their lambs

off by theirselves when th ram aln't around, but generally. . .they've at least got sense enough

tu pick a rock house [shelter]" (204).  These remarks are disgusting as they reveal the

"exposure of vital phenomena" such as the umbilical cord (Kolnai 61 ).  The disgust is further

elaborated as Sue Annie tells Milly to bite it off like a wild animal.  However, Sue Annie is

just trying to scare Milly into staying at home instead of continuing her daily farm work.

These remarks show how Sue Annie is insulting Milly by comparing her to a sheep.  Despite

the graphic nature of these remarks, they do acknowledge certain physical realities, that

giving birth is a grueling experience for both humans and animals.  The female's body puts

all of its energy into giving birth to a child.  Bakhtin would note that this grotesque
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protrusion from Milly's body dominates the rest of her body, leaving her unable to do

anything until she has given birth to her child.

Suse, Milly's daughter, further represents Bakhtin' s notion that the pregnant body is

grotesque because of how it "creates another body" by being pregnant (317).  However, this

pregnancy imagery, while producing life, also restricts Milly, which is shown in Amow's

comparisons of Suse to animals.  Through the novel, Suse is compared to numerous animals

such as wild geese and the elusive, "free-running" fox, King Devil.  While Milly is compared

to domestic animals like a horse and cow, Amow equates Suse with feral animals. Suse

dreams of having the freedom of wild animals.  She longs to escape her obligations to her

family and go to gain an education. However, when she becomes pregnant, her body limits

her freedom.  Nunn restricts her because of her pregnancy stating, "but this fire-it' s never

warmed a bastard" (370).  Suse will have to move in with her baby's father's family because

her father kicked her out of his house.  She is literally "caught" within the confines of her

gender and forced to assume the role of mother. Much like King Devil who was caught

because she was pregnant, Suse is rendered helpless because of her physical condition.  She,

like King Devil's hide that hangs on the wall, symbolizes the continual social entrapment of

women in her family; an entrapment that will be "handed down" until someone can

acknowledge its tragic outcomes.

Parasitic invasions of the body are another grotesque feature that Amow writes about

in her fiction.  Flannery O'Connor's notion "that the whter has made alive [through] some

experience which we are not accustomed to observe everyday" is certainly applicable to

Amow's passages on parasites because presently many people have never "observed"

parasitic worms of any kind (O'Connor 815).  These parasites were actual occurrences in
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rural areas throughout the nation; thus, Amow is not adhering to the poor hillbilly

Appalachian stereotype, but letting her readers know of actual occurrences that happened in

rural Appalachia.  In ff2t#fer 's ffor;a she gives readers a scene of a young child who suffers

from worms.  After the Ballews tend to the ailing Lureenie, they must help her young son,

Doddie.  Amow presents the scene to the reader in such a graphic way that in the 1949 book

club edition of the novel the chapter is left out.  As Sue Annie attempts to nurse Doddie back

to health, Amow whtes,

Doddie struggled and retched, and water smelling strongly of turpentine and

feverweed spurted from his mouth and nose.  Sue Annie turned his stomach    .

downward, held his head over the hearth, ran her finger far back into his throat, and

after a moment's exploratory probing pulled out two large round yellowish-pink

worms, twined and twisted like unwound wool.  (Ha/#rer 'J f7or72 280)

Kolnai helps to explain why readers would find these writhing worms disgusting as he states

that "their pullulating squirming, their cohesion into a homogeneous teeming mass; their

evocation-partly apparent, partly real" represents "decomposition and decay" (57).  In other

words these parasites represent the reality that all humans will essentially become worm

fodder at death.

This scene also can be applied to Bakhtin's theory of the mouth as the focus is placed

upon Doddie's worn filled mouth.  In fact, contemporary Appalachian writer Robert Morgan

has a similar episode in Gczp CreeA as another small child, Masenier, suffers with worms:

"White stuff come out of his mouth and lines of white stuff. . .I thought he was throwing up

milk or some white gravy.  But what come out of his mouth was gobs of squirming things.

They was woms, wads and wads of white worms" (Morgan 14).  Masenier is not as lucky as
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Doddie to survive the worms.  The last glimpse Morgan gives the reader is the narrator, Julie,

stating, "We just looked at his little body, and I couldn't think of anything else to do.

Something twitched in a nostril.  It was another worm that had found its way out through his

nose" (15).  Again, the face and mouth are the main focal points.  By focusing on these

realistically gruesome facial features readers can see how Morgan's characters,like Amow's,

are animalistic because they suffer from parasites.  These scenes are certainly evidence of the

grotesque through the horrifying imagery and the reduction of both of these characters to

mere animals.  The parasites reduce their bodies to mere living corpses ready to be given to

death as soon as the parasites take over.

Disturbing Caves and Comedic Killings:

The Grotesque in Cormac Mccarthy's Cftl./A a/God and Lee Smith's Ore/ Htsfory

While Cfe!./d o/God participates in the image of the dangerous "hillbilly," Mccarthy

writes realistic descriptions which do not participate in stereotypes.  He conveys these crimes

vividly to readers who recoil at the horrifying images until the final lesson that Mccarthy

presents at the end of the novel.  There are several aspects of the grotesque included in the

transformation of Ballard into an animalistic being that thrives off his desires without any

fear of consequences.

As in Faulkner's narrator in "A Rose for Emily," Mccarthy's narrator speaks for the

people of the town where Ballard wanders and serves as a Greek chorus who comments on

Ballard's actions and the actions of his finily.  Ballard's youth was tumultuous to say the

least.  The narrator tells us that he canie to the people of the town after his father had hung

himself and Ballard told them about his father's death in the same tone that "you'd tell it was

rainin out" (Mccarthy 21 ).  The scene that we get from the narator is quite gruesome as
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Ballard's father's "eyes was run out on stems like a crawfish and his tongue blacker'n a chow

dog's" (21).  While these disturbing images dwell on a Bakhtinian image of the face and also

on Kolnai's vision of the disgusting as the eyeballs hang loose from their sockets, Ballard's

demeanor still remains calm.  Besides focusing on the face, the narrator also describes the

broken body in ways that are reminiscent of Crews' butcher shop scene: "We just cut him

down, let him fall in the floor.  Just like cuttin down meat" (21).  In this passage, readers can

see how the narrator attempts to withdraw himself from the story by referring to the body as

"meat"; however, later he stats that "I wisht if a man wanted to hang hisself he'd do it with

poison or somethin so folks wouldn't have to see such a thing as that" (21 ).  At this point in

the novel, readers can see only the foreshadowing of the effects that such an event will have

on Ballard, as he witnessed this at a tender age of nine or ten.

Throughout the novel, readers see Ballard becoming more and more corrupt: he kills

the men and women who drive out to the wildemess to make love.  He steals wallets and

whiskey off the men.  After wandering back and forth from the car numerous times, Ballard

finally has sex with the dead woman as he "poured into Ther] waxen ear everything he'd ever

thought of saying to a woman" (88).  Even though Ballard is twenty-seven, he is sexually

immature, unable to recognize that what he is doing is wrong, and unable to care about the

destruction that he causes.  After he steals everything out of the car, a fuuth6r perversion is

that he then carries her to his cabin and cares for her as if she were still living.  These

perversions illustrate an exaggeration of O ' Connor' s idea that grotesque characters usually

contain "fictional qualities [that] lean away from typical social patterns toward mystery and

the unexpected" (815).  Ballard's actions are indeed horrifically atypical social patterns.

Mccarthy scholar Edwin T. Amold further elaborates on Ballard's perverse actions, stating,
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Mccarthy spends over a third of the book thus setting up the recrsous for Lester's

otherwise unimaginable actions, creating a world in which such actions have a cause.

The story is certainly not horror for horror's sake.  Lester is both pushed and pulled

into this monstrous life. . .for he is not about violence but about companionship.

(Amold's italics `Naming, Knowing and Nothingness" 53)

However, because Ballard is unable to find companionship, he reacts with gruesome

violence.  These patterns of violence will be explained further in the analysis of this text.

The end of Part Two expresses how Ballard's crimes escalate to make him animal-

like and detached from reality.  Mccarthy describes his disintegration stating that Ballard had

"long been wearing the underolothes of his female victims but nowi he took to appearing in

their outerware as well" (140).  These descriptions show Ballard, not only as gothic, but also

as a grotesque: a being that is literally living off of others.  Gary M. Ciuba notes that

Ballard's feminine attire "attests to the confusion and loss of difference caused by violence.

His grotesque attire brings together male and female, victimizer and victim, the living and the

dead.  However, the murderer does not resolve or integrate such antithesis: he simply

conjoins them by force" (Ciuba 97).9

Clearly readers can see that Ballard's conflation of the male and female are another

example of his disregard for normal behavior. His wearing of the women's clothes is another

way of marginalizing himself from society.

Mccarthy describes other ways that Ballard marginalizes himself. At one point,

Ballard is "A gothic doll in illfit clothes, its carmine mouth floating detached and bright in

the white landscape [of the cave]" (140).   Balchtin's emphasis on the mouth suggests how

9 Gary M. Ciuba's essay "Mccarthy's Enfant Terrible: A4z.mefz.c Desi.re a#dsacred y;.o/e#ce I.„ Child of God" is

a valuable resource when analyzing the use of violence in C¢z./d a/God.
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Ballard's "camine" mouth represents his conversion to an animal.  He walks around with his

mouth open panting, much like a dog.  Like a feral animal, he learns to survive on the most

basic of levels.  He is the total embodiment of Williamson's ``hillbilly male monster," who

roams the woods preying on those who encroach on his territory.

Mccarthy does, however, illustrate that despite his depravity Ballard is offered one

last chance to be human.  Ballard has what O'Connor refers to as a moment of redemption:

`there is something in us, as story-tellers and as listeners to stories, that demand the

redemptive act, that demands that what falls at least be offered the chance to be restored"

(820).   Ballard's moment happens when he sees a group of school children going by in a

bus.  Mccarthy whtes that Ballard sees "a small boy [who] was looking out the window, his

nose puttied against the glass.  There was nothing out there to see but he was looking

anyway" (191).  Ballard takes in the boy's face, and through this vision, he realizes his

conversion over to a total animalistic being: "He was trying to fix in his mind where he'd

seen the boy when it cane to him that the boy looked like himself.  This gave him the fidgets

and though he tried to shake the image of the face in the glass it would not go" (191).  He

knows that his conversion to this perverse animal-like being is irreversible.  Bakhtin would

note that the face plays "the most important part in the grotesque image of the body" (316).

Even Ballard, a necrophiliac and murderer, is unsettled because he seems to see his own

humanity in the child's irmocent face.  He sees an innocence that he once saw in himself, but

that he can never see again.  Instead there resides a perverse necrophile who is beyond

redemption.

Ballard's death and dissection are important aspects to his identity as a grotesque

image.  After his failed moment of redemption he gives up his life of abuse and checks
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himself into a state hospital where he later dies of pneumonia.  Unlike Poe's Lackobreath' s

autopsy which is satiric, Ballard' s autopsy reveals a serious commentary by Mccarthy.

Mccarthy writes that Ballard was "laid out on a slab and flayed, eviscerated, dissected. His

head was sawed open and the brains removed.  His muscles were stripped from his bones.

His heart was taken out.  His entrails were hauled forth and delineated" (194).  Clearly these

vivid, graphic descriptions literally show that Ballard is made up of the same physical parts

of every human being.  While Ballard fits Kolnai's definition of the "disgusting" because of

the inner organs becoming outer, Ballard's dissection metaphysically and metaphorically

illustrates the capability of all humans to become perverse, but still remain children of God as

his body becomes a symbol of the greater truth that all humans are capable of such horrific

acts.  While these horrific glimpses of Ballard's corrupt nature do signify elements of the

"dangerous" hillbilly, the story is redeemed by Mccarthy's ending which spans out Ballard's

corruption to not just Appalachians, but all humans.

Lee Smith also creates a butchering scene in 07`cr/ ffz.sfory that represents the realistic

grotesque in Appalachia. Her scene evokes a different kind of dissection as she writes about

the carnivalesque scene of a hog butchering.  Smith's hog killing scene further serves as a

bildungsroman tale for the young Jink Cantrell.  Jink's new life experience can be equated to

both those of the young Crews in 4 Cfoz./d7zood and Fletch in Rz.vcr o/Eclrffe, as all three

characters witness something gruesome and grotesque that makes them mature.  Like other

characters in the novel, young Jink narrates this section of Ore/ Hz.ffory.  The narrative

depicts numerous aspects of the grotesque ranging from the celebration of a dissection of a

body (in this case, a hog), the focus on certain body parts, and the growth of an identity

through the grotesque.
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The killing itself is a perfect rendition of Bakhtin' s definition of the grotesque

complete with gruesome garlands.  During the butchering all the members of the community

gather around to help.  While each member helps to skin and clean the hogs, they also

contribute to the merriment of the event by telling stories or singing.  Lee Smith, much like

Amow's presentation of the grotesque in "Mules and Marigolds," presents the butchering as

carnivalesque complete with gruesome decorations.  The hogs, while being scraped, are hung

upside down.  As community member Peter Paul shows Jink and Lute how to clean the hog

out, he presents the two boys with a garland of hog intestines around their necks: "Then Peter

Paul grabbed up a piece of imards and throwed it around my neck like a rope and one around

Lute's neck too, it was hot as fire and smelled awful, and I got mad and yelled out and

throwed it straight back at Peter Paul" (206).  This gruesome act mirrors Arnow' s

presentation of the mule' s intestines "in a yellow beech tree a piece of intestine [which] made

aslimyredgarland"(Amow37).However,themule'sintestineswereuninte.ntionallyputin

the tree while the pig's intestines are intentionally put on Jink as a form of initiation.  Both of

these examples disgust readers because of the animal innards that are thrown around,

aligning with Kolnai's idea that a "disorderly exposure of vital phenomena" creates disgust

and contributes to the overall grotesque nature of the scene (61).  While they stand as

gruesome examples of the Balchtinian carnivalesque, these gruesome garlands represent the

realistic act of hog butchering in Appalachia. They represent the gathering of the community

to do this annual task together and the celebration that ensues.

Jink's maturity ensues after the carnivalesque celebration, satisfying Bakhtin' s notion

that the grotesque involves producing a new identity.  Like Harry Crews' hog killing incident
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in 4 Cftz./c}72ood, Jink's hog killing experience initiates him into manhood. L°  Both Jink's

cleaning of the hog and drinking of moonshine serve as evidence of his maturing.  As he goes

to bed, he states, ``1 guess I was crying too, and me a man" (Smith 207).  Using Bakhtin,

readers can further understand Jink's transformation from boy to man as Bakhtin states that

the grotesque carnival scene "celebrates the destruction of the old and the birth of the new

world-the new year, the new spring, the new kingdom.  The old world that has been

destroyed is offered together with the new world and is represented with it as the dying part

of the dual body" (410).  We can see this transformation as Jink climbs into bed; he clings to

the rotten oranges he received earlier for Christmas when he thought of himself as a child.

As he holds the oranges, he thinks about his future of leaving his cormunity as a mature man

who is able to decide his own fate. Additionally, his maturation coincides with the changing

of the seasons as the killing occurs in late November: the death of his childhood matches up

with the death of the seasons.   Unfortunately, we do not see Jink's change in the rest of the

novel as Smith does not explain what happens to him. I I

While Jink's initiation is one exanple of the grotesque, other exaniples are Little

Luther's folk songs that he sings during the celebration.  Smith whtes that early in the hog-

killing scene Little Luther "put down his knife and wiped his hands and went over and got

his guitar" (Smith 195).  His contribution to the hog killing is to serve as entertainer.  Jink

explains that "Little Luther went on singing a whole bunch of stuff you don't hear him sing

when the womenfolks and girls is around" (195).  The reason that he does not sing these

songs around "womenfolks and girls" is that the songs involve crude depictions of the male

]° For a folklore-based analysis of the hog killing see David Reynolds, "Customary RItual and Male RItes of

PtaisafiReLaedeers,::thu']:eq,r#:S;°o#'BIval°Lr#£:r:##:nF:%rr;/Jfz¥s:#,4s2i2£is=tuneur;FcaoLi::%)i:]in3t-e]r2v:;w
with Jink and attempts to explain why she left bin out of the rest of the novel.  She notes that she did not notice
that he was gone until the novel went into print.
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and female genitals.  In fact, Corinne Dale in "The Power of Language in Lee Smith's Orcz/

Hisfory" suggests that these descriptions of the female genitalia are grotesque, disembodied

exaggerations: `the father speech of the mountain culture, which Jink learns [at the hog

killing], is more direct in its brutalizing of female sexuality" where the "woman is reduced to

genitalia: a woman's `ring-a-ding-a-doo' is described in graphic detail but detached from any

body" (190).  The second stanza of the song calls attention to both male and female

reproductive organs; however, the stanza continues to "detach" the female genitalia as Little

Luther sings that "Pete had the claps/ And the blue balls too/ But he took a shot/ At the ring-

a-ding-a-doo" (196).  As he sings these bawdy lines, Jink starts laughing and the rest of the

men start to sing along with the absurd song.  Despite the oppressive nature of the song that

Dale interprets, the song is still a hilarious distraction from the scene of death that surrounds

the men.

With the hog's corpse in their hands and all around them, they participate in the

joyous singalong that renders the event as a festive celebration.  The men do not focus on the

scene of death that surrounds them; instead, they all sing the chorus which exaggerates the

female genitalia: "RIng-a-ding-a-doo,/ Now what is that?/ Something soft and warm/ Like a

pussycatl With long black hairs and split in two-/ Now, that my ffiends, is the ring-a-ding-a-

doo" (197).  These bawdy lines could be rendered out of Chaucer or another medieval

whter's tale.  The characters and readers alike shift their focus from the butchered pig to the

lewd sing along.  The scene qualifies as what Maurice Charney would describe as the

"festive comedy proper" because the "festive mood penetrates all aspects" where `1he daily,

workaday world is banished or confuted almost from the beginning, and a different set of
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mles applies" (135). Instead of focusing on the scene of death around them and the task at

hand, the men are able to celebrate with song and food.

Using Bakhtin' s theories on the dominance of the grotesque body parts, readers can

note how the song dwells on each body part.  Bakhtin also notes that a powerful aspect of the

grotesque is "the stress being laid on the phallus or the genital organs" that are ready for

conception and fertilization"; aspects that are shown quite clearly in Little Luther's lewd

songs (26). The exaggerated parts are actually used to take the focus away from the gruesome

scene of death as the men disembowel the hogs.  Instead of the focus being on the hog

entrails, the readers and characters pay attention to the exaggerated sexual body parts that

Little Luther sings about in his ballads.  These songs and the act of singing are important

because they stand as realistic depictions of an Appalachian hog-killing.  Just as Smith

describes, there is usually a story telling and musical celebration that coincides with the hard

work that is put into the butchering.

Another bawdy depiction of the human body occurs in Parrot's story.  Like Little

Luther, Parrot entertains the group by telling a story.  He explains that he roomed with a

widow who is believed to be a witch.  He tells the men that her horse died because "he was

down to naught but skin and bones, the skinniest horse I ever laid eyes on" (202).  Parrot then

tells that at night the witch turns him into a horse and rides "hell-for-leather" on him.  While

these depictions clearly relate to Bakhtin' s ideas of man being blended with animals, the

most carnivalesque event occurs at the end of the tale (27).  The witch and her group commit

robberies in the town and hide the money in a cave.  While standing outside the cave, Parrot

then makes a plan to find it after he wakes up.  He remarks, "I screwed up my vitals as hard

as I could and laid a big old pile of shit right there outside that brushy thicket" (204).  He
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continues by stating that he attempts to take one last glimpse into the cave: "I stuck my head

in that cave like I said, and it was hot in there, which surprised me, and it had a funny smell

to it, and it was black as the blackest night you have ever seen or ever imagined in all your

life" (204).  As he holds the men's attention he concludes his humorous story: "And then I

woke up, boy, and I was in the widder's bed with my face in her crack, and I had done

benastied myself! " (205). While this story reminds readers of a humorous bawdy tale from

Chaucer, another appropriate way to look at it is through Bakhtin' s theory on the grotesque

body.  He states, "In the sphere of imagery comic fear. . .is defeated by laughter.  Therefore

dung and urine, as comic matter that can be interpreted bodily, play an important part in these

images.  They appear in hyperbolic quantities and cosmic dimensions. . .Tenor is conquered

by laughter" (336).  According to Kolnai, these images of defecation and urination are

disgusting because they represent the "existence, or past existence, of life": the excretions

illustrate to us as humans that we have natural functions and that we are mortal (54).  Using

Kolnai and Bakhtin, readers can note that the terror caused by the witch is transformed into

bawdy humor as Parrot wakes up with his face in the "widow's crack" and soiled.  The

combination of these nasty elements evokes hilarity in the men as Jink describes that they

were "fit to be tied, laughing and slapping their legs" (205).  Again we see here the

celebration of comedic storytelling juxtaposed with the grisly action of the killing of the hog.

Tragic Tattoos and Conscientious Killers:

The Occurrence of the Grotesque in Silas House's rfee Coo/ T¢#oo and CJa}}'s gwl./r

Kentucky writer Silas House uses the grotesque to reveal how characters deal with

the death of loved ones.  In his most recent novel, Cocr/ rc}f/oo (2004), he uses the grotesque

to depict how characters deal with tragedy and death in their lives.  He uses the mouth and
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also images of discoloration of the skin to show the grotesque.  Through these images he

shows the realistic reactions of women to the deaths. of their husbands and children.

Similarly, in C/ay 's 0%z./f Clay deals with the shooting of Denzel in a grotesque mental break

down. Instead of portraying his protagonist Clay as a violent hillbilly, House depicts him as a

guilt-ridden man who is redeemed for the crine that he commits.  By exanining the

appearance of the grotesque in these novels, readers will be able to see how House discredits

the stereotypes of Appalachian females and males and portrays realistic depictions of

characters who rationally deal with their situations.

In Cocr/ raffoo House uses two symbols to show how his characters deal with death;

both of these symbols involve a grotesque use of coal.  The first is when characters react to

death by associating it with the taste of coal in their mouths.  The earliest incident of this act

is when Birdie's husband, Luke, died in a mine collapse.  Easter recalls the incident as her

mother slowly fades into insanity over her husband's death:

Birdie stumbled around the hardened mud, the bobby pins falling from her hair, curls

making their way into the comers of her mouth and eyes.  And then she hushed long

enough to lean over and begin to search for pieces of coal.  She walked along,

hunched over, the way Easter imagined someone on the beach, looking for seashells

washed up in the tide.  She found five square pieces of coal, then threw her head back

and let them each slip into her mouth like pills.  Easter knew that her mother had lost

her mind.  The madness had been instant, like a candle being lit.   (Coo/ ra!#oo 17)

In this scene House has the focus go from Birdie's hair to her mouth.  In the passage readers

can note the focus narrowing to Birdie's mouth as she inserts pieces of coal in it.  From

previous examinations of the mouth, readers can note the significance that it plays in this
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previous examinations of the mouth, readers can note the significance that it plays in this

role.  Bakhtin shows how Birdie's open mouth produces images of her impending death as he

states that `the gaping mouth is related to the image of swallowing, this most ancient symbol

of death and destruction," i.e., the body is soon swallowed literally by the earth as it is buried

(Bakhtin 325).  By inserting coal into her mouth, Birdie embraces the earth literally by trying

to suffocate herself just like her husband suffocated in the mine.  The dark coal also

represents the darkness that soon encompasses her mind as she is unable to provide for her

daughters, Easter and Anneth; instead, their grandmothers must raise them.  This darkness

will eventually consume her as she hangs herself because of her broken heart.  Her friend

Serena finds her hanging from a tree in the backyard and immediately cuts her down.  While

not as graphic but just as tragic, this scene echoes the hanging scene in Mccarthy' s Cfaz.Jd o/

God, however, Birdie clearly dies from heartbreak.

Easter also feels this darkness as she loses her only child.  After she kisses her child

and gives him to the doctor, House writes that "when she opened her mouth it felt as if her

tongue was coated with chaulk.  She spat the word out, as if she were coughing up two pieces

of coal: `Anneth" (House 158).  The focus again is on Easter's mouth; however, the

symbolism of coal changes.  Here the coal taste signifies death and its lasting mark on Easter

(much like Luke's death left on her mother).  Easter and Birdie's grotesque reactions to these

deaths illustrate how the similar grotesque reaction can span both generations: both women

conflate the taste of coal with death or dying.  The coal metaphor can also span out to signify

the destruction and death of much of Appalachia.  The wildemess that Birdie grew up in does

not exist anymore; instead, it is turning into desolate coal mining communities.  The symbol
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of coal reflects a true reaction of both women to the literal distaste of the death of their loved

ones and the land that they once loved.

The coal tattoo that is found on Easter's son's head is another grotesque image in the

novel.  This physical deformity draws attention to the head of the baby and the significance

of the tattoo.  Coal is again used here to signify death, but House whtes that the coal tattoo is

supposed to be a "sign of survival" as the nurse states that her "brother has one, from being

in a mine cave-in, when the chunks of coal fell on his arm.  He never could get rid of that

blue mark it left" (157).  The mark is supposed to be something that a man would "wear

proudly" showing that he was "meant to live" (157).  However, the tattoo on Easter's son

signifies death.  As Easter lies there clutching her dead child, she hears Serena, her

grandmother, whisper that the coal tattoo is also "a sign of sacrifice" too (157-158).  While

Easter cannot bear to hear this statement from her grandmother, the prediction is true as

Easter will sacrifice much of her own time to take care of her sister, Anneth, and Anneth's

son, Clay.  These multiple meanings of the coal tattoo remind readers of Bakhtin's point that

the grotesque is "never finished, never completed"; thus, the coal tattoo cannot hold a

definite definition, but changes adhering to the differing situations (Bakhtin 317).  According

to Bakhtin, the image of the grotesque is fluid and never stagnant; therefore, these many

meanings of the coal tattoo satisfy his definition of the grotesque.  These multiple meanings

of the coal tattoo of life, death, and sacrifice also illustrate the complexity of this grotesque

feature of the body.

House's most powerful use of the grotesque occurs in C/cl); 's gwz.Jf as Clay' s world

comes shattering down when he commits a justifiable homicide.  Clay kills his girlfriend' s

ex-husband, Denzel, in self-defense; this killing creates a delayed reaction in him to
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since he was a child, ever since he was a little boy lying facedown in the snow with his dead

mother's scarf wrapped around his hands" (C/a); 'S a"I./f 247).  Clay's world has become

broken apart.  His memories of his mother's murder coincide with the murder that he

committed,  His world "breaks apat and remains inaccessible" much like in the final scene

of Crews's 4 Feasf a/S7eczfes when Joe Lon goes on a killing spree (Kayser 31).  However,

unlike Joe Lon, Clay finds redemption in his act of violence through feeling guilt.

Clay, unlike Mccarthy's Ballard, feels an overwhelming realistic guilt over the

murder he committed, rejecting the stereotype of the violent, emotionless hillbilly.  The idea

of Clay's overwhelming guilt cane to House before he wrote the novel after his uncle was

murdered: "I always wondered if This killer] secretly felt guilty about killing my uncle.  I

always hoped so, at least" Q4cMahan 102).  However, Clay's guilt is so intense that it

consumes him.  As he returns home after the police release him from jail, he does nothing but

come straight home from work, sit in his chair, and think about his sin, unlike Crews's Joe

Lon who encourages more violence to happen.  Clay's emotional breakdown shows how he

was literally "eaten up" by his own guilt.  His collapse from his guilt is a grotesque feature

because it literally dominates his entire psyche leaving hin useless.  Clay's girlfriend, Alma,

realizes that they must go to Myrtle Beach to try to get the murder out of Clay's mind;

however, it still resonates there.  While at the beach Clay is fmally able to verbalize his guilt:

"Sometimes I feel like I ain't no better than the man that killed my mother.  Taking a life is

all the sane, whether you mean to or not.  You've still done something that only God is

meant to do . . .You don't know what it feels like, to have to carry something like that with

you" (CJny 's gclz.Jf 264).  Indeed, only Clay can feel the amount of guilt that is associated
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you" (Cfay 's gwz./f 264).  Indeed, only Clay can feel the amount of guilt that is associated

with murder. House talks about Clay' s guilt in an interview with Marianne Worthington of

Now and Then: The Appalachian Magazine..

The way I see it, Clay had no choice but to commit his act of violence.  However, he

is redeemed because he feels so guilty about it.  I wanted to show that Appalachian

people are not these blood-thirsty, vengeful people who will kill you at the drop of a

hat without any sense of consciousness or remorse. (5)

Through House' s comments readers can see how he included the murder to debunk the

stereotype of the violent Appalachian male.  By using this personal example, House gives

Clay a reason for his actions and then makes Clay feel such an immense amount of guilt that

he is almost unable to live with himself.  His guilt serves as the dominant grotesque feature in

his identity marking him as a grotesque image.  Clearly, because of this guilt, Clay does not

satisfy the stereotype of the violent, non-redemptive Appalachian hillbilly.  It is only through

Alma that he can get over his guilt.  She states, "Well, we just have to go on" to which Clay

admits, "that's all a person can do, I guess" (C/cr); 's g#z./f 264).  By acknowledging this act of

violence and feeling guilt over it Clay is able to regain control over his life, unlike Crews's

Joe Lon who cannot live. While he is unable to recognize that the violence was justified, he

is able to realize that he can continue to live his life.  House presents this act of violence as

grimly realistic because of Clay's extreme guilt over it.  He, much like Amow and Still, is

able to present this realistic situation as it would occur in Appalachia without encouraging

stereotypes; instead, he writes of a guilt-ridden man who is ashaned of the horrific act of

violence he committed.
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Conclusion

The use of the grotesque by each of these writers signifies an important way to

transcend the stereotypes that previous writers placed on Appalachia.  Through James Still

and Harriette Simpson Amow, readers are able to see real depictions of the lives of

Appalachian people from the Depression to the time of out-migration in Appalachia.  They

show realistic depictions of how their characters deal with deformities, poverty issues, and

ultimately death through various grotesque visions.  While these two writers describe

realistic acts, Cormac Mccarthy uses the grotesque to describe a man that is horrifically

animalistic in his desires, but stands as a symbol of man's potential for perversity.  Through

Ballard's autopsy, Mccarthy reminds readers that we all have the capability to do these

appalling acts because we are literally made of the sane physical products.  He does not

qualify these horrific acts as being specifically Appalachian, but expands it to all humanity.

However, in Lee Smith's hog dissection she describes a different type of grotesque, a scene

of celebration and merriment.  Jink's bildungsroman story shows how Smith uses the

grotesque to depict a scene of bawdy humor focusing on sexual body parts which Bakhtin

states are essential parts of the grotesque image.  Unlike Smith, House uses a focus on the

mouth to signify how his characters deal with human death.  Both Birdie and Easter taste

coal in their mouths showing how tragedy can span generations, but yet the reactions towards

these tragic situations remain the same. These exanples illustrate that the grotesque plays a

strong role in the identity of Appalachian literature.  Unlike the use of the grotesque in the

lowland South that portrays class struggles, Appalachian writers display realistic depictions

of the land that they know through these grotesque glimpses of reality.  By reading these
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realistic grotesque scenes readers will be able to see an Appalachia that is more genuine,

more realistic, than one that is created by those outside the region.



Epilogue

This study explores the history of the grotesque and its relationships with Southern

and Appalachian literature.  The expansive history of the grotesque explained in Chapter One

illustrates the range of meanings that apply to it.  Geoffrey Galt Harpham' s statement that

"the perception of the grotesque is never a fixed or stable thing, but always a process, a

progression" shows how the grotesque is a constantly changing subject to study (14).  In fact,

in the fiction of Appalachian whters the grotesque appears different from the fiction of

writers from the lowland South.  In modem and contemporary Appalachian fiction, writers

use the grotesque to reveal an authentic Appalachia, one without stereotypes.  These writers

revoke these stereotypes by describing grotesque scenes of characters who adapt to

impending industrialization in Appalachia.  Writers like Still and Amow are unacknowledged

for the ways that they use grotesque realism to write about mountain communities.  Unlike

the nineteenth-century j oumalists, these modem and contemporary Appalachian writers

convey realistic depictions that offer countexpoints to earlier stereotypical images. When

examining these instances of the grotesque, it is especially helpful to use Freud's inner fears

of the unfamiliar and familiar, Kolnai' s deflnition of the disgusting, Bakhtin's theories on the

face, domination of the grotesque body and the transformation from human to animal.

In addition to the writers already mentioned in this study, other Appalachian writers

deserve attention in a future study of the grotesque and Appalachian fiction.  The first and

most obvious is James Still' s contemporary Tennessean Mildred Haun who includes various

grotesque features in rfee Flow;4 's Do#e Go#e (1940).  The collection of stories includes

125
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exaggerations of the body as well as gruesome scenes of infanticide narrated by the midwife

Mary Dorthula White.  Bakhtin would explain that these births and deaths express the

grotesque in powerful ways by an exaggeration of the body and then a mutilation of the body

leading to death.  This defomity of the body that leads to death can also be seen in North

Carolinian Fred Chappell's curious book Dago# (1987) which intertwhes ngth with a

chilling tale of how a man wastes away physically and mentally because of his own desires.

However, his body becomes destroyed because of his lustful love of a woman.  There are

various scenes where Peter becomes so obsessed that Chappell describes him as monkey-

like, surviving on basic human needs in a cage supported only by the woman whom he

obsesses over.  West Virginian Pickney Benedict's Dogr a/God (1994) contains another

image of a monkey-like man who falls because of his obsession.  He writes about a Kurtz-

like man named Tarmhauser who becomes obsessive; however, his obsession is over gold

rather than love.  He is an animal-like man who is born with a tail and twelve fingers.

Benedict's novel is riddled with other grotesque images including a boxer who cannot escape

graphic violence and a gruesome murder that takes place in a house.  This novel could be

juxtaposed to Cormac Mccarthy's Cfez./d a/God which presents the human potential for

corruption and perversity.  Dogr a/God also represents a realistic depiction of Appalachia's

recent expanding drug culture.  While the motivations for Tannhauser's violence are not

entirely clear, readers can see a motive for violence in Ron Rash's O#e Foof I.jt Ede77.  Like

Dogr o/God Rash's novel includes several mutilated bodies; for example, a corpse that is

broken apart and hidden in a tree or a box of ears that are kept by a war veteran. . Using

Bakhtin readers can see how these images dominate the scenes where the grotesque objects

appear.  However, unlike the irrational killings in Dogr a/God, Rash's novel attempts to
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justify violence.  While gruesome and chilling, Rash's use of the grotesque in 07ze FooJ 7.7e

Ede# debunks the stereotype of the arbitrarily violent Appalachian man.  Rash has readers

realize the motivation for the murder which involves the dismemberment of a body.  Mark

Powell's powerful B/ood Kz.#.. 4 IVove/ also includes various scenes of bodily mutilation

because of both the spiritual and physical scars of war.  It involves the brutal accidental death

of a young woman by a cow, reminiscent of Flannery O'Connor's "Greenleaf."

In order to examine the difference in how the Appalachian grotesque differs from the

lowland Southern grotesque, an overview of the Southern grotesque was necessary.  This

study addresses the Southern grotesque in the works of major whters like Edgar Allan Poe,

William Faulkner, Flannery O'Comor, and Erskine Caldwell, whters who used the grotesque

to represent class status in ways that contemporary writers such as Harry Crews, Larry

Brown, Dorothy Allison and Carson Mccullers imitate.  While it was beyond the scope of

this project to focus more attention on the Southwestern humorist's tall tales, whters such as

George Washington Harris and Henry Clay Lewis helped to set the stage for Southern poor

white worker grotesque images that occur in the novels of contemporary writers like Crews,

Broun, and Allison.

A more comprehensive study would explore the grotesque in a number of additional

lowland Southern works.  Eudora Welty's 77!e JZobber Brz.cJegroo" certainly could be

considered a modem grotesque fairy tale as she addresses topics spanning from the violent

criminal, Mike Fink, to Goat, who serves as a camivalesque character much like Mcculler's

Cousin Lymon.  Kemedy O'Toole's novel, 4 Co7?/edercrc)/ o/Dav!ces (1980), includes the

protagonist Ignatius J. Reilly who serves as an excellent example of a physically grotesque

character who is well educated, but also socially inept (much like O'Comor's Hulga and
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Brown's Merlot).  Because of his comfortable economic situation, Ignatius reveals to readers

how the grotesque occurs in high-class society.  Drawing attention to a lower socioeconomic

class, the late Tim MCLaurin presents another glimpse of the grotesque in the traveling circus

show which appears in 77!e fcrsf Grecr/ S#c7ke Sfaow (1997).   These characters also offer

ready comparisons with Mccullers' Cousin Lymon as they do not fit comfortably into any

socioeconomic group.  More recently, Tim Gautreaur presents an accurate portrayal of the

class system in a corrupt Louisiana lumber mill town in 7lfoe Cyeczrz.#g (2003) and creates a

cast of characters with obviously grotesque features.  These characters also suffer numerous

bodily mutilations as they are shot or literally tom to shreds by the machines that they

Operate.

When conducting this study, scholars must realize that there is an important

distinction between Appalachian whters and lowland Southern whters.  Appalachian writers

have a unique style of dealing with the grotesque as an element of realism to reveal certain

truths about Appalachia, while grotesque realism in lowland Southern literature usually is

inspired by ideas of guilt over race and class.  Racial discrimination and class consciousness

do occur in Appalachian literature, but they are not as strong as the sense of place.  As Fred

Chappell notes, Appalachian writers are more concerned with the "impact of technology and

industrialization on the ecology" of Appalachia (Chappell 240).  Instead of being concerned

with social class and rac'e, Appalachian writers feel the need to continue to whte about the

changing traditions and land around them: traditions and land that are oftentimes destroyed

by outsiders who profit from extracting resources.  Appalachian whters use the grotesque to

write about how their characters attempt to deal with these changing suroundings, such as in
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the impending industrialization evident at the end of Lee Smith's Ora/ Hz'sJory when the

Cantrell fanily mountain is transfomed into a theme park called Ghostland.

Through this project, I have leaned that there is a distinct difference in the portrayal

of the grotesque by Appalachian whters in comparison to their lowland neighbors.  Southern

Appalachian whters often do not use scenes of horror and laughter to depict social inequity

or corruption, but instead reveal to readers scenes of realistic truth about the land and people

that they have witnessed and the terror that they have seen while living in Appalachia.  One

of the goals of these whters is to create scenes that reveal glimpses of a real Appalachia: one

that is not contrived by outside writers. While I am not the first to notice how Appalachian

literature is different from the rest of the South, this study addresses how its use of the

grotesque is, indeed, unique; and reveals another aspect of how Appalachian whters attempt

to overcome the stereotypes that are continually placed upon them.  From Janes Still to Silas

House, readers can see how modem and contemporary Appalachian whters continue to

create authentic images to infom readers about their Appalachia: an Appalachia of grotesque

deformity and death, but also one that celebrates bawdy folk songs and humorous rustics.

These writers give readers an understanding of an Appalachia, not contrived from stereotypes

that outsiders tend to give it, but a scene that is authentic and genuine in its depiction of the

Appalachian Mountains and those who live there.
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